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INTRODUCTION

The following summaries of reports concerning the work of the Fishery Division

of the Oregon State Game Commission are, in many instances, summations of nearly a

decade of research and, in all cases, a general review® Especially have the cutthroat

trout studies, the Rogue River investigations, and studies at Diamond, East, Paulina,

and Odell Lakes been brought to a focus with an analyzation of data to date and a

development of recommendations for procedures in the future.

Innovations during the year have included the importation of lake trout and

kokanee for stocking in Odell Lake, development of a coastal stream egg-take and

stocking policy, the development of a punch card for the taking of salmon, the ex-

pansjcn of a study concerning the value of the salmon sport fishery to the State of

Oregon; a widening of lake rehabilitation activities through destruction of trash fish,

and a development of better facilities for the liberation of fish by airplane.
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FISH PROPAGATION

There were 21,974,909 fish of all species produced in Oregon State Game

Commission Hatcheries in 1949. They weighed 301,685 pounds. The fish required

2,092,998 pounds of food at a cost of 40_56 974.85 or $.0714 per pound.

Brood stock held during the year were as follows:

Fall-spawning rainbow 26,274
Spring-spawning rainbow 12,564
Cutthroat 13,468
Eastern brook 12,591

TOTAL 64,900

Alsea, Bandon, and Roaring River Hatcheries held cutthroat brood stock. Rock

Creek, Roaring River, and Oak Springs Hatcheries held fall-spawning rainbow brood stock.

McKenzie Hatchery held spring-spawning rainbow brood fish, and eastern brook brood stock

were held at Klamath Hatchery. The Klamath brood stock was of the Hackettstown strain

and proved to be unsuited to those waters owing to disease and subsequent excessive

losses.

Wild fish produced more than enough brook trout eggs of good quality which

are held at the Klamath, Wizard Falls, Hood River, Wallowa, and Fall River Hatcheries.

All in all the history of the Hackettstown strain has not been one of economic pro-

duction, and in spite of the good grade of ova from the strain at Klamath in 1948, the

adults have proven to be most difficult to rear.

Considerable expansion has proceeded through 1949 in facilities for rearing

fish. New ponds have been built at many stations which are capable of greater trout

production than before. Especially is this true at the Wallowa, Roaring River, and

Rock Creek Hatcheries.

Some steelhead were reared at the Alsea and Cedar Creek Hatcheries.

Silver salmon eggs were taken at Butte Falls and Cedar Creek, and silver

salmon are being held over the winter at Bandon and Butte Falls as yearlings.

Spring chinook eggs were taken at Wallowa, Rock Creek, Butte Falls, and

Cedar Creek. Four hundred thousand fall chinook eggs are being hatched at Rock Creek
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from eggs shipped from the Fish and Wildlife Service White Salmon Hatchery on the

Columbia River. In return for the fall chinook eggs brought from the White Salmon

Hatchery and for 100,000 cutthroat eggs from Montana, the State Game Commission furnished

the United States Fish and Wildlife Service with 500,000 eggs from fall-spawning rainbows.

A purchase order has been processed for obtaining 300,000 landlocked sockeye

for planting in Odell Lake in an endeavor to smooth out the sporadic nature of the

maturing cycles and to provide more extensive forage fish for the lake trout population.

One hundred twenty-five thousand lake trout from Canada were purchased for planting in

Odell Lake. Plans have been laid for obtaining three million spring rainbow eggs from

Montana.

The building of the proposed coastal hatchery at Big Creek has been tempor-

arily halted owing to difficulties arising out of the purchase of a dam site,
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NUTRITION AND DISEASE

Fish Diseases 

Loss of adult fish and young downstream migrant salmon and steelhead in the

Rogue River was investigated. Cytophaga columnaris, a bacterium, was found to be the

causative organism. The threshold temperatures for development of the organism had

been reached as a result of a hot, dry season with its resultant low flows and heavy

irrigation demands.

New developments in the field of fish disease control aided greatly in

routine hatchery disease control throughout the state.

The use of a water meter to obtain accurate measures of water volumes to

be used in disease treatment is a valuable adjunct to maintenance of healthy fish

throughout the hatchery system.

There yet remain hatchery ponds which do not lend themselves to disease

control such as at McKenzie and Fall River, but remedial measures have been planned

which will be placed in effect as soon as possible.

Nutrition of Fish

The continued use of dry feeds as meat supplements has become routine and

with the aid of dough and plaster mixers the use of the diet has been facilitated.
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UPPER UMPQUA RIVER INVESTIGATIONS

The Upper Umpqua River Study during the past year has continued its limited

investigations with every resource at hand. The principal emphasis has been directed

at upstream migrations creel census of winter steelhead and spring chinook salmon, and

marking and recovery of tagged fish. A program of periodic seining for seaward migrants

has been inaugurated recently.

Upstream Migration

Table 1 summarizes the tally at Winchester Dam Counting Station since the

inventory was started on December 41 1945. Variance between this table and those of

previous reports is due mostly to a revision in the manner of recording the data. The

present system of recording by half-month periods made advisable the beginning of summer

and winter steelhead runs at June 1 and November 1 respectively. There is an intra-

river migration of immature steelhead which is confusing. Only trout observed after

July 1 are listed as cutthroats although some undoubtedly do appear before that date.

Table 1

Annual migrations of fish in the Umpqua River
for the period 1946 through 1949

19491946	 12.n794
Adult chinooks	 1,974 r,g5
Jack chinooks	 817533 248

2,11108:71)
484

Per cent jacks	 21.403 9.9
Adult silvers	 1,380	 1,010 737 1,329 (2)
Jack silvers	 58	 28 53 81 (2)
Per cent jacks	 4.0	 2.7
Winter steelhead (3)	 6,563	 11 220

6.7
9,700

(2)932g.7 (

Summer steelhead (4)	 3,361	 5,113
Cutthroat (5)	 1,138	 974

2,762
537

1,416687072 (2)
Other trout (6)	 82	 69 79
Squawfish	 726	 1,692 471 487
Suckers	 5,158	 12,856 6,192 4,930

(1) ,	A few additional fall chinooks later.
Record complete only through November 30,

(

(2) 19490
3)	 Beginning previous November 1 each year.
(4)	 Beginning June 1.
(5)	 Only fish tallied after July 1.
(6)	 Rainbows or immature steelhead trout, January 1- une 30.
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Seaward Migration

The two seaward migrant traps which were operated last year were demolished

by high water. They were not replaced since they functioned inadequately.

Assuming that conditions for observation were not appreciably different from

those of recent years, it seemed obvious that there was a noticeably greater downstream

movement of chinook salmon fingerlings in 1949 and no apparent change in the migrations

of other species.

Beginning on October 17, a series of seining stations was established to be

worked at regular intervals. The purpose of this new enterprise is to establish the

time, duration, and peaks of seaward migrations and also to learn the size and age of

the migrants at any of the various points studied throughout a considerable portion of

the drainage. This work was started in hopes of learning when would be the most ad-

vantageous time and place to liberate young chinook salmon now being reared at Rock

Creek Hatchery. Young chinooks have been found throughout much of the North and Main

Umpqua Rivers during November. Some information has been gained regarding the

occurrence of steelhead in the main streams.

Spawning Ground Observations

Except for attempts to become familiar with the spread and diversity of the

spawning areas of silver salmon and steelhead trout the only reasonably thorough and

systematic examination of spawning localities has been concerned with the spring chinook

salmon in the upper river. Owing to the required presence of the personnel in other

areas of the state at the optimum period for observation in 1949, inadequate examina-

tion was made this year.

It may be stated that spring salmon spawning appeared to be highly successful

and that it seemed as though a higher percentage of adults in the run survived to

spawn in the North Umpqua River. Although there is still some summer loss of fish

above the Rock Creek deadline by poaching, it is felt that it is certainly less than

in former years and that the sanctuary provided by the early season closure and the

completely closed area has resulted in a much increased spawning population.
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Some areas examined in the South Umpqua River were not as well occupied as

in recent years when counts were made in the resting holes. Since neither time nor

personnel were available in 19)49 to repeat the thorough coverage given in the years

1946, 1947, and 1948, it is not possible to offer comparable figures.

Although there were a few unspawned steelhead observed throughout the

drainage and especially in the upper South Umpqua as late as May 26, most steelhead

had completed spawning by the end of April. The condition. checks with similar reports

for other years in which the study has been carried on and supports beyond question

the value of the recommended March - April closure to steelhead angling. The policy,

if retained, will certainly result in increased numbers of seaward migrating steelhead

which may be caught as trout and will probably do much to maintain our winter steel-

head stocks at least at present levels.

As mentioned before, observations on silver salmon spawning have been

limited, but populations of immature silver salmon fingerlings continue to appear to

be at high levels throughout the whole drainage. We still know virtually nothing

concerning the spawning habits of cutthroat trout in this area. One man could

profitably spend all his time on that single study here.

Tagging and Tag Recovery

To further investigate the movement of hatchery trout released into waters

of the Umpqua drainage and learn as much as possible concerning the return of these

fish to the creel, 1,801 trout were tagged and liberated at various places and dates.

As evidenced by reports from a considerable segment of the sporting public,

it is obvious that far from all tagged fish caught were reported. Although unfortunate,

it probably does not affect the validity of the information regarding movement of the

fish. The figures appearing in Table 2 are subject to the reservation that accessi-

bility to the area by both the liberating unit and the anglers does affect the lilaoe

of recovery. The extra angling pressure in certain areas colors the returns.
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Dates
Released

Table 2

Tag recovery, Umpqua River

Mean Distance	 Movement of those 	 Number	 Per Cent
Moved in `Miles 	 Recovered in Percentages	 Recovered
Upstr.	 Downstr. U•str.	 None 	 Downstr. Released Recovered

March 15

May 23

June 6

3.7	 2.79

1.6	 2.17

1.3	 1.1

2.8	 29.2	 68.0

11.4	 78.5	 10.1

3.7	 88.0	 8.3

-,-

601	 106	 17.6

500	 88	 17.6

500	 132	 26.4

Totals of
Averages	 1.86	 2.53	 5.5	 66.2	 28.3	 1,601	 326	 20.4

*Column headed 'Tone', includes fish taken within 0.5 mile of release point.
Of these, 79.2% were at or below release point.

It has been demonstrated that fish released in the winter move greater distances

than those released in the spring and that large percentages of fish released in the

winter participate in such movement. It is significant that identical recovery (17,6 per

cent) was obtained from the March 15 and May 23 plantings. It is indicated that con-

siderable numbers of fish can be liberated in mid-winter with every expectation of

obtaining returns equivalent to those from releases made in May plus the added and

definite advantage of securing better distribution with less effort on the part of the

liberators. Fish from the March 15 release were spread out over a sixteen mile area

below the liberation point. Fish from the May 23 plant were recovered within the area

3.5 miles below while those from the June 5 liberation had not traveled more than two

miles during the remainder of the season, A thorough analysis of each release of

marked fish and their recovery will be submitted in the not too distant future.

Returns from 150 tagged brood rainbows released at six locations were erratic.'

There was variation from 7.7 to 440.4 per cent recovery. At seventeen weeks the average

recovery was 28-.66 per cent, and it is interesting to note that 86x1 per cent of those

reported were taken at or immediately below the point of liberation. Two reports of

fish taken in November bring the over-all recovery of brood fish to 30 per cent.
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Only two of the 1948 jaw-tagged fish were reported caught in 1949. Initeach

instance, the fish had moved about one mile above the release point. Since there were

806 tags (including 83 from a February plant) theoretically available from the 1948

release of marked fish, it is a source of wonder as to what became of the remaining

99.76 per cent of the fish not taken during the year of release. If some made a

migration to the ocean, we may confirm it if some jaw-tagged steelhead are reported

in a year or two.

An experiment designed to check the effect of urethane anesthetization showed

such treatment to be beneficial to fish which must be handled for tagging. Four

liberations composed of equal numbers of treated and non-treated tagged fish were made

at separate points. Of the fish recovered, 57.4 per cent were specimens which had

been treated. In each case, treated fish were recovered in greater numbers than were

non-treated fish. Such greater recovery of treated fish ranged from 53.6 to 62.2 per

cent. The use of urethane decreased tagging time by 31 per cent.

Comments made previously to the effect that released tagged fish do not show

up prominently in the catch until about two weeks following planting are in need of

further investigation. The significant appearance of tags in the 1949 catch occurred

slightly earlier than in 1948 but tags from the March 15 release were just as slow

to appear in the catch as were those planted during the open season. It is likely

that the lag between planting and numerous recoveries may be due to the time required

for information to circulate among the anglers as to where a planting has been made.

It is still not explained) however, why only one tagged fish was taken during opening

week after the fish had six weeks in which to spread out. Anglers were everywhere

and making respectable catches in the areas where tagged fish were available,

Fin Clipping 

The adipose and right pelvic fins were removed from 5,000 fall rainbow trout.

These fishy averaging approximately 68 per pound, were anesthetized with 0.5 per cent

urethane prior to clipping. There was a 4 per cent mortality at clipping time, but
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it was not thought to be due to the use of the anesthetic. On August 14 the fish were

transported in two trips to Fish Lake by plane. An observer estimated a loss of 400

fish.

Two lots of 3,000 and 1,000 eastern brook trout were adipose fin-clipped at

Fall River Hatchery by the Central Oregon fishery field agent and planted by plane

into Big and Little Twin Lakes respectively on August 4. There was a loss estimated

at 300 fish from the release into the larger lake. Good observation was not possible

at the smaller lake at planting time, but it was reliably reported two weeks later

that at least 150 fingerlings were seen in this formerly barren water and there was

observed a notable increase in the number of fingerlings in the larger lake.

It must be reported with regret that the hoped for check on survival of

fish planted by plane iA 1948 in Fish Lake did not materialize. Although the Forest

Service stationed a guard there, and an otherwise satisfactory creel census was

obtained for the first few weeks of the season, a new Game Commission employee mis-

takenly convinced the guard that the minimum length limit was eight inches. Whereas

1947 horse-packed fish (93 per pound) showed up in the 1948 catch as six inches long

and again in 1949, no 1948 plane planted fish (92 per pound) appeared since all fish

less than eight inches were returned to the water or concealed from the checker. Of

the marked fish reported in 1949, 81.5 per cent were in the ten to twelve-inch size

group. There were 27 marked fish reported in 1949 from the 1947 plant. Only the

first part of each season has been checked and a total of 109 or 4.4 per cent of the

1947 plant have been recovered. The 109 marked fish have comprised 3,6 per cent of

the total legal catch in the first month of both seasons. In a lake where a strong

population of adult fish already exists, this seems to be excellent survival.

Creel Census

Angler checks indicate that 450 winter steelhead and 200 spring chinook

salmon were taken in the upper river during the open seasons for those species. At

Fish Lake, 206 angler trips during the first thirty-two days of the season resulted
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in a take of 1,552 fish over eight inches in length. The rate of ea eh was 1339 fish

per hour et, 7.53 fish per angler.

The very low take of steelhead was due primarily to low, cold water which

greatly retarded migration. Angling pressure was directly influenced by the slowed

migration. The catch per angler was exactly the same as during the previous season.

Public Relations 

It is possible that this section might be better headed oPublic Edmeation"

for the effort of this unit has been directed along the line of informing the whole

public of the facts obtained and the reasons behind regulations and conservation or

management practices in this drainage. The effort is made on the theory that an

informed public is a cooperative public. It is sometimes apparent that such a theory

is rendered inoperative by a small minority.

Numerous meetings of sportsmen clubs have been attended with verbal reports

of the activity of the Umpqua River Study given at each. Talks have been delivered

at the Chamber of Commerce Forum, the Junior Chamber of Commerce Radio Forum, other

civic groups and an assembly of 4-H leaders. The regular meetings of the Umpqua

Basin Conservation Council have been attended, a practice which helps disseminate

information widely throughout the county. Half-monthly reports of the migration

records are prepared and published in the local paper and a Canyonville advertising

organ together with comments regarding angling conditions, tagging reports, spawning

data or any other item thought to be of current interest. It is hoped that this

service can be expanded to, other papers. Contact is made with the local paper prior

to the carrying out of activities such as electric shocking, salvage, or poisoning

experiments. The result has been well illustrated news stories which have been

educational and have elicited favorable comment.

Irrigation

All of the major and many of the minor gravity irrigation ditcrhes in the

southern part of the county have been located and shown to the Department of Fishways

and Screens.
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Barriers 

The items marked with an asterisk ) below are natural obstructions needing

special attention and construction work.

1.* Smith River - log jams ) 20 miles above Highway 99. 3.1 miles below
guard station. Probably passable at certain water stages. Should
be removed.

2	 Hubbard Creek - tributary to Umpqua River, four miles below town of
Umpqua. At Cleveland Ranch, 3,5 miles above mouth. Ladder needed.

3.* Little River - natural falls one mile above mouth Cavitt Creek. One
or two simple baffles will make this much more easily negotiated.

4.* Fall Creek-- tributary to Little River. Ladder needed for stream
entrance. Excellent spawning stream now little used.

5.* Cavitt Creek - tributary to Little River. Falls three miles above
mouth. Ladder desirable.

North Deer Creek. Dam at mouth needs ladder.

7. South Myrtle Creek. Old dam 150 yards above mouth of Louis Creek
should be removed.

8. Slide Creek - tributary to North Myrtle Creek, Dam creating log pond
needs ladder.

9. Canyon Creek - tributary to South Umpqua River. Dam at Alpine Lodge
should be completely removed. Irrigation dam below needs better ladder.

10. Cow Creek - irrigation dam near mile post 244 on Highway 99 should be
provided with at least one good step and jumping pool, or dam relocated
and redesigned.

11.* South Umpqua Falls. Major construction project to provide easier
passage for salmon and steelhead and at same time continue block to
suckers and squawfish. This should have priority.

Trash Fish Control
•■,■■■■•■••■■••.•

Electric shocking experiments on squawfish were carried on in the North

Umpqua River at Winchester. Gold fish were eliminated from a log pond at Myrtle Creek

in late October. Although thousands of fish were killed during this operation, water

temperatures of 50° Fahrenheit give rise to the possibility of some survival. This

project was undertaken despite the recognized unfavorable conditions in an effort to

prevent continuation of the practice of utilizing gold fish from the pond as bait in

coastal lakes.
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Pollution Abatement 

Several gravel washing plants have been inspected, and cooperation from

owners has been secured to reduce silting of adjacent streams. It was necessary to

call upon the State Sanitary Board for assistance in one case.

None of the reported cases of sawdust pollution which were checked upon

seemed to necessitate control, but further investigation may be necessary in the

Elk Creek drainage.

The City of Roseburg w s sewage treatment plant is not adequate for the area

served during periods of heavy precipitation and runoff since storm sewers discharge

into the plant ® The deleterious effect of the resulting by-pass does not occur until

late the following spring when small pockets and back sloughs filled with organic

materials begin to contribute rapidly oxidizing substances to the main stream. It

is doubtful if much can be done to eliminate this situation until storm sewers can

be separated from the main lines. On occasions, large quantities of oil appear below

Roseburg and mostly, but not always, below the treatment plant. It is suspected that

much of this comes from service stations and petroleum storage depots. The city

manager has offered assurance that the practice of by-passing raw sewage will be held

to a minimum and that the plant will be operated at capacity. The advent of a new

treatment plant to serve newly populated areas around the city and the Veterans

Administration Hospital will help relieve a deplorable situation.

Water Rights

Much time has been devoted to the examination of properties whose owners

have requested the granting of water use permits. These occur mostly in the South

Umpqua drainage system. The main benefit accomplished by this activity is to cause

landowners to become aware of the possible reduction of fish populations in the

streams under question. When gravity irrigation is indicated, screens and ladders

at dame are recommended and reported to the proper department. Virtually, all new

irrigation developments are of the overhead sprinkler type,



Log Pond Development 

The experimental planting of 290 rainbow trout in an abandoned log pond as

reported in 1948 has not yet been examined by draining and netting or poisoning as

planned. The owner of the property on which the pond is located reports that he has,

seen considerable numbers of six to nine-inch fish feeding on the surface.

Recommendations 

In addition to the angling regulations which have been proposed and submitted

at an earlier date, the following recommendations are made with respect to the conduct

of the Umpqua River Study and the management of the fishery resources of this drainage

system:

0 Press for cooperative action by the Fish Commission to secure regulation
or legislation prohibiting commercial fishing within a suitable radius
of the mouth of the Umpqua River at least until May 31 of each year.
Sport fishing should also be banned in the same area at the same time.

2. Adopt the salmon rehabilitation program for the Umpqua River proposed
by Dr. H. J. Rayner,

3. Provide one or more special enforcement officers whose prime function
will be to protect spring chinook salmon throughout their life period
in the river.

Remove the barriers or obstacles to upstream migration listed on page
twelve of this report.

Screen and provide all gravity irrigation ditches with adequate by-passes.

6. Provide full season creel check at Fish Lake with qualified and
interested observers.

7. Continue tagging study and expand to include tagging of wild fish.

8. Emphasize the need for extra protection to slimmer steelhead0
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LOWER UMPQUA RIVER INVESTIGATIONS

Winchester Bay Salmon Sport Fishery

A survey was conducted at Winchester Bay on the lower Umpqua River in order

to determine the fishing intensity and average and seasonal landings of salmon by sport

fishermen. It was anticipated that basic data obtained by the survey could be

utilized to establish the economic value of the sport fishery.

Essentially, the survey involved interviews of returning anglers on the

public (county) dock, counts, and individual weights of fish, and daily boat counts,

Methods

Upon completing their day t s angling, fishermen were interviewed in order to

obtain the number of anglers per party (or boat), and the species, number, and weights

of salmon caught. Daylight to dark checks, recording hourly departures, and returns

of all angling parties from the dock provided not only the number of persons fishing

at that location on those days, but also the number and percentage angling at any

hour of the day. A series of such checks during the summer have been processed in

order to determine the percentage of anglers fishing during various hours of the day

( Figure 1).

Lookout personnel of the Umpqua Lifeboat Station, United States Coast Guard,

made daily counts at recorded hours of all sport fishing boats on the bay and ocean.

From each day's count and the expected percentage of boats and fishermen on the river

at the hour of the count, the total number of anglers has been estimated for each day

of the season.

Total daily and seasonal estimates of fishing intensity and catch were com-

puted by utilizing the Coast Guard daily boat counts and the day-longboat checks on

the dock. Five week ends and three weekdays were selected for all-day counts, involving

696 boat trips on the former group and 201 trips on the latter days. The maximum

number of anglers fishing at any one time on week ends varied from 36 per cent to 64

per cent of the day's total and averaged 48 per cent. The maximum number out at one'
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Figure 1. Daily distribution of fishing effort at Winchester Bay, 1949.
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time on a weekday averaged L.7 per cent. (Figure 1).

Depending upon the hour of the boat count, then, each days►  total boat trips

were computed by applying the appropriate percentage, and, in turn, the number of

fishermen and numbers and pounds of salmon were derived by applying the survey averages.

In all possible cases, individual daily averages were used in computing that particular

day l s . total data; whenever survey averages were lacking, then averages obtained on

closest preceding and following days were used to calculate that particular day's

total.

Results

Interviewed were 4,295 fishermen who caught 1,254 salmon (356 chinook and

998 silvers) weighing almost 15,000 pounds. Parties averaged 22 fishermen per boat,

and the anglers caught one-third salmon or 32 pounds of fish per trip. Two hundred

and twenty-one chinook salmon weighed an average of 21 .pounds and 764 silvers

averaged 9 pounds each.

It was determined that, for the salmon fishing season from June 18 to

September 21, over 18 000 anglers landed approximately 1,200 chinook and 3,800 silver

salmon, or 5,000 fish during 7,200 boat trips. Converted to pounds of salmon by the

average weights of 21 pounds for chinook and 9 pounds for silvers, almost 60,000

pounds were taken by these fishermen. (Table 3)

Interviews of angling parties also provided information relative to the

minimum investment in tackle and equipment per party, the origination point (distance

traveled) of the anglers, and the type of boat (private or rented).

* The average minimum investment reported necessary to conduct a salmon

fishing trip by 85 parties was $416.00. Eugene and Reedsport areas each provided

19 per cent of the fishermen while 6 per cent each came from Portland and Coos Bay

areas, 5 per cent from Roseburg, l2 per cent from California, and lesser amounts

from various localities throughout the state and out-of-state. From July 21 to

August 21, 41 per cent of 396 angling parties used rented boats. Forty-six per
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Table 3

Winchester Bay salmon sport fishery
summaries, June 18 - September 21, 1949

Survey
Checked Calculated

Boat Trips 1 708 7,243

Anglers 4,-295 18,107

Salmon: 1 254 16913
Chinook 356 1,153
Silver	 `-, 998 3,760

Pounds Salmon: 14,567 58,665
Chinook 5,451 24,152
Silver 9,116 34,513

Average Weight:
Chinook 21#
Silver 9#

Pounds Per Angler

Fish Per Angler 0. 3 0,28

Fish Per Boat 0.8 0.68

Anglers Per Boat 2.5 2.5

cent of the weekday anglers and 37 per cent . of those fishing on week ends rented boats.

Conclusion

Well over 20,000 angler trips were made in the Winchester Bay area during

the summer season, since the computed fishing intensity did not include many shore

salmon fishermen,

Salmon Spawning Ground Surveys

Relative escapement of salmon in the lower Umpqua River area has been

checked annually by counts of spawning fish found in certain areas of selected streams.

Initiated in 1945 by Fish Commission biologists, continued in 1946 and 1947 by both

Fish and Game Commission personnel, and in 1948 and 1949 by Game Commission biologists,

the salmon spawning ground surveys now cover three to five yearly checks on sixteen

streams.
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Methods

During the height of the salmon spawning season which depends considerably

upon weather and water conditions, the same areas of each stream are checked every

fall, so that comparative fish counts may be obtained. The streams examined include

some entering tidewater of the Umpqua and Smith Rivers and others entering the

Umpqua as much as six miles above Elkton, or about thirty-five miles above the head

of tidewater.

Chinook Salmon

Very few fall chinook salmon have been found in the tributaries examined.

Located were 12 in 1945, none in 1946 and 1947, 18 in 1948, and 14 (incomplete count)

in 1949,, The fish returning this year are the offspring of the 1945 chinook run.

Silver Salmon

Considerably increased escapements of silver salmon have been indicated

the past three years over those found in 1945 and 1946. The 1948 and 1949 runs which

are the returning adults from the 1945 and 1946 spawning migrations, respectively,

have each increased fourfold over the parent runs. No commercial fishing has been

allowed by legislative act and Fish Commission regulation since and including the

1948 season. In 1947, the relative escapement amounted to eight times that found in

1945, the first year of the surveys. (Table 4 and Figure 2)

Table 4

Year

Spawning ground surveys - Relative
escapement of silver salmon, 1945 - 1949

Escapement	 Commercial
Index*	 Landings, Pounds

Percent 'jack Salmon to
Total Salmon Observed

1945 12 459,000 5

1946 16 207,000 25

1947 100 58,185 4

1948 47 None 4

19)49 68 None 18

*Index based upon annual comparative counts on eight streams (three for
1945) since 1949 surveys are incomplete.
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It is deemed significant that the escapement of fish in the last two years

without commercial fishing amounted in both cases to four times that of the parent year

of each cycle. A rapid recovery in the lower Umpqua River area for silver escapement

following the river t s closure to commercial fishing is indicated.

Jack Salmon

It has often been considered possible that abundance of jack salmon in any

year might indicate roughly a substantial increase in the following year s silver salmon

run. These precocious males return to spawn and die one year previous to the main run

of salmon with which group they started life. In the five years of spawning ground

surveys in the lower Umpqua River area, two years stand out as including large numbers

of jack salmon - 1946 and 1949. The 1947 silver run turned out to be unusually large,

and all indications point toward another increase next year.

Conclusions

Evidence collected from salmon spawning ground surveys in the lower Umpqua

area show that silver salmon escapement has increased tremendously in the last several

years, particularly since the prohibition of commercial fishing.

Furthermore, the data indicate that the 1950 silver run will be substantially

greater than any since the surveys were started in 19450 Next year completes the

cycle of those fish originated by the comparatively large 1947 run. In addition, the

presence of many jack salmon this year supports the prediction of a larger run next

year..

Smith River Trout Fishery 

Frequent checks of the Smith River trout fishery during the angling season

resulted in returns of tagged trout and data relative to average angler catches. Two

hundred and twenty-two fishermen caught 664 trout or 3 cutthroat per angler trip. The

trout fell into the following size groups: 8 to 10 inches - 41 per cent; 10 to 12 inches

® 39 per cent; and over 12 inches - 20 per cent.
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It is interesting to note that, although average angling success declined as

the season progressed, the average size of the fish in the creels increased.

Table 5

Size groups of cutthroat trout
in Smith River creels, 1949

Size Groups
May
Per Cent

June - July
Per Cent

Seasonal
Average

8" - 10" 49 24 41%

10" - 12" 32 55 39%

12" over 19 21 20%

To a considerable degree the decline in angling results can be attributed to the

presence of soft-shelled crayfish in increasing numbers as the water temperatures

rise. The crayfish in the soft-shell stage form almost the entire food supply of

cutthroat trout in Smith River. This fact in itself influences detrimentally the

success of taking trout by conventional methods at such times. In addition, evidence

that Smith River is not "fished out" within one or two months as claimed by some

individuals was obtained by setting a gill net in a heavily fished pool on the night

of July 11. Eighteen cutthroat from 62 to 13 inches (all in excellent condition) were

captured; eight of the fish were tagged and released. Fifteen suckers from 8 to 192

inches were also taken in the net.

Table 6

Size groups of cutthroat trout taken
by gill net in Smith River, July 11, 1949

Size Groups Number Fish Per Cent

6" - 8" 4 22

8" - 10" 8 44

10" - 12" 4 22

12" over 2 12
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In the 1949 angling season, only one of 80 sea-run cutthroat tagged at Smith

River Falls in August, September, and October, 1948, was recaptured by anglers. During

the 1948 season, however, fishermen caught 17 per cent of the sea-run cutthroats which

had been tagged the previous fall. No evidence is available in this year's instance

to indicate whether the fish spawned and returned to tidewater and the ocean earlier

this year or whether a heavier natural mortality occurred during the spawning season.

The presence of sizeable numbers of sea-run cutthroat trout above tidewater

early in the summer was shown by seining 66 such fish at the falls, 7 miles above

tidewater, on August 2 and 4.0, 1949. Circular jaw tags were affixed to 44 of these

fish, 21 were measured and released, and one 15-inch fish was caught carrying a cir-

cular tag fastened on the fish October 2, 1948 when the trout measured 12 inches.

This makes the second recovery of a tagged trout at the falls after an elapse of one

year; the first recovery was also of a 15-inch fish tagged when 12 inches long.

Tagged Hatchery Rainbow Trout

To test the possible return as summer steelhead of hatchery-reared fall

spawning rainbow trout liberated in coastal streAms, 700 tagged fish averaging

approximately 8 inches were released in Smith River one mile above the head of

tidewater in March, 1949. A circular jaw tag was placed on each fish.

During the trout angling season, 26 (3.7 per cent) tags were obtained from

fishermen; 25 had been caught in Smith River and 1 from the Umpqua River at Reedsport,

25 to 30 miles downstream. Recapture locations on 21 rainbow taken in Smith River

show that 12 or 57 per cent were caught one-half mile downstream, and the remainder,

7 (332 per cent) were captured from one-eighth to one and one-half miles upstream*,

The point of recapture does not necessarily indicate the true percentage of fish

migration from the planting site since the fishing pressure above the site was much

greater than that below,



Cutthroat Trout Age Determination

Preliminary age determinations have been made for 151 Umpqua and Smith River

cutthroat trout taken in 1946, 1947 and 1948 as resident stream fish, immPture and

adult seaward migrants, and adult upstream migrants. One hundred and five samples were

from fish caught in and above tidewater. Forty-six trout were adult sea-run cutthroat.

With two exceptions, all adults were found to have spent but one summer in tidewater

and ocean prior to making the first upstream migration. The two exceptions apparently

spent at least one winter and summer in tidewater and ocean areas before maturing.

One hundred and five stream fish and immature seaward migrants averaged

4.5, 7.5, 9.3, and 11 inches, respectively, for the age groups 1 to 4 inclusive. The

lengths of adult sea-run cutthroat captured on their upstream migration averaged 12.1

inches after one summer t s sea growth, 15.6 - two summers, 17.25“ - three summers

and 23in - four summers. The average fork length of 194 sea-run cutthroat taken at

the falls in 1947, 1948 and 1949 was 13.8 inches.

Table 7

Age-length relationship of cutthroat
'trout from Umpqua and Smith Rivers, 1946 - 1948

Annuli	 Average Fork Length
Stream	 Ocean*	 Number Fish	 Inches

3 4.5
2 39 7.5
3 53 903
4 10 11.0
2 S 12 11.5
2 S 2 14.1
2
2

5 35`'S3
S'fS'en

None
1 23.5

3 S 22 12.5
2 14.2

3 5 16.2
3 s s s 2 17.2
2 T s l 15.0
3 T S 1 17.5

*Symbols g S Summer sea growth
b Spawning check
T Tidewater annulus
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An average increase in length of 3 to 4 inches is indicated for sea-run fish from one

summer's trip to tidewater and ocean areas. Two stream annuli ere found on 30 per

cent of the adult fish, and 70 per cent had resided 3 years in a stream before moving

seaward for the first time.

Lower Umpqua River Winter Steelhead Sport Fishery, 1948 - 1949 

A creel census of the lower Umpqua River steelhead sport fishery was con-

ducted during the period November 1, 1948 to February 28, 19)49, inclusive. The

fishery occurs mainly in the months of November and December, but cold weather occurred

during January and February of 1949, and the fishing intensity dropped below the usual

amount for these months.

Fishermen who had completed their day's angling averaged 0.23 steelhead per

trip. Seventy-five such anglers were checked with 17 fish; an additional 282 fishermen

had caught 45 fish when checked. The average catch was exactly the same as that of

1948.

Forty-six steelhead averaged 26.8 inches and 8.1 pounds. Lengths and weights

of fish taken the previous year averaged 262 inches and 7.1 pounds, respectively. In

1947, there was an intensive commercial fishery which landed well over 8, 000 steelhead,

thereby removing many of the larger specimens from the sport fishery,

Conclusions

It is estimated that approximately 1,100 steelhead were caught by 40750

lower Umpqua River anglers in the 1948 - 1949 season. The results are somewhat less

than the data obtained for the previous two seasons, a phenomenon which probably

resulted from the unusually cold winter.
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Table 8

Winter steelhead sport fishery effort,
catch,. and catch per unit of effort on lower Umpqua River

1946 - 1949

Year
Angler
Trips

Estimated
Catch

Fish Per
Angler Trip

1946-1947 713oo 2,900 0.40

1947-1948 61000 1, 400 o.23

1948-1949 4,750 1,100 0.23

Tidewater Seining Resumes 

One of the activities conducted in 1946 and 1947 as part of the cooperative

Umpqua River Study by personnel of the Fish and Game Commissions involved regular

tidewater seining for downstream migrating saImonids at specific stations. With the

initiation this year by upper and lower Umpqua field agents of similar periodic

seining above tidewater from Scottsburg to above Roseburg, the results of the 1946-

1947 tidewater seining have been analyzed and summarized.

Seaward migrants were captured at five regular and several intermittently

used stations with a 70 foot beach seine during the operations which started in March,

1946, and ended in May, 1947. These stations were 1, 52, 10, 13, and 22 miles above.

the river's mouth, with a sixth station 2 mile above tidewater, or 282 miles above

the mouth.

Chinook downstream migrants appeared in the seine hauls from March 7 to

September 14, silver salmon from March 18 to June 19, cutthroat trout from March 1

to July 1, and rainbow trout from March 1 to July 15.

In the case of chinook salmon there is some indication that two peaks of

abundance and size groups occur in tidewater, one about April 1, and another about

July 15. One size group of chinooks averaging h inches (104 mm.), fork length,

appeared at the three upper stations in March, while another group averaging 3 inches

(73 mm.), fork length, reached these stations in May and June. It is possible that the
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early fish are yearling spring chinook and that the later ones are fall chinook finger-

lings.

Greatest abundance of silver salmon occurred about April 15, that of

cutthroat trout about May 15, and rainbow trout about,Junea.

Table 9

Umpqua River tidewater seining results
1946 - 1947

Peak Average Size

Species Stations Period Found Abundance Fork Length

Chinook Upper March 7 - June 17 June 1 3" (75 mm..)
Lower March 27 - September 14 August 15 14" (115 mm.)

Silver Upper March 18 - May 24 April 1 A" (97 mm.)
Lower April 24 - June 19 May 10 5" (125 mm.)

Cutthroat Tidewater March 1 - July 1 May 15 011

Rainbow Tidewater March 1 - July 15 June 1 52"

Tenmile Lake

In connection with a cooperative creel census at Tenmile Lake carried on by

members of the Tenmile Lake Sportsmen's Association, 9,100 marked cutthroat trout were

liberated from the Bandon Hatchery into the lake during the first week of April.

Planted in North Tenmile Lake were 4,131 marked fish, and in South Tenmile Lake were

5,007 contrastingly marked cutthroat. In addition, 8,500 unmarked trout also had been

liberated early in March to make a total plant of 17,600 legal-sized fish.

All North Lake marked fish were towed in a McKenzie River planting boat

and liberated in the Big Creek Arm, about six miles from Lakeside. On May 1, these.

fish appeared in the creels in practically all areas of North Lake, as well as in

various sections of South Lake, and below Lakeside in Tenmile Creek, outlet of

Tenmile Lake.

In checking anglers at the lake on May 1, 1949 it was found that 113 per

cent of the trout taken were marked. Two hundred and twelve trout were checked
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including 183 or 86 per cent in the 8 to 10-inch group, 23 or 11 per cent from 10 to 12

inches, and 1 or t per cent from 12 to 14 inches. Five fish measured under 8 inches.

Tenmile Lake Sportsmen's Association members maintained records of angling

parties on sport catch report cards. Attesting to the accuracy of these reports is the

percentage of marked fish reported for May 1 which exactly duplicates a check by Game

Commission personnel of 43 per cent. Records of 184 fishing parties during May show that

419 anglers took 1,539 trout of which 624 (40 per cent) were marked. Sixty-three per

cent of the marked fish were those liberated in South Tenmile Lake, and 37 per cent

had been planted in North Lake which was less heavily fished.

As evidenced by the check on May 1, the sport catch report cards also indi-

cated a perceptible downstream movement of the hatchery fish toward the outlet and

ocean. During May, marked fish comprised the following respective percentages of the

catch: in North Lake - 26 per cent; in South Lake - 47 per cent; and in Tenmile Creek

- 51 per cent. Furthermore, 30 per cent of the marked cutthroat captured in the creek

were fish which had been released in North Lake and had traveled down the lake through

the one-half mile canal to South Lake, and then one-half mile of South Lake to reach

Tenmile Creek, six miles from the planting site.

Conclusions

Since 43 per cent of the opening day's catch and 40 per cent of the May

landings of trout were marked, hatchery raised fish could have composed up to 83 per

cent of the day's catch and up to 77 per cent of the month's total. Unmarked trout,

however, had been released one month earlier than the marked ones, and as a consequence,

had more time to escape the fishery by moving seaward. Even so, the results indicate

the extent to which the Bandon Hatchery supplied the trout fishery its 32 trout per

angler trip.

The tendency of the trout to move seaward emphasizes the value of liberating

the fish from a planting boat in the upper arms of each lake. In addition, liberating

legal fish prior to April 1 in Tenmile Lake, and perhaps in smaller coastal lakes with
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outlets, may be inadvisable.

It is recommended that the use of circular jaw tags be considered in future

liberation programs at Tenmile Lake. Fewer fish and less time need be involved, but

prospects of obtaining as much or more information are good.

Dry Creek Salvage Operations 

Approximately 20,125 immature chinook and silver salmon, rainbow, and

cutthroat trout (1* to 9 inches long) were salvaged from Dry Creek, tributary of Sixes

River, on six seining trips between July 17, and September 1. A small portable fish

tank mounted on a one-half ton pick-up was transported along the creek, the fish

seined, usually weighed, and placed in the tank for release in Sixes River.

Approximately 150 pounds of fish were salvaged in the 1* mile section which

eventually dried completely. The value of the fish saved per trip equals $37.50 at

$1,50 per pound cost to raise fish in our hatcheries. By originating salvage trips

from Bandon or Gold Beach, the expenses (two men) and mileage would be much less than

the above value of salvaged fish. An earlier start, depending upon the season, and

more frequent trips would undoubtedly result in the saving of thousands more fish

under conditions similar to those found this year.

Bradley Lake Poisoning Project

Bradley Lake, a 28 acre lake four miles south of Bandon, was poisoned on

October 12 and 13 by several Game Commission personnel and sportsmen. The lake was

thermally stratified during the summer with a maximum surface temperature of 72

degrees and a bottom (32 feet) temperature of 46 degrees as obtained on August 31.

Approximately 60 cutthroat trout, 100 bass, and 10 catfish were recovered

or counted up to 48 hours after poisoning began. Three catfish measured 3* inches in

length and the remainder 12 to 13 inches. Trout averaged much larger in length than

did the bass, as noted in the table below.
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Table 10

Size groups of cutthroat trout and large
mouth black bass recovered from Bradley Lake, October, 1949

Size Groups
Trout Bass

Numbers Per Cen Numbers Per Cent

Under 6" None 5 12

6" - 8" None 16 40

8" - 10" 9 16 14 35

10" - 12" 31 54 4 10

12" 14 25

1)49 - 16" 3 5 None

Thousands of live Phantom midge larvae (Chaoborus)) were observed on the lake surface

two weeks following poisoning.

Electrofishing

A 200 foot section of Dean Creek, tributary of the Umpqua River was sampled

by use of the direct current shocker on March 1 and June 15. Of note is the presence

of yearling rainbow, steelhead, and silver salmon in the area on March 1, and the

disappearance of the yearling silvers and the appearance of current rainbow and

silver fingerlings by June 150

Table 11

Dean Creek electrofishing results,
March 1 and June 15,'1949

a2ELE

March 1	 June 15

Number
Average
Total Length Number

Average
Total Length

Cutthroat 1 6.10 3 7.4"

Rainbow-Steelhead:
Current Hatch None 10 1.7"	 (41• 	

min.)

Yearlings 9 3,4" 10 4. 7"

Silver Salmon 13 4.on 12 203" (current hatch
only)

Cottids, lampreys, crayfish, and salamanders were also subject to capture.
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Liberations 

Liberation of cutthroat advanced fry from the Bandon Hatchery in a portable

tank mounted on the one-half ton pick-up started April 22. Fortunately, the roads

were in excellent condition for that time of the year, and the fish were distributed

in the smaller tributaries of the Coquille River.
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ROGUE RIVER INVESTIGATIONS

1949 was the ninth year of fisheries investigation on the. Rogue River.

Following the stream survey in 1941, the problems of fishery management have been met

with corrective measures as public influence, funds, and development of the area would

allow. Since 1944, much of the unit's effort has been with river basin investigations

in relation to proposed United States Bureau of Reclamation dams.

During the 1949 season, four men were employed by the Commission to carry out

duties of the river basin work. At the Gold Ray fish counting station, a sample count

procedure was in use until April requiring one man, but two men were used beginning in

May in order to carry on a full time count for the detection of tags.

River Basin Studies in Relation to Proposed Bureau of Reclamation Dams

The Oregon State Game Commission and the United States Fish and Wildlife

Service joined in a cooperative study of the Rogue fishery as it might be affected by

proposed United States Bureau of Reclamation dams. Funds of the United States Depart-

ment of the Interior were used extensively. The Game Commission assumed the greater

responsibilities for direction of the study. Working with Game Commission personnel

were five United States Fish and Wildlife Service employees stationed at Gold Beach

and nine at Medford.

In March, a tagging trap was constructed in the north channel of Rogue River

alongside the island located immediately above the Wedderburn Bridge. Many delays

prevented early completion of the trap, and the first fish was not tagged until

April 7. On May 1, high water demolished the trap. Reconstruction was started

immediately, and on May 22, tagging was resumed. The trap was discontinued during the

period June 15 to October 5 because of its inability to trap fish. A seine was used
during that period and more fish were obtained per unit of effort than with the trap.

The trap was again used from October 10 to November 5 after which time it was dismantled,
and tagging operations were abandoned for the season.
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The trap presented many problems in operation and maintenance. Filamentous

algae made the trap almost useless during June and July. The algae clogged the wire

and meshes of the nets, so that it could not attract fish. Seals and sea lions raided

the trap frequently at night necessitating the placement of watchers. Approximately

fifteen seals and seven sea lions were killed and recovered by Game Commission personnel.

Many others were wounded and escaped.

The Peterson plastic disk tag was used for the tagging, and it was attached

to the back of the fish immediately under the dorsal fin by means of a pin. A total

of 809 fish were tagged during the season, 359 of which were tagged from the trap

and 450 from the seines * Table 12 gives the numbers of fish tagged by species, by

weeks, and the color combinations used. Many shad, suckers, and poggies were trapped

or seined but released without tagging. Several starry flounder and immature crabs

(Cancer magister) were also found in the seine and released.

Two chinooks that were tagged offshore in the troll fishery were trapped

at Gold Beach. One of those trapped on April 22, has been reported as previously

tagged off Humboldt County in California in September, 1948. Records are not yet

available on the second fish, Both were tagged again and released.

Boat-angler counts were made throughout the season to determine the extent

of fishing pressure. Adequate boat counts were only available from Lobster Creek to

the jaws (mouth of the river). Table 13 presents the fishing effort in boat days.

Angler-per-boat counts showed that there was an average of 2.337 anglers

in each boat through the season. With approximately 8,769 boat-days for the season,

an estimate of 20,493 angler-days from boats is made for the lower river during 1949.

In addition, sample counts of shore anglers casting for salmon were made from the

period August 1 through October 1, or a total of 92 days. From the samples, 2,125

angler-days are calculated from shore angling. Table 14 presents the estimated

total of salmon fishing effort for the season,
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Table 13

Salmon boat counts - Lower Rogue River, 1949

Sample 	 Number
Number	 Total	 Average	 Days /1
of Counts Boats	 Boats Per

Day of Week

Total
Boat-days /2:

31 114114
31 1,048
30 1,398
30 1,278
30 990
31 9)49
31 1,692..-2----

2114	 8,769

/1 Total of these ttdays of the week" between April 1 - October 31.
/7 Total boats calculated between April 1 - October 31,

Table 14

Total estimated salmon anglers, Lower River, 1949

Method	 Angler Days 

Boat anglers	 20,493
Shore casters	 2,125 

TOTAL	 22,618

Table 15

Tag ratio counts, Rogue River, 1949
Ratio of untagged fish to. tagged fish

Station Chinook	 Silvers Steelhead

Agness 215 : 1 0 (no tags) 0 (no tags)
Savage Rapids 430 : 1 0 (no count) 0 (no count)
Gold Ray 3,338 : 1 579 : 1 71 3737 : 1	 /1

/1 Silver and steelhead counts complete to December 31, 1949*

Sundays 7 319
Mondays 17 575
Tuesdays 13 606
Wednesdays 13 554
Thursdays 15 495
Fridays 12 368
Saturdays 7 382

45.57
33.83
46.61
42061
33.00
30.66
54.57
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On the upper river, tag ratio counts were made at Agness, Savage Rapids, and

Gold Ray to determine the ratio of untagged fish to tagged fish passing these points.

Counts attempted at Rainie Falls were unsuccessful. A total of 35,795 fish were

counted in the samples. These ratios tend to illustrate the straggling and dropping

off of fish in the runs as their migration progresses up river. (See Table 15).

Generally speaking, the return of tags from angler-caught fish was good.

Poorest cooperation is believed to have come from the Curry County section. Because

of the limited number of fish tagged, little information could be obtained from the

recovery program as applied to river basin studies. However, much useful data has

been supplied the Commission for application to management with respect to habits,

run-progression up the river, and in the determination of the runs which are supplying

the angler. Table 16 depicts the results of the tag recovery program. The recovery

and spotting of tags to date represent 10.5 per cent of the total number of fish

tagged at Gold Beach. This is generally considered to be an excellent return. Tag

returns are expected to continue throughout the winter. Many steelhead tags are

expected to be observed at the Gold Ray counting station during the winter of 1949 -

1950.

Table 16

Tag recovery, Rogue River, 1949

Method
	

Chinooks 
	

Steelhead	 Silvers 

Sections
	

Sections	 Sections

L - M L - M - U

Angling	 6 - 1 - 0	 1 - 0 - 0
Spotting-
Tag-ratio counts
Dead or dying
Retrapped
TOTALS

- 0 -.6
- 0-22
- 0 - 0
- 0 - 2
- 2 -30

2 -16 - 2 0 - 0_-- 0 0
2 	 2- 6 0- 0- 1 0
6 - 2 - 0 3 - 0 - 0 0
6 - 0 - 0 0 - 0 .- 0 0
22 -21 - 8 4 - 0 - 1 1

L, M- and U stand for lower, middle, and upper sections of the basin, respectively.
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Only six chinooks with tags were counted over Gold Ray. This tends to

illustrate that perhaps the greatest number of chinooks spawning above Gold Ray enter

the river before April since all tagged chinooks counted over Gold Ray were of fish

tagged in April and over six thousand untagged fish were counted before the first

tagged fish appeared.

During the inter-agency river basin study in 19)49 much of the previous work

and figures gathered by the Commission were rechecked for accuracy and for changes

resulting from annual trends. The results of the recent surveys paralleled earlier

studies.

Most important was the economic evaluation survey which was more complete

and extensive than previous work done by the Commission. The availability of funds

and man-power made this possible. During the 1949 season, expenditures by sportsmen

in the upper river amounted to $2,200,000.00 and in the lower river to approximately

$1,300,000.00 or a total for the basin at about $3,500,000.00. As capitalized at

4 per cent, the capital investment in the basin to sports fishing amounts to
$87,500,000.000

Tourist-recreational studies in the Union Creek area showed that the area

is of much value in its present natural state. Power development planned would

completely eliminate recreational attraction to the area. During 1947, 722,285 people

used the area 4168 per cent of which were residents of Oregon. Other information

Obtained on creel census for 1949 has been made available to the Commission and is

included in the management section of this report.

A plane was used throughout the spawning season for making redd (nest)

counts, A total of 11.5 flying hours was used to cover the spawning areas from

Tyee Bar to Laurelhurst Bridge. Complete counts were impossible because of topography

and shore cover. The counts may be used to illustrate distribution of spawning.

Table 17 shows the number of redds per mile of river above the mouth of the Applegate.

,The advent of inclement weather before spawning was completed prevented a count for
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the whole season.

Table 17

Redd counts, Upper Rogue River, 1949

Location Miles Redds Redds Per Mile

Mouth Applegate to Savage Rapids 12.5 821 65.7
Savage Rapids to Gold Ray 19.0 529 27.5
Gold Ray to Reese Creek 13.5 667 49.4
Reese Creek to Trail Diversion Site 8.1 398 4961
Trail Diversion to Lewis Creek Site 2.5 110 44.0
Lewis Creek to Lost Creek Site 8.5 428 50.3
Lost Creek to Laurelhurst Bridge 9.5 222 23.3

Mouth Applegate to Laurelhurst Bridge 73.6 3,175 Average 43.1

The basin report has been completed and was prepared jointly by the Game

Commission and the Fish and Wildlife Service.

In connection with investigations on Lewis Creek, fishery interests have

had their attention called to Plan “C“ which has not been recognized by the Bureau

of Reclamation. It was forwarded for consideration by a former employee of the

Bureau. This plan contemplates storage of water in the Evans Creek Valley. It

suggests that water can be diverted from the upper Rogue during peak runoff and

delivered to the Evans Valley by means of a large canal. This plan is particularly

interesting in that fishery resources of the basin would be .negligibly affected.

Power could not be generated through the use of the plan, but much greater storage

for irrigation is claimed.

Management, Rogue River District 

Jackson and Josephine Counties are experiencing an extensive population

increase. With rapid settlement and consequent development, fishery maintenance

problems become more and more complex. General demands for water and its uses have

caused much increase in the abuses of the Rogue water resources as they affect fish

life. With those abuses the physical characteristics of the basin are rapidly being

changed to near limits for survival of salmon and steelhead. Saw mills, log ponds,

splash dams, sewage, bulldozed dams in tributaries for water diversion, and pump

installations are demanding constant attention by field personnel.
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Fishing pressure and increased demands for fish, particularly from tourist

sportsmen and resort guides, continue to be a major problem. Much of the valley's

population is engaged in tourist attraction advertising using the Rogue fisheries as

their only product. The spring and summer runs are heavily prosecuted. Not only do

these runs receive the greatest fishing pressure and supply the greatest parts of the

basin's catch, but they are also subject to the greatest abuses as the valley develops.

Temperature studies conducted during the river basin work this year furnished

data relative to water temperatures as they aggravate the fish survival problem.

Figure 3 illustrates the temperature gradient down the main river. Attention should

be called to the area from Dodge Bridge to Almeda (Medford through Grants Pass section)

where the greatest increase in temperature is shown. Return flows from irrigation,

particularly in instances where water is wasted, contributed much toward the increase

in water temperature. The continued presence of spring chinook and summer run

steelhead is in jeopardy with river temperatures promoting the appearance of the

deadly bacterial infection known as Cytophaga columnaris, a killer of fish in warm

water.

Counting of Upstream Migrants, Gold Ray Dam

The counting station, constructed in 1942, is being operated for the

enumeration of all species migrating to the upper river. Annual counts presented

for comparison are in Table 18. Table 19 shows the percentage of return of salmon

progeny.

Tire 1949 adult chinook count was the lowest over Gold Ray since the count

was inaugurated. A high and damaging flood on December 28, 1945, might have been

responsible for the low 1949 count. At the time of the flood, chinook fry were in

the process of emergence from the gravel.. The silver run of 1948 also showed a

decrease tending to bear out this theory of damage as a result of the 1945 flood.

The return of chinooks from the 1945 brood year would occur, in 1949 and the return

of the silvers would be in 1948.
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Laurelhurst Bridge, 8/4 11:40 a.m.

McLeod, 8/4, 11:15 a.m.

Casey State Park, 8/4, 11:05 a.m.

Rogue Elk, 8/4, 11:50 a.m.

Lewis Creek, 8/4, 1i140 a.m.

Trail, 8/4, 10:30 a.mo

Dodge Bridge, 8/4, 10:00 a.m.

Bybee Bridge, 8/4, 9:00 a.m.

Gold Ray, 8/4, 8:40 a.m.

Alemeda, 8/1, 10:40 a.m.

Graves Creek, 8/1, 11:55 a.m.

Rum Creek (Tyee), 8/1, 2 p.m.

Howard Creek, 8/1, 3:40 p.m.

Bunker Creek, 8/1, 4:00 p.m.

Black Bar, 8/1, 4:30 p.m.

Little Windy, 8/3, 7:10 a.m.

Horseshoe Bend, 8/3, 7:30 a.m.

Meadow Creek, 8/3, 7:45 a.m.

Missouri Bar, 8/3, 10:30 a.m.

Marial, 8/3, 1:00 p.m.

Stair Creek, 8/3, 2 p.m.

East Creek, 8/4, 7:30 a.m.

Clay Hill, 8/4, 9:00 a.m.

Illahe, 8/4, 10:20 a.m.

Agness, 8/5, 1 p.m.

Copper Canyon, 8/5, 9:20 a.m.

Lobster Creek, 8/2, 11:10 a.m.
%

Canfield Riffle, 8/2, 11:55 a.m.

Jaws, 8/2, 12:30 p.m.

Rogue River, 1949Figure 3. Water Temperature Study
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Table 18

Annual counts of anadroMouS fish over
Gold Ray Dam

Year Spring Chinook. Silvers

/1

Steelhead

1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

43,429
38,052
31,940
33,718
30,065
34,740
27,742
20,028

(15.6)
(11.0)
(13.1)
(17.8)
(16.5)
(905)
(10.8)
(10.5)

:' 4,608
3,290
3,230
1,907
3,840
5,340
1,764
9,308

(4..7)
(6.1)
(10.4)
(4.4)
(5.5)
(3.1)
(4.8)
(4.4)

22,359
19,623
19,478
15,989
14,020
12,138
10,068
Incomplete

/1 Count complete to December 31, 19490
Figures in parentheses are per cent jacks inclusive with totals.

Table 19

Indicated percentage of return of salmon progeny
at Gold Ray Dam

Year of Chinooks /1 Silvers /2
Return Parent Per Cent Parent Per Cent
Run Run Return Run Return

1945 (1942) 41.1
1946 (1942) 6962'-- (1943) 116.7
1947 (1943) 91.3 (1944) 165.3
1948 (944) 87.2 (1945) 92.5
1949 (1945) 59.4 (1946) 242.4

Note: 100 per cent return would indicate the return runs equalling the number
from which it originated;

/1 Chinooks considered as all returning in their fourth year.
Silvers considered as all returning in their third year;.

Steelhead continue to show a steady rate of decline,. The unscreened

turbines at Savage Rapids, overfishing, and mortality from Cytophaga columnaris 

are probably the main contributing factors.

As mentioned above, the silver salmon continue to show a general increase

in the basin, particularly the runs returning to Big Butte Creek and the Applegate

River where annual plantings of yearling silvers have been made during the past

five years. The silver runs of the Illinois drainage show an increase which is

believed to be a result of the screening program and the closure of that river to

sport fishing.



Creel Census Studies 

Along with interviews by federal employees during the inter-agency investiga

tion, additional information was gathered on catch and success of anglers fishing for

trout. From the information assembled, an estimated trout catch of 144,000 was

indicated in the Rogue basin during 1949. This catch consisted of 21,312 resident

trout (both hatchery and native stocks) and 123,150 downstream migrant steelhead and

silvers. Extensive creel census studies were made in the North Fork Rogue River area.

Of 1,961 interviewed angler spending 8,493 man-hours of angling, 24.7 per cent had

catches. Only 20 per cent of the anglers in the area were available for interview.

An estimated 9,805 anglers spent 42,465 man-hours of effort in catching approximately

5,765 trout. This would indicate a catch rate of .136 fish per man-hour. Of the

trout checked, rainbows represented 85.5 per cent of the catch, eastern brook 13.1

per cent, cutthroat 05 per cent, and browns .9 per cent. Ninety-nine and five-tenths

per cent of the catch occurred in the length range of six to nine inches.

The cannery census data from which the annual salmon catch of the lower

river is determined disclosed that 106,467 pounds of canned salmon were reported as

having been processed during 1949 representing a catch of 133,084 pounds of fish in

the round. Since a survey in 1945 established that the canneries processed approxi-

mately 65 per cent of the total catch of the lower river, the 1949 catch may be

estimated at 10,237 fish or 204, 745 pounds.

Figures from the Gold Beach canneries are presented in Table 20. They

delineate the difference in catch between spring and fall fish.

Table 20

Percentages of spring and fall cannery
pack at Gold Beach

Cannery Spring Fall

Sportsmen l s 44.8 55.2
Smith 25.0 75.0
Gold Beach 38.9 61.0

Average 36.2 63.8
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A creel census covering a two-year period in that portion of the river above

Agness disclosed that nearly 2,000 salmon were taken per year.

In 1949, then, exploitation of the fishery by sport fishermen amounted to

nearly one-half or approximately 45 per cent of the count of spring salmon over Gold

Ray Dam. In the first twelve miles of river 7,2.0 fish were taken or 36.2 per cent

of the total run of spring fish.

The extreme depletion of spring salmon as shown in Tables 18 and 19 will

have its effect on the dependent business interests on the river between Gold Beach

and Grants Pass unless the fishery is given extensive aid in maintaining itself.

A new method of determining the catch of various species was attempted in

1949 through the use of guide catch reports. No total catch figures can be estimated

because of the reluctance of some of the guides to report all trips. Catch success

comparisons with other types of fishing were not attempted because guides are more

skilled at angling than the average fisherman. By assuming that the reports from

guides are constant, an annual comparison of fishing success is to be attempted on

the Rogue River. The success comparison of the three sections of the river by species

for the two years these catch records have been available are presented in Table 21.

Guide catch reports also provided the ratio of resident to non-resident

anglers as presented in Table 22 for three sections of the river.

Savage Rapids Dam

Installation of the fence at the Savage Rapids fishway was again postponed

owing to the inability of the Board of Directors of the irrigation district and the

Game Commission to come to an agreement concerning the location and use of the

structure.

Mr. L. T. Critchelow of Oregon City used the fishways at Savage Rapids Dam

in 1949 to trap 23,762 pounds of lampreys (Entosphenus tridentatus). The trap had no

apparent effect on the movement of salmon.
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Table 21

Guided catch success, Rogue River,
1948 and 1949

Fish per man-day effort

Section Year Salmon	 Steelhead Trout

0.59	 0.76 /1Lower River 1948
1949 0.47	 1.69from Illahe to

mouth)
Middle River 1948 /1	 2.16 1.81

1949 0.20	 0.80 2.96from Savage Rapids
to Illahe)

Upper River 1948
1949

0.81	 1.44
0.67	 0.81

7.16
6.84717-811. Laurelhurst

Br. to Savage Rpd.)
Rogue River 1948

1949
0.60	 1.40
0.53	 1.14

6.08
6.537mouth77

headwaters)

/1 Insufficient number of reports upon which to make a comparison.

Table 22

Percentages of resident and non-resident
licensed anglers guided in 1948

Sections of Rogue River Resident Non-resident

Lower River 39 61
Middle River 31 69
Upper River 73 27

Rogue River 47 53

Floodlights at Savage Rapids were controlled by time clocks in 1949.

Assured lighting of the fishways during all hours of darkness curtailed snagging

activity.

Pollution

Cooperation to correct domestic pollution problems is being sought through

the county health departments. Jackson County is cooperative and is doing all that

can be expected to check inadequate sewage disposal systems. Josephine County

officials seem to have only a passive interest. Coil tests made of the river this

slimmer showed increased quantities present from below Gold Hill to below Grants Pass.
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Many new homes along the river have been found with inadequate facilities. Jackson

County is correcting the situation by warning the offenders. Irrigation seepage and

surface runoff has been found in some instances to be the linkage between pollution;

sources and the river, and this is particularly true in the Grants Pass Irrigation

District.

All municipal sewage disposal plants were investigated. The City of Medford

was tied into the Camp White system in July. It is now believed to be relatively

adequate. Central Point is still without a treatment plant and is passing raw

sewage directly into lower Bear Creek. The City of Grants Pass has only a partially

adequate plant with raw sewage being discharged directly into the Rogue River during

part of one day each week.

Mill wastes and water from the mill pond of the Southern Oregon Plywood

Mill have been watched as closely as possible for the detection of discharge made

directly into the river.

All fish in lower Bear Creek were killed as a result of some unknown toxic

agent introduced during September. The State Police could find no malefactor. The

happening has taken place three times in the past three years.

The headwaters of Silver Creek, a tributary to the lower Illinois, have

been used to the detriment of fish therein. A mining operation using a retention type

dam releases as much as 100 c.f.s. into the creek causing much scouring and silting.

The creek's normal flow during summer months is two to three c.f.s.

Liberations 

Most of the plantings of yearling rainbows were made in areas where the

largest and most rapid return to anglers might be assured. All small downstream

migrant hatchery-reared salmon were placed in the main river below Savage Rapids to

eliminate losses in the turbines. Yearling silver salmon continue to be placed in

Big Butte Creek, the Applegate River, and the main Rogue.
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Salvage 

Eighteen thousand silver salmon and steelhead were salvaged from a section

of Deer Creek, one mile in length, tributary to the Illinois. The upper creek goes

dry each year as a result of irrigation practices * Many trout and steelhead were

salvaged at Savage Rapids in October.

Disease 

The mortality of downstream migrant steelhead and salmon in the lower river

as a result of inroads of the bacterium, Cytophaga columnaris, was not as severe as

experienced in past years * The first opportunity to observe the effects of the

disease on fish in the lower canyon was afforded in July and August. The mortality

appeared to be greater than previously anticipated with downstream migrants as well

as adult fish. C. columnaris was diagnosed as the causative agent in August at Hells-

gate.

General 

A run of steelhead was held up in March at the "Bob Hill" dam on Sucker

Creek, a tributary to the Illinois. A temporary ladder was devised with planks,

but only a few fish were able to use it. A permanent ladder was constructed in time

for use by the 1949 silver run.

Squaw Lake is open to anglers upon payment of entrance and parking fees.

No agreement could be reached on easements between the owner and the Game Commission.

No plantings of trout were made.

Private fish ponds for spiny-rayed fishes are becoming more and more popular.

Danger exists in this type of pond owing to the possibility that high water might

release the fish into the Rogue River. Five completed ponds were investigated for

security and fifteen others were checked for location.

A total of seventy-four guides were licensed to fish on the Rogue River this

year, and six more were refused licenses because of previous law violations during the
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two year period prior to application. Ten more guides from other parts of the state

were known to have worked on the Rogue River. At the time of application the guide

furnished information concerning the area in which he planned to work. Figure 4
illustrates the distribution of guiding. It serves to illustrate the areas where

boat-fishery is practiced in the basin.

Considerable time was spent with the case resulting from the arrest of

Glen Wooldridge, who was acquitted of the charge of guiding without a license. This

case was to be a test of the guiding laws, Section 82-808 0.C.L.A. Other law

enforcement activity was largely confined to assisting state police officers. Boat

trips were furnished when needed in special law enforcement problems dealing with

steelhead and salmon.

The unit's personnel acted in official capacity at the nationally sponsored

Kids Fishing Contest held in Grants Pass in August.
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MCKENZIE RIVER INVESTIGATIONS

A long range fishery management program was inaugurated on the McKenzie

River in 1947. In general, the program provides for the release of experimental

lots of marked fish in the McKenzie River and its tributaries, and was organized to

continue for five years or longer if advisable.

The larger tributaries are scheduled for such investigation as will evaluate

their productivity as far as native trout are concerned. In addition, they are being
1

subjected to examination regarding their use as feeding areas for planted trout.

In 19)48, the investigations were concerned with comparisons of returns to

the fishermen from the liberation of spring spawning trout of various sizes, at

different times, and in different areas. The migratory habits of the hatchery fish

were under observation. Data were recorded relative to water temperatures in Gate

Creek, a smaller tributary, with reference to the use of its water for the rearing

of trout. Studies were made concerning the downstream migration of salmon and trout

fingerlings in the Leaburg Power Canal.

Investigations followed the pattern of previous years with the exception

that two groups of fall-spawning rainbows were marked and liberated for a comparison

of returns to the angler. Investigations concerning migration and spawning activities

of trout were carried on in the tributaries.

Method of Study

The determination of the total catch in 1949, was accomplished in much the

same manner as in 1948. Catch record cards were given a wide distribution by business

houses. Cards were posted along the stream, and direct contact was made with the

fishermen. In conjunction with the creel census, which was made throughout the study

area (Coburg Bridge to Smith River on the McKenzie, and on three tributaries - Blue

River, South Fork, and Horse Creek - See map Figure 5) a survey was conducted to

determine the percentage of return of catch record cards, and also to determine the

average catch of individuals who did not report their catches. From these data, an



Figure 5.
McKENZIE RIVER

STUDY AREA

From U.S.F.S.
Map 19)47

Scale 1" = 6 miles
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approximate correction factor was found that was applied to calculations involving the

total catch for any given period.

The catch by guided parties was reported daily by each professional guide

operating on the river.

Data regarding the migration of hatchery planted fish were obtained by

checking for the various marked fish in each of the creel checking zones.

Approximately 28 per cent of all of the fish examined were measured in

order to determine the average size.

Liberations - Marked Fish

Fourteen differently marked lots of trout have been liberated in the

McKenzie River and Gate Creek. (Tables 23 - 24). Of the seven 'lots planted in 1949,

group each of spring and fall-spawning stock , as liberated during March and April,

while two similar lots (spring and fall-spawning stock) were held for the mid-season

liberations during July. One small group of jaw-tagged brood fish was liberated

during April. Two fingerling plants are not listed on Table 23 because they proved

too small to show up in the 1949 creels.

With the exception of a small number of trout, (RV-Ad) which escaped from

the hatchery ponds into the river below the Leaburg Dam, all marked fish were

liberated in stream sections upstream from the dam. A planting boat was used when

practicable.

Results - Creel Census

Table 25 summarizes data gathered from checking 7,065 creels on the McKenzie

River and its three most important tributaries. From Coburg Bridge to the Olallie

Recreation Area, the creel census is summed up by four week periods, whereas the data

for each of the tributaries is shown as a total for the season.

Marked fish in the upper river varied from approximately 34 to 56 per cent

of the entire catch in that area. Fall-spawning rainbows (LV-Ad and RV-Ad) contri-

buted more to the catch than did the combination of all other marked fish. Excellent

one
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returns were obtained from spring-spawning rainbows (BV - Column 1) from the 1947 plant,

but the 19)48 plantings (Column 2 through 6) did not return in the numbers expected,

conclusion based upon the number of fish believed to be remaining in the stream at the

end of the 1948 fishing season. As is indicated in Table 25, marked fish were not

taken in numbers below the Leaburg Dam, nor in any of the.three tributaries.

Survey on Card Return 

Of the total number of anglers interviewed on the main river upstream from

the Leaburg Dam, 38.7 per cent indicated that they mailed in catch record cards. See

Table 26. In the area below the dam, the return was 25.7 per cent. The returns from

anglers fishing in the tributaries ranged from 27.8 to 37.9 per cent.

Catch of Bank Fishermen and Non-guided Boat Parties 

In Table 27, the number of fish reported on the catch record cards are

applied to the data collected from the creel census and card return survey in order

to arrive at the total catch for bank fishermen and non-guided boat parties. Indi-

cated is a total of 35,896 fish, most of which were taken in the area above the Leaburg

Dam. In the same area in 1948, 18,889 fish were taken.

Catch of Guided Parties 

Professionally guided boat parties caught 11,718 fish in 1949 as compared

to 8,948 in 1948. As set forth in Table 28, marked fish contributed almost 40 per

cent of the catch. In 1948 24.1 per cent of the total catch was marked. An additional

10 per cent was added to the catch of the guides in 1949, because a check on their

returns indicated that a few of the guides (licensed and unlicensed) failed to make

complete returns.

Total Catch

Table 29 summarizes the total calculated catch for the entire area by all

fishermen during the 1949 season, and illustrates as it did in 1948 the importance of

liberating legal-sized fish in the McKenzie River. Out of the total calculated catch

of'47,614 fish, 41.4 per cent were marked as compared to a catch of 27,837 fish in
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\Table 26

Card survey on McKenzie River and tributaries showing the percentage
of return on catch record cards as reported by fishermen, 1949

Number of Fishermen
Reptg. Not Reptg. No, Fish Ave. Catch Per

Date Catch on
Cards

Catch on	 Total
Cards

Unrept.
(Col.	 2)

Angler (Col. 2)

Leaburg Dam to Olallie recreation Area

5/1 to 251 508	 759 792 1.559
5/28 34.31%

5/29 to 294 545	 839 532 0.976
6/25 35.04%

6/26 to 400 713	 1,113 1,013 1.42
7/23 35.94%

7/24 to 315 482	 797 691 1.436
8/20 39.52%

8/21 to 342 396	 738 326 0.823
9/17 46.34%

9/18 to 114 76	 190 76 1.0
9/30 60.00%
TOTAL	 1,716 2,720	 4,436	 3 9430 1,261

Leaburg Dam to Coburg Bridge

5/1 to	 35 99	 134	 110 1.12
5/28	 26.12%

5/29 to	 22 64	 86 0.687
6/25'	 25.58%

6/26 to	 48 94	 142 0.905
7/23	 33.80%

7/24 to	 17 75	 92	 128 1.707
8/20	 18.48%

8/21 to	 7 29	 36	 39 1.345
9/17	 19.44%

9/18 to	 2% 17	 19	 4 0.235
9/30	 10.53%
TOTAL	 131 378	 509	 410 1,085

South Fork McKenzie
5/1 to	 82 135	 217	 316 2.341
9/30	 37.78%

Blue River
to5/1	 5 13	 ----1E----	 32 2 .462

9/30	 27.77%
Horse Creek

5/i to	 33 54	
_____87____	

96 1.778
9/30	 37.91%
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1948 of which 27.44 per cent were marked. Fall-spawning fish liberated in 1949

contributed 32.73 per cent, while approximately the same number of spring-spawning

fish contributed but 5.76 per cent of the total catch. Also indicated in Table 29 is

the poor showing of winter carry-overs from the 1948 plantings.

The average catch per fisherman day, as reported on incoming catch cards,

was 5.7 fish in the upper river and 4.4 in the area below the Leaburg Dam. In the

three tributaries, South Fork, Blue River, and Horse Creek, the average catch was

5.6 4.9, and 5.7 fish respectively. The average catch during 1948 was 5.2 fish in

the upper river and 4.3 in the lower river. Guided parties averaged 10.32 fish per

day in 1949 as compared to 8.99 fish in 1948. While the fishing intensity was

generally greater in 1949 than in 1948, there was slight increase in the average

catch per angler in 1949.

It is calculated that a total of 14,359 anglers (includes 1,703 guided boat

fishermen) fished the McKenzie River and tributaries in 1949. Thus, the average catch,

shown above, is not a true average for all anglers, but is the average computed from

the returned catch cards.

Annual Recoveries - Marked Trout

The annual returns from marked fish in relation to the number that were

planted from 1947 through 1949, is shown in Table 23. Continued recoveries from the

1947 plant during the current season indicate a considerable year to year survival.

Comparison between four plants of spring-spawning fish over a period of two years

shows that returns from the 1948 plants (LV and RV) during that year were from four to

five times as great as returns from the 1949 plants, Adipose and Dorsal. This

variation in returns from supposedly identical lots of fish over the two year period

has an explanation. Fish chosen for the 1948 plant were selected from the earliest

hatch, while the fish comprising the 1949 plant were selected from trout remaining in

the ponds after more than 20,000 of the earliest hatched fish had been set aside for

brood stock. The variation in growing conditions over the two year period may also

have been a factor in contributing to the difference.
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Of the two lots of fingerlings, (By and BV-Ad) one of which was liberated in

Gate Creek and the other in the main river in late summer of 1948, the returns from

the main river plant were approximately three times as great as for those planted in

Gate Creek.

It is interesting to note the large returns from two groups of fall-spawning

trout, (LV-Ad and RV-Ad) the first of which was planted in March and the other during

July, 1949.

Migration

Generally, the movements of each group of planted trout from their respective

areas were so varied that it is difficult to establish any absolute trend of migration

for the groups as a whole, but one group of fish (13V) planted in 1947, showed an

upstream movement in 1949, while in 1948, a downstream movement was noted in this

group of fish.

In Table 24 is illustrated the tendency of each group to migration by showing
■.■

in percentages the number of marked trout examined during 1948 and 1949 in each creel

checking zone. The data in this table are based on the assumption that the time spent

in checking creels was more-or less the same for each zone.

With the exception of the two fingerling plants, (BIT and BV-Ad) movements of

trout downstream past the Leaburg Dam were negligible in 1949 according to the creel

census.

Average Size

The average length to fork of the tail for the trout measured in the study

area in 1949 was 8.4 inches.

Figure 6 depicts the average length for each group of fish examined. The

1946 brood year fish, which were liberated in 1947 - 1948, were the largest (excepting

jaw-tagged fish) but the 1948 brood year fall spawners (LV-Ad and RV-Ad) approached

them in size. The average size of the ungraded fingerlings, (131/ and BV Ad) which were
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planted in Gate Creek and the main river respectively, compare favorably with the

size of two graded lots (Adipose and Dorsal) of the same age class which were held in

the hatchery ponds an additional five months. Comparisons of the Adipose and Dorsal

groups of 1949 with the average length of the Right Ventral and Left Ventral groups

in 19)48 indicates the superiority of the progeny from the earlier spawning fish. As

is shown in Table 23, comparative returns to the fishermen were also greater from this

group (RV and LV).

Liberation

Complete liberations for 1949 9 in the McKenzie River and tributaries, are

shown in Table 30. The larger specimens were released in the river proper while most

of the fingerlings and advanced fry were placed in tributaries.

Figures shown in parentheses in Table 30 under certain lots of marked fish

represent the initial numbers which were placed in rearing ponds less the known

mortality. Owing to screen breakage, there was a movement of fish from one holding

pond to another. Another damaged screen allowed a small escapement to the river.

In 1949, 1,816,890 fish weighing 31,750 pounds, were liberated, 579,079

going to the main river, 775,396 to the small tributaries, and 462,415 to the three

main tributaries.

All liberations were made ' from March 23 through September 11, with the

largest release of legal fish in March, April, and July. The legal fish except for

some brood stock liberated with tags attached averaged twelve inches in length. The

July release of 29,200 marked fall-spawning fish contained the largest fish of all

marked groups.

The weight range at the time of liberation varied from 160 per ounce to

1 and a pounds per fish.

Miscellaneous 

Weekly minimum and maximum temperature recordings in Gate Creek from

November 20, 1948, through week ending November 19, 1949, were taken. In 1948, a
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high of 68 degrees Fahrenheit was recorded for the weeks ending August 7 and lit, while

the maximum recording in 1949 was 70 degrees Fahrenheit for the week ending September 10.

The minimum temperature, 33 degrees Fahrenheit during January, 1949, was 6 degrees

under the minimum recorded during 1948.

A sample of trout which varied in length from 10 to 19 inches and which were

taken from below the fish ladder at the Leaburg Dam, were marked with jaw tags and

released. Schools of large fish appear each fall in this area, and the tagging was

carried on to determine their migration.

Seining and rod fishing in Gate Creek disclosed only a trace of the marked

fish planted there during the last two years. The stream has been closed for several

years, and an extensive cutthroat population, some individuals of which are fifteen

inches in length, is present. Also present is a considerable population of rainbows

which approach the cutthroats in size. It is believed that many of our marked finger-

ling plants may have been subject to predation here.

Observations on the Walterville Power Canal during the time that it was

being drained, failed to reveal many stranded trout. The trout populations may have

moved into the small tributaries or into the main river through the by-pass near the

powerhouse.
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DIAMOND LAKE AND ASSOCIATED INVESTIGATIONS

Diamond Lake

As a result of public interest in an apparent decline in the size of rainbow

trout in Diamond Lake, biological studies were begun in the spring of 1946. During the

four year investigation many thousands of trout were weighed and measured and information

was obtained on approximately 60,000 angling trips. Information on physical, chemical,

and biological properties of the lake was obtained as the study progressed.

Spawning Operations

That part of the investigation carried out in conjunction with the Diamond

Lake egg-taking station has brought to light a noticeable decline in the number of

mature trout appearing in the spawning run. Table 31 shows the number of fish which

have appeared in the spawning runs during the four year period.

Table 31

Fish in spawning runs, Diamond Lake

Year Total Number of Fish Total Number of Females

1946 5,251 3,824
1947 3,240 1,892
1948 2,267 1,332
1949 1,620* 972

*Estimated from number of females in run.

Mature female trout have been measured each year to determine an increase or

decrease in average size. Without exception there has been a decline in the average

length of mature female trout each year. The most noticeable reduction in length

occurred in 1949 when the average length was reduced from 17.3 inches to 15.5 inches.

Table 32 shows the maximum, minimum, and average lengths of females measured from 1946

to 1949.

Creel Census

Creel census work in 1949 was not as extensive as in past years, but with the

aid of additional personnel on opening week, and a decline in the number of anglers, it
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Table 32

Lengths of fish in spawning runs, Diamond Lake

Number of Fish	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Average
Year	 Measured	 Length	 Length	 Length 

1946 240 2405" 14.09 18.4"
1947 181 22.4" 1305" 1709"
1948 362 2405" 13009 17.3"
1949 100 2300" 1205" 1505"

was possible to obtain in excess of a 70 per cent coverage.

It is logical to assume that the total number of anglers was reduced

somewhat by the enactment of a regulation prohibiting the use of bait in 1949.

The effect of the regulation upon the total number of anglers and season's catch

is not known, but it would seem quite unlikely that it would even approach the

total reduction obtained this year. Data presented in Table 33 indicate that

angling intensity in 1949 was the lowest for the fortr year study.

Information obtained from the United States Forest Service relative to

the number of visitors at Diamond Lake whose primary purpose was fishing, are in

accord with creel census findings. Officials of the Umpqua National Forest estimate

that there has been a 36 per cent reduction of visitors to Diamond Lake since 1947.

A decrease of 22,000 people represents a net loss of $110,000000 to communities

within the immediate area where the visitor would spend a minimum of $5000 per day.

Table 33

Angling intensity, Diamond Lake

Number of Angling	 Estimated Total
Year	 Trips Recorded	 Angling Trips 

1946 10,365 14,807
1947 18,721 26,800
1948 19,755 24,693
1949 7,494 10,367
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Total Catch

The total catch for 1949 was considerably under that of the previous year

and was less than one-fourth the number caught in 1947. Slightly over 60 per cent

of the season's catch was recorded in the first two weeks of the season. A summary

of the catch for each year is recorded in Table 34.

Table 34

Yearly catch, Diamond Lake

Year Fish Recorded
Caught

Estimated Total
Number of Fish Caught

1946 8,965 12,807
1947 24,463 37,500
1948 22,298 27,872
1949 6,735 9,66o

Average Length and Weight

Although the average length and weight of trout caught in 1949 were

slightly larger than in 1948 / the general picture has been one of gradual decline.

Without utilizing other data it might be assumed that the past seasons increase in

average length and weight could be attributed to better growth, however, it is

believed that the increase is due to the ratio of year groups caught and that an

average length of approximately 13 inches will continue as long as present conditions

exist and a ten-inch minimum length remains in effect. The average length and weight

of trout for the four year study is presented in Table 35.

Table 35

Lengths and weights of trout in catch, Diamond Lake

Year Average Length Average Weight

1946 15 3/4" 1.9 pounds
1947 13 3/4" 1.2 pounds
1948 13 1.0 pounds
1949 13 1/29 1.1 pounds
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Catch Per Hour

Thecatch per hour is a standard method of determining fishing success. It

can be represented as the number of fish or the pounds of fish caught per hour. The

pounds of fish caught per hour is of much importance although the number of fish per.

hour is of consequence to the angler. Table 36 presents the catch in 1949 as being

lower than in any previous season since over four hours of fishing effort were re-

quired to catch one legal trout.

Table 36

Catch (pounds and fish) per hour, Diamond Lake

Number of Fish	 Pounds of Fish
Year	 Caught Per Hour	 Caught Per Hour

1946	 0.19	 0.38 pounds
1947	 o.33	 0.43 pounds
1948	 0.26	 0.26 pounds
1949	 0.22	 0.25 pounds

Total Yield

The total yield for 1949 was lower than in any previous season of the four

year study. A yield of 3.7 pounds per acre is less than one-fourth that produced in

1947, and only one-half as much as was harvested in any previous year of the investi-

gation. Reference to Table 37 discloses that Diamond Lake has not maintained a

sustained yield in continuity with past stocking.

Table 37

Yearly yield in pounds per acre, Diamond Lake

Year Pounds Per Acre Total Tons Produced

1946 8.4 pounds 12 tons
1947 15.4 pounds 23 tons
1948 9.2 pounds 14 tons
1949 3.7 pounds 5 tons

Return of Marked Fish

The marking of mature trout in the spawning run was discontinued in 1949 as

it was found that mature trout suffer a severe mortality and cannot be relied upon to

present true population ratios. Records were obtained on the number of marked female
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trout returning in 1949. It was found that only 13 per cent of the mature female trout

were previously marked and only 3 per cent of the run returned with a 1946 mark. One

mature female marked in 1946 and returning in this year's run, was only 172 inches

long, indicating that it failed to gain appreciably in length once it reached maturity0

Most native fish spawn in their third or fourth year, hence the above female trout

would be approximately seven or eight years old.

Catch Composition

Each year a small percentage of the season 1 s catch has been measured at

Diamond Lake, These measurements are of considerable value in establishing trends in

average lengths, growth rates, and year classes. After a sample of fish has been

measured, each length becomes an integral part of a small length unit. These units

are then graded according to the number of fish within each group. Each year class

of fish tend to be concentrated within a small number of these units and can be

identified as such. The number of fish to fall within a certain year class deter-

mines the percentage of this group to other year classes. The groups are then plotted

over a four year period. It has been found that the three and four-year-old fish

usually constitute the bulk of the catch at Diamond Lake. In 1946, a few fish in

their second year were entering the catch, but since then few, if any, two-year-old

fish have been taken. In 1946, fish which were three years old were 14 to 15 inches

in length, but since then corresponding year groups have gradually decreased in size

until they appeared in the catch in 1949 as 10 to 12 inch-trout. The four-year-old

fish have also undergone a decrease in size. In 1946 they were between 17 and 18

inches in length while in 1949 they were between 13 and 14 inches in length. Although

both the three and four-year-old fish were smaller than in 1948, the increased number

of f r-year-olds was sufficient to account for the one-half inch difference in size.
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Distribution of Anglers by. County and State

Periodic sampling to determine the point of origin of anglers using Diamond

Lake was continued in 1949. Results are similar to those of 1948 with the exception

of a decline in the number of anglers from Multnomah County and California. Califor-

nians dropped from 16 per cent in 1948 to '9 per cent in 19490

Natural Spawning

Fertilized rainbow trout eggs placed, in a shoal area failed to produce fry

though this experiment has been successful in other years. It is believed that faulty

technique or unusually calm weather was responsible for the failure b Warm calm

weather prevailed during the incubation period, and it is thought that lack of, aeration

together with high water temperatures prevented, the eggs from developing.

Food Studies

Although many factors enter into the production of trout, it is generally

admitted by most workers that fish production is related to the amount of aquatic

organisms available. Information obtained on the total yield of trout and the abundance

of aquatic organisms in Diamond Lake during the period of study support this general

concept. In 1946 a series of samples. was taken to determine the amount of food

available for trout. This was repeated in 1948 and 1949 to ascertain fluctuations

in the amount of aquatic fish food.

In 1946, the standing crop of fish food organisms amounted to 292 pounds per

acre. In 1948, only 14.4 pounds per acre were available and in 1949 similar sampling

produced only 10.5 pounds per acre. It is admitted that seasonal fluctuations and

sampling errors would result in some variation from year to year, but a reduction of

280 pounds per acre exceeds any error incurred in sampling or differences expected in

seasonal fluctuations. The loss of such a tremendous amount of food over a three-

year period appears to be the result of excessive cropping or the occurrence of some

undetermined ecological phenomenon. Although quantitative food determinations in

other Oregon lakes have not been correlated with the rise of trash fish populations,
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cursory examinations have revealed that food production is materially reduced as a

result of the advent of excessive numbers of trash fish. The decline of fish food

organisms in Diamond Lake is probably directly associated with the increased number

of trash fish. Experience in other waters of the state has proven that trout are

unable to withstand•competition from certain introduced trash fish and that after a

period of time, these lakes become practically devoid of trout except for the few

which have become piscivorous. There exists an indication that rainbows are feeding

upon other fish at Diamond Lake and especially during periods when control measures.

are directed against the trash fish. Rainbow trout do not begin to feed on other fish

until they have attained sufficient growth on microscopic animals and other aquatic

invertebrates. Should the number of food organisms in Diamond Lake continue to

decline, it is logical to assume that in time the food grade will be reduced to such

an extent that few trout will reach sufficient size to include fish in their diet.

Roach Control

Under the favorable weather conditions prevailing during the early part of

1949, it was estimated that 20,000,000 to 25,000,000 roach were destroyed at Diamond

Lake during the season. Although the above figure represents many tons of trash fish

and more than twice the number destroyed in any previous year, the possibility of

future control of trash fish by differential poisoning is not encouraging. Through

observation and information obtained in using experimental gill net sets, it is

obvious that escapement of trash fish in 1949 was of considerable magnitude. During

1949 about 7,000 pounds of rotenone were used in destroying roach at Diamond Lake and

the over-all cost to the Commission was approximately $4,5Ar	 An annual invest-

ment of this amount represents a considerable sum.

Several other methods of trash fish control were investigated and found to

be inadequate. Seining was found to be far too time consuming and limited in scope.

A two•way trap net was also found to be ineffective in taking an appreciable number

of trash fish.
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During the past season over 800 legal trout were recovered from the lake shore

whose, death was assumed to be due to the roach control activities. Some trout have

been lost in past years in connection with roach control measures but never to the

extent to which they were recovered in 1949. The shortage of fish food organisms in

the lake has probably led the trout to feed more extensively on poisoned roach which

remain in toxic waters and the all out effort for control was undoubtedly a contri-

buting factor.

Experimental gill net sets made in August and September in 15 to 30 feet of

water yielded a' ratio of approximately 60 roach to one trout. Since the net excluded

all roach and trout under about five inches, it is assumed that the existing ratio is

much greater, as roach five inches long would be in their third or fourth year.

Angling Methods

Results obtained from the regulation prohibiting the use of eggs on Diamond

Lake during 1949 were encouraging. The elimination of eggs confined the fishing effort

to trolling for the most part. This led to a more equable distribution of fish among

the anglers and practically eliminated the practice of chumming. No evidence was

found to suppose that anglers chose other bait which could be used in chumming.

Reference is made to Table 38 for the percentages of angling methods used at Diamond

Lake during the 1.949 season.

Table 38

Angling methods, Diamond Lake

Method of Angling 	 Percentage Used

Trolling	 96.1 per cent
Fly Fishing	 1.7 per cent
Still Fishing	 1.2 per cent
Combinations	 1.0 per cent

Discussion

A decline in the Diamond Lake trout fishery has been indicated by pertinent

data collected during the past four years. The reason for this decline appears to be

an excessive trash fish population. Management, then, must necessarily deal with the



economics of trash fish removal,

Diamond Lake represents approximately three thousand acres of trout water

which is potentially capable under proper management of producing from 15 to 20 tons

of trout annually. A yield of 3.7 pounds per acre as was obtained in 1949 represents

a net loss of 11 to 16 pounds per acre or approximately 30 5 000, to 50,000 pounds of

trout for the entire lake. It is conservatively estimated that it costs the Game

Commission at least $1.00 per pound to raise hatchery trout. To replace this loss of

trout with hatchery-reared fish would require an annual expenditure of $301 000.00 to

$50,000.00. From such figures it is apparent that the Diamond Lake trout fishery is

worth preservation and deserving of a substantial cash outlay to bring about a re-

habilitation. With roach remaining in the lake the Game Commission would be forced

to spend in excess of $22,000.00 yearly to maintain the lake at a level of production

equal to that existent without the roach. This cost is derived from rotenone and

planting operations less Diamond Lake hatchery operation..

Two management practices are considered as solutions to the trash fish

problem. The first deals with differential poisoning such as has been conducted

extensively the past year and the second is complete eradication. Each method has

certain merits and objections. In order to evaluate each method, advantages and

disadvantages of each are here presented.

Differential Poisoning

Advantages:

' It is possible that fair fishing can be maintained under existing practices.

2. Trash fish and trout may eventually reach an equilibrium without being controlled.

3. There is a possibility that crowded conditions may result in a heavy mortality of

trash fish.

Something on the life history or ecology of the roach may be learned which would

lead to more efficient control.

Partial poisoning does not necessitate the loss of exceptionally large numbers of

trout.
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6. Time would be available for the exhaustion of other control measures which may

develop.

Disadvantages:

1. Differential poisoning up to the present time has not resulted in a noticeable

improvement in fishing.

2. The cost of partial poisoning extended over a period of eight years would equal

the original cost of complete poisoning.

There would be an annual deposition of dead roach along the shore line which

would be a deterrent to campers and would be quite difficult to destroy.

The lake probably cannot be restored to its original productiveness by

differential poisoning.

A continued overpopulated condition may eventually lead to the complete eradi -

cation of certain aquatic fish food organisms.

6. Parasites may be introduced through the presence of gulls attracted by a constant

supply of dead roach.

7. Differential poisoning will necessitate the planting of larger trout from other

hatcheries.

8. A considerable number of trout were poisoned this year, and it seems quite possible

that larger numbers may be destroyed if differential poisoning is continued.

Complete Poisoning

Advantages:

1. Complete eradication of trash fish would soon bring the lake back to its former

productiveness.
0

2. Although t4e original cost would be high, the increased trout production would

soon compensate for the extra cost.

3. By eliminating all trash fish at one time there would be no recurrence of dead

roach on the shore line.

Complete poisoning would increase the average size of trout.
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5. More and larger fish would result in a greater egg-take.

6. After complete poisoning fry planting could be resumed.

7. Complete poisoning would insure a minimum of at least eight years of improved

fishing.

Disadvantages:

1. The original cost might be of considerable magnitude.

2. There is always the possibility of a reinfestation of trash fish.

3. There would be some trout loss at the time of poisoning.

40 For the first year there would only be small trout available to the angler.

Recommendations:

Of the two management practices suggested, complete eradication would seem

to be the more logical approach to the trash fish problem in Diamond Lake. Fast

experience has shown that partial control has not resulted. in an appreciable reduction

in the number of roach; in fact, it is quite probable that trash fish have increased

while these control measures were in operation although eradication measures have not

been prosecuted to the fullest measure because of the attendant trout loss. Should

the number and size of rainbow trout continue to decline as they have in the past

three years, the supply of adult fish will soon become low enough as to warrant closure

of the Diamond Lake egg-taking station. This station represents a capital investment

of approximately $50,000.00 which would be a complete loss if egg-taking operations

were to cease. It is felt that during the past year Diamond Lake did not support a

fair share of fishing pressure. A certain number of resident and non-resident anglers

buy licenses to fish Oregon lakes, and many confine their angling to a relatively few

better known waters. If anglers have found poor fishing at Diamond Lake, they will

undoubtedly move to other lakes and will fish in areas which are already supporting

maximum angling pressure, thus creating additional management problems.

During 1949 the feasibility, of partially draining Diamond Lake to facilitate

poisoning was investigated. Although exact determinations could not be made with
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equipment available as to the amount of rock and other types of soil to be removed,

information was obtained on the approximate cost of total yardage to be excavated. In

consulting with representatives of the Army Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation and

private contractors, it was found that the total cost would not exceed $20,000.00 to

lower the lake level twenty feet. The cost of treating the lake after it is partially

drained would not exceed $14,000.00 at the current price of rotenone. In all proba-

bility the cost would be well within the $40,000.00 estimated in 1948.

Information obtained over the past four years relative to the Diamond Lake

trout fishery most certainly indicates that the lake should be poisoned at the

earliest possible date. It is, therefore, recommended that if at all possible,

Diamond Lake should be completely poisoned in the summer of 1950. It is further

recommended that in the event the .lake is poisoned, all present restrictions relative

to bag limits, legal lengths, angling methods, and seasons be made as liberal as

possible.

In the event Diamond Lake is not poisoned in 1950, it is recommended

partial poisoning be continued as in 1949. If complete poisoning is not contemplated

within the next few years, an investigator should be assigned to a study of the

ecology and life history of the roach with the object of obtaining information which

could be utilized in its control. Stocking will not be necessary in 1950 as fry were

planted to 1949, and they should be entering the catch within the next*few years.

Any addition to the trout now present will complicate salvage operations if the lake

is poisoned within the next three or four years.

Physical, chemical, and biological studies should be continued in 1950.

Periodic creel census sampling in conjunction with roach control should provide

adequate data for estimates of fishing pressure, catch per hour, etc. which are of

importance in future management.
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Wumet Lake: Douglas County

At the request of the Umpqua National Forest officials, a survey of Calumet

Lake was made September 13, 1949. Mr. Don Allen, Diamond Lake District Ranger, assisted

in the survey and provided pack animals used in the investigation. From results of an

experimental gill net set and observations, it is believed that few, if any, trout were

present in the lake although it had been planted the previous year. Shoal areas were

examined and found to contain only small amounts of fish food organisms, and it is

assumed that the lake as a whole has a very low food grade. Soundings indicated that

the lake had sufficient depth to prevent winter-kill. Although several old log rafts

were found on the lake, little evidence of recent angling could be seen.

Recommendations

A consideration of the low food grade and relatively isolated position of

Calumet Lake leads to the conclusion that the cost of raising and planting trout

exceed the benefits to be derived by the angler since the number of trout the lake

is capable of supporting would not be sufficient to attract more than a few anglers

per season.

Miller Lake

The parasitic lake lamprey Lampetra fluvitalis is probably endemic of Miller

Lak . In recent years some ecological change apparently occurred which resulted in a

considerable increase in its numbers. As the population increased, attacks on game

fish became more noticeable. In 1946, a biological survey of Miller Lake was made

to determine the extent of damage by the lamprey to the trout fishery. At the time

all fish taken in nets were actively parasitized with from one to six lake lampreys

indicating the presence of the parasite but not representing a true picture of the

degree of parasitism since netted fish are more vulnerable to attack than are those

which are free. It was further determined that a heavy mortality of trout reported

by anglers prior to the survey was quite likely the result of this parasite. The

life history of the lake lamprey is complex and requires study in order that control
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measures may be developed.

The stream-spawning habit of the lake lamprey suggested that control measures

could be adopted. It was assumed that if adult lampreys could be prevented from

spawning in tributaries of the lake their numbers might be reduced to such an extent

that the stocking of trout could be resumed. To block the spawning migration six log

dams were placed in the streams entering Miller Lake. These dams were faced with small

mesh wire screen to prevent any movement over the dam by means of the lamprey's sucking

disks. Available information on the life history of the lake lamprey indicates that

the life span is approximately six years. It will, therefore, require at least six

years to determine the success of control measures.

It is hoped that the log dams and their screen facings can be maintained

during the six-year period. The possibility of removing larval lampreys above the

dams with the electric shocker is to be tested in 1950. All dams are to be visited

periodically to determine the occurrence of a spawning run. The adult lampreys below

the dams may then be destroyed with poison to prevent reproduction in other areas such

as in the outlet of the lake. The stocking of trout should be discontinued until the

parasitic lamprey is considered to be controlled.

Lake of'the'Woods

Lake' of, the, Woods has been under investigation for the past four years.

Earlier surveys indicated that the trout fishery could not be restored unless trash

fish could be controlled. The application of rotenone in a slough and in certain shoal

areas, has resulted in what appears to be complete eradication of at least one species

of trash fish. Others have apparently been reduced in numbers, but are still numerous

and are potential factors in reducing future trout production. In 1948, a permanent

trap was installed near the entrance to the slough. The trap was operated during only

a part of 1949 as a result of the advent of exceptionally high water during the spring

runoff which inundated and eroded a section of fill near the trap.

Trash fish control in 1949 was begun on May 14. Rotenone was applied to
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the east shore in order to destroy a heavy population of spawning suckers. It is

estimated that approximately a ton of them were poisoned during the three-day interval

in which they were found in the shoal areas.

A Game Commission employee was assigned to LakE of the goods on June 16.

Repairs were made on the trap in an effort to prevent further movement of adult trash

fish into the slough area.

Poisoning operations were resumed during the latter part of June when perch,

catfish, and carp fry were beginning to appear in the slough area and in other parts of

the lake shore. Approximately thirty days of the past slimmer were devoted to various

types of poisoning operations. The dense vegetation in the slough and along some parts

of the shore line precluded the possibility of accurate estimates of the number of

trash fish destroyed. It is roughly estimated that many hundreds of thousands of perch,

catfish, carp, and bass fry were destroyed. Adult trash fish were removed in fewer

numbers but probably grossed three or four tons. The roach which was very common in

past years did not show up in any of the poisoned areas, and observations along the

shore line failed to reveal their presence elsewhere.

Some time was devoted to the trout fishery in an effort to determine trends

which may have resulted from trash fish control operations. Anglers were checked and

their catch was measured periodically during June, July, and August. Information was

obtained on 156 angling trips and 185 trout were measured. It was found that the

average size of the trout was 9.5 inches and that they were taken at the rate of

0.68 fish per hour. The average angler caught two fish per trip. The catch appeared

to be composed of two different length groups. The smaller group was about 8.5 inches

long and the larger 11.5 inches.

Continuation of the present season and bag limits is felt to be in order.

Poisoning operations should be continued as in 1949.

Inasmuch as the brook trout now present in tributary streams contribute

little, if any, to the lake's fishery, it is felt that they should be salvaged and
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placed in other streams, thus allowing a better escapement of rainbow trout fry.

' The advisability of continuing the present management practices at Lake of

the Woods can be determined within the next two years. It would appear that better

fishing has resulted from past management, and that the improved angling has met with

public approval. Biological investigations in the future should be directed toward

establishing the relation of trash fish removal to increase in trout production in

order to determine whether the expenditure is commensurate with returns to the angler.

Fish. Lake: Jackson County

Trash fish control at Fish Lake was conducted in conjunction with the Lake

of the Woods investigation. Fourteen applications of rotenone were made between

June 21 and August 18. The liberation of trout fry in August prevented further,treat-

ment of the lake. No estimate was made of the number of roach destroyed by poison

because the depth of water, irregular shore line, and abundance of cover made counts

impossible. The lake is apparently supporting a large population of roach which is

undoubtedly detrimental to the trout fishery. The extent of damage and the'effect

of control measures should be determined within two years. Until further information

is obtained on the relation of roach control to trout production, partial poisoning

should be continued. Small trout should not be liberated in Fish Lake until September

or October in order to allow a full season of poisoning.

Klamath Lake and Tributaries 

Klamath Lake and its tributaries will be treated as one unit since they are

inter-related in respect to fishery management. Agency Lake, although separated from

Klamath Lake by a narrow strait, will be considered as part of the larger body of water

in these pages. The area of Klamath Lake varies from 58,000 to 90,000 surface acres.

The discrepancy in surface area is due to fluctuations in water level which are con-

trolled by a dam at the outlet which is operated by the California and Oregon Power

Company.
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The immense size of the lake and the Indian fishery thereon are of much

importance in management. Several major tributary streams lie wholly or partly

within the Indian Reservation and are subjected to a protracted fishery. Regulations

on these streams apply to the white man only and are, therefore, limited in scope.

Some rainbow trout in Klamath Lake become strongly tainted with iodine during the

summer months and their value as food is consequently lowered.

Klamath Lake is considered by many anglers to be a good trout lake. It has

produced large trout consistently and in sufficient numbers to attract many fishermen.

It is believed that the lake has potentialities which would allow greater production

if adult trout were given sufficient opportunity to spawn and repopulate its waters.

There has been an occasional report that the Klamath roach and other related

species have increased in certain areas of the lake. Other reports are to the effect

that the average size of the rainbow trout has been reduced, but no factual data are

available to prove or disprove these ideas. Two introduced species of game fish have

become established in Klamath Lake and may eventually cause some damage to the rainbow

trout fishery. Test netting in Agency Lake produced more brown trout than rainbow.

It is also reported that anglers have been taking brown trout in increasing numbers

in recent years. The perch which was virtually unknown a few years ago is now being

caught and is apparently reproducing successfully.

Although the trout fishery in Klamath Lake is considered to be above average,

it is believed that the fishing could be improved if measures were undertaken to

increase spawning facilities in tributary streams. During the past slimmer / Wood

River, Sevenmile and several smaller streams were screened to prevent future loss of

adult rainbows and downstream migrants in irrigation ditches. The project should be

of considerable benefit to future trout production in the lake. A dam in the lower

reaches of the Sprague River offers a serious obstacle to adult fish moving upstream

from the lake. The dam is operated by the Indian Service and originally had three

fishways, but only one is considered to be functional at present. Although some



adult trout have been observed using this fishway, it is not considered to be adequate.

Trout which have successfully spawned above the dam are subject to loss through several

diversion ditches which are not screened at present.

It is believed that the trout fishery of Klamath Lake could be materially

improved if an adequate fishway were constructed at the Indian Service Dam near

Chiloquin. A joint meeting between representatives of the Indian Service, United

States Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Oregon State Game Commission would be of

value in determining a future program for the installation of an adequate fishway.

The Sprague River should be included in the screening program in Klamath

County.

Klamath River 

A preliminary investigation of Klamath River indicates that it is rich in

fish food organisms and is subjected to much angling from October to May. The catch

per hour is above average with an, occasional limit being taken in two hours. The

rainbow, trout appear to be in excellent condition throughout the season.

Several objectional features were found which may have some bearing on

the trout production. Fluctuations in water level prevail during and after the

spawning period and some loss may occur to trout eggs in the redds when water levels

drop. Fry and fingerlings may also be stranded during periods of low water.

Fluctuations in the water level are governed by the California Oregon Power Company's

Dam on Link River. The river receives an unusually large amount of wood waste from

lumber mills in the form of bark, log butts, and slabs which become water-logged and

accumulate in riffles and eddies thus forming an unstable bottom which is detrimental

to aquatic fish food organisms. The sewage plant operated by the City of Klamath

Falls is reported to be inadequate, but no loss of fish was observed or reported

which could have been due to this source of pollution. Untreated domestic sewage

is certainly not desirable in public fishing waters, and an accumulation of organic

sludge may cause a serious loss of game fish.
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Spencer Greek, a tributary to the Klamath, has been utilized as an egg-

taking station for a number of years. There is every indication that the run of

rainbow trout has declined in this stream. The run has been reduced to such an

extent that egg-taking has almost reached a point of diminishing returns. It would

be difficult to offer an explanation for this decrease without obtaining information

of the Klamath River fishery over a period of years.

Many parts of the lower Klamath River in Oregon are relatively inaccessible

to the average angler, and it is believed that this condition allows sufficient

escapement of adult trout for repopulation. A study could be made of the various

sources of pollution, and the extent of their damage to the trout fishery. Past

experiences in regulating water levels by suggestions to the California Oregon Power

Company have not resulted in improved conditions, and it is rather questionable

whether this condition can be remedied until some state law is enacted which would

be applicable to the situation.

Lost River

The reproduction of all warm water game fish known to be present in Lost

River was determined through seining. Largemouth bass fry were found in considerable

numbers. Numerous spiny-rayed fish observed indicated that they were reaching a good

size and appeared to be in excellent condition.

Recommendations

The study of Lost River should be continued to determine whether reproduction

of largemouth bass and other predaceous fish continues. As long as the ratio of forage

and carnivorous fish remain in balance, restocking will not be necessary.

Dog Lake: Lake County

The spiny-rayed fish of Dog Lake were found to be in balance. Several

bullhead catfish were heavily parasitized with cysts of trematodes, but in general,

larger game fish were in good condition.
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The stocking of legal trout is not advisable inasmuch as the lake is now

in balance and producing good spiny-rayed fishing. Dog Lake should be examined

periodically to determine populations and growth rates of important warm ate game

fish.

Drews Reservoir 

The possibility of maintaining a trout fishery in Drews Reservoir would seem

quite unlikely in the face of frequent contamination of warm water fish from Dog Lake.

An attempt to establish an egg-taking station on the major tributary of this im-

poundment in 1946 was found to be impractical owing to the small run of adult trout.

It is believed that Drews Reservoir is suitable for warm water fish and that it will

probably become inhabited with a dominant population of perch and other spiny-rayed

fish.

Deadhorse Lake

A creel census check at Deadhorse Lake on opening day, July 1, suggested an

overpopulation of brook trout. Anglers averaged over four fish per hour, and many

trout examined were stunted. Of some three hundred fish seen, none were over 92 inches

in length. Test netting and angling in September suggested that fishing pressure

during July and August had not appreciably lowered the trout population. Brook trout

examined at the close of the season were yet in poor condition.

A contour map of the lake was prepared.

The production of Deadhorse Lake could be improved by fertilization in the

spring and summer of 1950. A reduction of the present population through angling may

produce an increased growth and better condition.

Lake County Streams

Numerous streams in Lake County were investigated in order to determine the

extent of angling temperatures, stream flow, and other biological factors which would

influence trout production.

Creel census returns from eight streams were obtained during the first three

days of the 1949 season. The average catch was two and one-third fish per hour while
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ten anglers made limit catches in an average of slightly under three hours. There

appeared to be an abundance of small fish in most of the streams examined which

suggested excellent natural reproduction. Adult male rainbow trout from seven to

nine inches observed in the catches indicated relatively slow growth and the possibly

late spawning season. Although the streams were considered to be moderately heavily

fished during the week following the opening of the season, observations made at

later dates indicated relatively light fishing pressure. Many small tributaries

and several large streams were found to be low or completely dry in August and

September.

The abundance of small trout in the principal streams of Lake County indicates

a good survival of adult trout to repopulate even moderately heavily fished waters.

No evidence was found which indicated sparsely populated waters, and it is believed

that protected nursery streams are not necessary to maintain the trout fishery at

the present time. Further information could be obtained on the growth of trout in

different streams. Populations of open and closed streams should be determined with

the electric shocker,
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CENTRAL COAST

Woahink Lake

Early in 1949.a program was established to determine the variance of returns

to the angler of fall-spawning rainbow and coast cutthroat trout as planted in Woahink

Lake. Good fishing has not been an attribute of the lake, and it was thought that

perhaps the non-migratory strain of rainbows would change the situation. Five thousand

fish of each species were marked with a dual fin clip and planted in the lake. The

rainbows were reared at the Alsea Hatchery and were marked and liberated in March.

The cutthroat came from the Bandon Hatchery a month later. Both groups averaged

approximately seven and one-half inches at liberation.

Two men checked anglers over week ends and frequently during mid-week days

as other work would permit. All fish checked were identified as to species and marks,

and tabulated as to length. In addition, local residents were interviewed prior to

the season and were requested to provide information on their catches. They were

furnished with sketches illustrating the different types of marks. When anglers were

interviewed, all available information concerning their previous catches that had not

been checked was also recorded. The data are presented in Table 39.

Table 39

Partial creel census, Woahink Lake, 1949

Creel Census Reports
No. Fish Per Cent No. Fish Per Cen

Marked Cutthroat 297 56.9 212 of 332 63.8
Marked Rainbow 123 23.6 100 of 504 19.8
Unmarked Trout 61 11.7 44 of 332 1303
Silver Salmon (Immature) 18 3.4 42 of 464 9.0
Spiny-rayed Fishes 23 4.4 17 of 657 2.6

TOTAL 522 100.0 658

The cutthroats outstripped rainbows in returns to the creel. It is felt

that additional studies are necessary on other lakes using the two species as test

fish.
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Lake Fertilization 

A series of experiments were executed during 1949 to determine whether or

not the fish production of some of the poorer coastal lakes could be improved. This

was carried out by making a series of applications of inorganic fertilizers containing

30 per cent sodium nitrate, 50 per cent super phosphate, 8.3 per cent murate of potash,

and 11.7 per cent talc. Eight applications were made over a twelve week period to each

of three small lakes in the Florence area. These were Erhart, a pond of four acres;

Perkins, also four acres; and Elbow Lake, thirteen acres. Each treatment consisted

of 100, 50, and 25 pounds, respectively, of fertilizer per surface acre. While the

amounts were computed from the total area, all of the material was applied to the

sections having ten feet or less of water depth.

Prior to the first application, bottom samples of food organisms and a

series of fish were taken from each lake. Other fish samples have been collected at

various intervals since that time for comparisons of growth rates. Also / frequent

observations were made to determine changes in turbidity resulting from increases

of the plankton content. A chart showing plankton variation is Presented in Figure 7.

Perkins Lake, which received the intermediate dosage, produced the densest

bloom. At one time the blue-green algae Nodularia was so thick that an eight inch

Secchi disk disappeared at a depth of four inches. Erhart Lake had the heaviest

applications and produced two separate blooms of another algae, Anabaena. The first

appeared immediately after the fourth treatment and died out about a month later,

while the second occurred some three weeks after the final application. Various

plankters appeared abundantly in Elbow Lake throughout the summer, but no definite

blooms were produced. The water of that lake took on a brownish color.

Since all of the samples collected have not been analyzed, no conclusions

have been reached regarding the outcome of the study. The collections should continue

through at least one more season in order that a greater sample and period may be

considered in the final analysis.
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Mercer Lake Catch 

A partial creel census of the game fish catch from Mercer Lake was started in

1948. The object was to recover a number of tagged cutthroat trout liberated prior

to the opening of the fishing season. The purposes were to ascertain the growth of the

fish in the lake (all tagged fish were measured at the time of tagging), the movements

of trout liberated in lakes having access to the ocean, and the returns to the angler

of lake-planted hatchery fish. Cooperation was obtained from the local resort

operator in the keeping of records on the catches of his clientele.

During 1949 the resort has continued to keep a partial record of catches

made at the lake. While these records are far from complete, they possibly show a

trend of angler success from the previous season. The data at hand are presented in

Table 40.

Table 40

Partial creel census, Mercer Lake

1948 1949     

Anglers Trout Bass

Other
Spiny-rayed
Fishes Anglers	 Trout	 Bass

Other
Spiny-rayed
Fishes

May 250 641 19 181	 900	 7 10
June 180 490 65 26	 117	 7
July 139 314 106 10 38	 134	 5 3
August 43 79 16 40	 18	 3
September 31 41 47 5 No Creels Checked
October 9 83 General Season Closed

TOTALS	 652 10648 253 29	 285	 1,169	 22 13

It is possible that there has been a considerable decline of the bass fishery.

Verbal reports covering the past several years indicate that Mercer Lake has offered

good bass angling since shortly after the original stocking of about twenty years ago.

The effort was light until 1945, but since that year has greatly increased. The good

catches, which included fish up to around seven pounds, continued through the 1948

season. In 1949, poor fishing success was the rule, and many complaints were heard.

Only a few fish of three to four pounds were taken.
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No conclusions can be drawn from the scanty information presently available,

and no reasonable explanation for the poor catch of 1949 presents itself unless it is

the possibility that the fish were not there. Perhaps, the lake can maintain its

populations under little or no pressure but when more anglers appear, the supply of

fish decreases. Overfishing would probably not eradicate the species. All previous

work done at Mercer Lake indicates that that water could best be utilized as a trout

lake. In 1938, Griffith and Yoeman (A Comparative Study of Oregon Coastal Lakes from

a Fish Management Standpoint) recommended that efforts be made to eliminate the spiny-

rayed fishes, so that the trout could be rehabilitated.

A set of "outline maps for many lakes was obtained from tracings of aerial

photographs. A file of such maps for all of the local lakes is being compiled.

Much time was spent during the early part of the year on a fishery inventory.

of the various lakes. The work had been started in 1948 and is not yet complete. Many

species have been reported for the various waters by earlier workers and local

residents, but it is hoped that the present staff can verify those reports as much as

is possible in the near future. The information thus far collected is presented in

Table 32.

The recording of water levels and temperatures of Siltcoos Lake was

continued through the year.

Alsea River

'The Alsea River drainage received experimental stockings of fish from fall-

spawning rainbow stock during the spring months. A total of over 19,000 yearlings

were_released in two nearly equal groups from the Alsea Hatchery in March. Each

group was marked by a specific dual fit clip. One group was released in a five mile

section immediately above the head of tidewater and the other was released in

tributaries and in the main stream in the vicinity of the town of Alsea. The purpose

of the test was to determine the extent to which the fish return as summer or winter

steelhead and to test the efficacy of the planting locations.
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Many of the fish remained through the early part of the summer and afforded

some excellent trout fishing. The returns of any that may have gone to the ocean

should begin to be apparent during the coming year.

To complement the results of the Alsea experiment, 700 similar fish were

marked with a jaw tag and stocked just above tidewater in the Siuslaw and Smith

Rivers. A total of 27 tags were recovered from the Smith River during the 1949 trout

season, but only two were recorded from the Siuslaw.

Stream Pollution and Barriers 

The investigation of various types of water pollution and of stream barriers

was widespread during 1949. Most prevalent was the presence of slashing in stream

channels as left by logging operations and related activities. An outstanding instance

was the clearing of power line rights ,of way, on Indian and Deadwood Creeks. Each

is a major tributary to Lake Creek in the Siuslaw drainage. These rights of way

crossed the streams involved more than seventy times, and most of the stream bank

growth had been felled directly into the channel. The material consisted of brush,

brambles, large alder, maple, and fir. Meetings were held with spokesmen for the

residents of the areas, who had done the preliminary clearing work, and with R.E.A.

officials. Both groups cooperated in correcting the matter prior to the advent of

major fish runs during the fall months.

Investigations were made concerning logging pollution on Big and Cape Creeks,

as well as on several tributaries in the Siuslaw and Alsea basins; gravel pit and rock

crusher operations on Big and Cape Creeks and the Yachats River; and the construction

of a dam on Tahkenitch Creek. Several log jams and impassable dams were also located.

Summer Trout Populations on Coastal Strewn.;

In order to ascertain the populations of legal and sub-legal trout, fish

collections were made from a considerable number of small open and closed tributaries

in the Siuslaw, Alsea, and Yachats drainages, as well as from some other smaller

coastal streams. Collections were made by various methods of angling, seining, and



electrofishing.

It was found that the greatest number of fish were under eight inches in

total length y but that many trout of legal size to ten or eleven inches in length

inhabited the streams throughout the summer. The first larger, sea-run trout appeared

during the first half of August, but they were not encountered in any numbers during

the general trout season except in those streams directly tributary to the ocean.

It is believed that in the larger rivers the same fish did not leave tidewater or the

larger pools and eddies in the main stream.

In the small streams a medium sized spinner with a large bait gave the best

results when angling for legal trout. Such a lure produced a very low catch of fish

of less than legal size. An artificial fly was not satisfactory on most of the small

creeks because of the presence of the brush, but it could be used to advantage in

some areas. Usually a fly caught small fish, but there was no reason to believe that

any appreciable loss occurred after their release. Angling with a small bait, such

as a single egg, resulted in nearly a 100 per cent catch of sub-legal trout, steelhead/

and silver salmon. Frequently, when using the single egg as bait, the hook was set

deep, and it is very possible that a substantial number did not survive after having

been returned to the water.

Many scale samples were taken during this work, and it is hoped that when

the time to read these is available, a better understanding of the fish populations

in these- streams will be obtained.

Aquatic Weed Control 

The aquatic weed control project resumed operations during the spring months

following the recession of high water levels in the lakes involved. At the close of

the college year, the project staff was increased to four men by the addition of two

student assistants. Both were sent to other areas when the project was transferred

to the State College Experiment Station on July 160
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During the period that the work was under the direction of the Game Commission,

all of the previously treated areas and experimental plots were rechecked. The areas

of Tenmile Lake that remained infested after last yearts control treatments were also

retreated, and several new tests were started in Siltcoos Lake. On a trip to Loon

Lake in the Umpqua drainage, the field agent of that district found that the lake was

also infested with Brazilian waterweed. The discovery brought the total to six lakes

which are now known to be infested with the plant, the others being Siltcoos,

Tahkenitch, Triangle, Tenmile, and Bradley.

A report of the project was submitted to the Game Commission and to Oregon

State College upon the termination of Game Commission responsibility.
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NORTHEASTERN OREGON

Wallowa Lake

Catch Records

Since a full time creel census project could not be undertaken this years

it was felt that periodic, week end checks would provide enough data to measure the

general trend of the sport fishery.

During a total of 15 days of creel sampling, 1 9 235 anglers caught 3 9 103 fish.

Slightly over one-third of the catch was rainbow trout. An average of 2.5 fish were

taken for each angler interviewed. The unit of effort as shown in Table 41 was

computed to include both rainbows and yanks. The difficulty in separately recording

the man-hours spent in the pursuit of either yanks or rainbows became apparent by

mid-May. In the troll fishery, such a separation was made difficult because of the

occurrence of both yanks and rainbow in the creel. Such seasonal overlapping and

the catch peaks of the two species is recorded in Figure 9.

The rainbow catch made during the period May 1 - 8 followed a sliding scale

in the unit of effort from 1.1 to 0.2 fish per hour. An accurate unit of effort

could be obtained for rainbow only during those few days in early May when the

occurrence of yanks in the creel was non-existent or negligible. Later 9 a unit of

effort for yanks was separately computed from catches that contained only yanks.

It is estimated that 70 to 85 per cent of the anglers were interviewed

during the days when creel checks were made.

Table 41

Wallowa Lake 15-day periodic creel sample totals
May 1 - July 17, 1949

Anglers Hours Rainbow Yanks Eastern Brook & Combined Fish Taken Per
Dolly Varden
	

Catch	 Hour of Effort

1,235	 3,844 1,054	 2,028	 21	 39103
	

0.81
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Landlocked Sockeye Salmon (Kokanee)

A total of 2,028 "yanks" were checked during eleven days of periodic creel

sampling. During the peak of the season, the success rate averaged almost two fish

per hour of effort, with a catch average of 5.6 fish per angler. The variation from

year to year is evident from the catch in 1946 of one per hour of sffort and in 1947

of three per hour.

Samples of breeding yanks were taken in the Wallowa River in October to

obtain length ranges among the adult fish. An average fork length of 8.78 inches

was determined from a sample of 50 females. In a sample of 40 males, the slightly

greater average length of 8.81 inches was abtained. Anglers' reports that the stock

is "deteriorating" are not supported by length measurements of females as depicted

in Table 42.

Table. 42

Average lengths, female kokanee

Year Average Length At Spawning Time

1942 8.5
1946 8.42
1947 8.36
1949 8.78

Marked Rainbow

Of particular interest were the returns of marked rainbow trout released

in Wallowa Lake in three groups during 1947-1948. Table 43 illustrates averages in

return data and the growth made within the lake.

The size of the marked fingerlings, the time of planting, and the period

of lake habitation must be considered before a growth comparison can be made.

However, on the basis of time spent in the lake by each group, the plant made at

six inches in length showed the greatest rate of growth. The ability of legal

fish to produce a substantial growth increase over smaller fish would indicate that
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the legal fish are needed if the depleted stocks of rainbow are to be built up as

rapidly as possible. Ten per cent of the rainbow catch consisted of marked fish.

Stocking Program

Legal fish were stocked in Wallowa Lake during the period 1947-1949. A

total of 22,600 six-inch rainbow and 4,800 two-year-old brood rainbow were liberated

in 1919 from the Enterprise Hatchery. The larger fish were approximately 12 inches

in average length. Liberations took place in early April. The two-year-old fish

were easily identified among the catches made during the early part of May. It is

estimated that they made up 50 per cent or more of the rainbow catch.

Fish Lake

Catch Records

A periodic creel census was taken at Fish Lake in order to gain information

on the angling pressure, the numbers of fish being taken, and the present angling

success in terms of fish per hour of effort, The United States Forest Service

Guard at Fish Lake cooperated in gathering data for a period from July 5, to August

31, 1949.

In 36 days of creel sampling, a total of 1,782 fish were taken by 332

anglers. Of the total catch, 14 per cent were rainbow trout. During the fourth

of July week end, an average of almost 3 fish were taken per hour of effort expended

by 81 anglers, This success ratio dropped as the season progressed to an average

of 1.4 fish per hour for the 36 day period (See Table 44), About 70 per cent of

the anglers at the lake were checked during the 36 day period..

Table 44

Fish Lake Periodic Creel Check Totals

Number of	 Number of	 Hours	 Catch	 Fish Per Hour	 Fish Per
Days Checked	 Anglers	 of Effort	 Angler 

36	 332	 1,277	 1,782	 1.4	 .3
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The fishery was prosecuted largely through the use of spinners and bait. Ply-

fishing accounted for a small percentage of the catch.

Investigations

Gill net sets were made in Fish Lake in order to provide a representative

sample for growth study. The condition of the eastern brook population

shown in a comparison with the findings of 19)48 in the following table.

•	 Table 45

Fish Lake a comparison in the condition of eastern brook trout

1948-1949

in 19)49 is

Average Standard
	

Average
Number
	

Length	 Deviation
	

Weight
Year	 in Sample
	

( cm. )	 (cm.) 
	

(gm.)

Length at maturity 1948 15 17.9 2.09 65.2
of females 1949 26 20.3 1.25 85.2

Length expectancy 1948 30 18.2 3.10 66.8
of legal fish 1949 57 19.8 4.40 78.1

An average increase of almost one inch is found in the length at maturity

of females taken in 1949 over females recorded in 1948. The average weight increase

of 20 grams for the 1949 group is believed to be significant evidence of a thinning

population, resulting in growth increase.

Stocking Program

Fish Lake was stocked in 1947 with 40 280 eastern brook fingerlings and

10,680 three-inch rainbow. In 1948, the lake received 4,480 legal rainbow.

From studies made in 1948, the length at maturity of eastern broolt was

found to be quite low. The length expectancy of legal fish was slightly over 7

inches (See Table 45). These findings indicated a dwindling food supply in the

face of a heavy trout population. Consequently, a recommendation to discontinue

stocking was followed in 1949.

In vie' of the increased average lengths and weights of eastern brook taken

this year, it is recommended that stocking be discontinued until a growth check is
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made in 1950. Data taken in 1950 will be used to measure the need for further planting.

Anthony and Grande Ronde Lakes

These two lakes are situated in the heart of the Anthony Lakes Recreational

Area. Both are accessible by road. Many hundreds of families use the area for picnics,

outings, and as an escape from summer temperatures. Because of the nature of recreation

within this popular area, the sport fishery at Anthony and Grande Ronde Lakes is unique.

The angling pressure is heavy. Usually, entire families participate, and no great

amount of skill is required to catch a few trout of legal length. Angling is not

pursued with determination by the majority. Very few anglers were found who spent more

than an hour or two in an attempt to catch fish.

Catch Records

Several week end creel checks were made at both the lakes. Rainbow trout

comprised about 21 per cent of the total catch at Anthony Lake. Slightly over one

fish per hour of effort was recorded at Anthony Lake, with a lower average found at

Grande Ronde Lake. Trolling was the popular method of fishing at both lakes, but

considerable fly and bait fishing from the shore was nearly as successful.

Stocking Program

Both lakes have been well stocked with rainbow and eastern brook trout since

1946. A total of 7,500 legal eastern brook trout were stocked the latter part of June

this year in the two lakes. Much criticism was received following the reported abuse

of the recently liberated fish. Since the roads in that area are seldom open to

travel before June 15, the stocking of these lakes before the season opens is an

impossibility. Fall plantings cannot safely be scheduled because snow may halt

operations before September 30. A partial closure would only aggravate the situation.

It is evident that legal plantings will be necessary from time to time in

these two lakes. Consequently, stocking will of necessity take place during the

angling season. Therefore, in liberating legal fish at Anthony and Grande Ronde Lakes,

it is suggested that trips be spaced as many days apart as time permits.
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Crawfish Lake

Located about two miles by trail from the Anthony Butte Road, Crawfish Lake

is not often fished by the Sunday angler who visits the Lakes Recreational Area.

Consequently, representative samples taken in the gill net revealed evidence of an

overpopulation of eastern brook trout (See Table 46).

It is believed that with future trail improvement and camping facilities

planned for the area, a greater number of anglers will visit this lake.

Lake
Number in
Sample

Table 46

Lake Inventories
Eastern Brook Trout

Average	 Average
Length	 Weight
(in.)	 (gm.)

Average Length
at Maturity of
Females (in.)

Crawfish 11 7.3 68.9 7.2

winTwin 24 9.1 136.4 8.8

Strawberry 22 9.9 202.7 11.7

Magone 19 13.3 510.0 13.1

Twin Lake

Gill net sets revealed a fair condition of the eastern brook population

(See Table 46). Success was considered mediocre by the few anglers interviewed at

the lake.

Twin Lake was stocked in 1947 with 10,600 eastern brook trout averaging

inches in length. One-third of the legal fish taken had short gill plates,

usually a characteristic of fish of hatchery origin. Egg retention was found in

only one specimen.

Stocking is not recommended for 1950.

Strawberry Lake

The condition of the eastern brook trout population in Strawberry Lake is

numerically shown in Table 46. Length ranges of the gill net catch were from 6.5 to

12.5 inches. This generally good condition is not the rule in lakes of the higher
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mountains containing eastern brook trout.

Angling pressure at Strawberry Lake is considered moderate to heavy. An

improved trail about one mile in length provides ready access to the good troll and

fly angling found at the lake.

Although the trout population is predominantly eastern brook, the lake does

contain a few large rainbows.

The lake was stocked in 1947 with 47 600 three-inch brook fingerlings and

with 5,200 five-inch fingerlings in 1918. The lake was not stocked in 1949 0 A small

plant of four to five-inch fish is recommended for 1950.

Magone Lake

Magone Lake was sampled to determine the presence of an external disease or

parasite known to exist on the fish, and the general.condition of the fish population.

Gill net catches did not produce any evidence of disease in late July.

The general character of the lake and its productivity is reflected in the

large size of the mature and maturing fish population. An abundance of aquatic

organisms were identified as trout foods.

A total of 19 eastern brook trout ranging in size from 12.5 to 15.5 inches

had an average weight of one pound three ounces. Three rainbow trout were also taken

in the gill net, the largest of which weighed two pounds. The growth of brook trout

in Magone Lake is comparable to growth in Duck Lake in the lower Wallowa Mountains.

Magone Lake was stocked with 16,250 three-inch rainbow this year. Addi-

tional stocking is not recommended until a check is made next year on the 1949 plant.

Van Fatten Lake

A gill net set in Van Patten Lake produced no returns. No fish were observed

at any time. Aquatic life suitable as trout food was plentiful.

The stocking of 1,800 rainbow trout 3 to 5 inches in length was accomplished
in October by pack string provided by the United States Forest Service.
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Reports of lake trout (Cristovomer namaycush) catches in the past remain

unverified. The lake should be sampled in 1950 to determine the presence and condition

of lake trout, and the condition and growth of the rainbow planting made this year.

Closure for one year was recommended.

Olive Lake

About 20 to 30 pounds of rotenone were used in destroying large numbers of
•

red-sided shiners (Richardsonius balteatus) found in schools along the shore. Had

the partial control been applied earlier in the season, an even larger number of

spawning shiners would have been destroyed.

Papoose Lake

The experimental planting of Montana cutthroat trout made in 1947 was again

checked to determine their growth within the lake. A total cf 42 fish were taken.

An average length of 4.5 inches was found for the total sample. An average length

increase of 1.2 inches was made above the sample average in 1948.

Duck Lake

No cutthroat were taken in an overnight gill net set at Duck Lake. However,

returns from the experimental cutthroat plantings of 1947-1948 were in evidence in a

number of angler catches. One specimen measuring over 10 inches was preserved at the

Wallowa Hatchery. All of the cutthroat known to have been taken by anglers were

caught on dry flies.

From the lengths as reported by anglers, a good growth for cutthroat is

indicated in Duck Lake.

Impounded Waters of Northeastern Oregon

Unity Reservoir

The total poisoning of Unity Reservoir was accomplished through the use of

about 2,300 pounds of pre-mixed 3.5 per cent rotenone. Heavy kills of suckers,

squawfish, and roach were obtained throughout the reservoir. At least 23 rainbow

trout were known to have been found after poisoning.
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Prior to poisoning, the reservoir was mapped, sounded, and laid off in

seven sections for the proper rotenone coverage. The volume at the time of

poisoning was about 1,000 acre feet. Three state boats and four boats brought in

by sportsmen covered the seven sections in about three hours.

The four main tributaries of Unity Reservoir were poisoned resulting in

kills of shiners, suckers, and squawfish. A total of about 50 miles of stream was

poisoned.

Six days after the rotenone was' distributed in the reservoir, an overnight

gill net set was made. No fish were taken in the net.

It is recommended that the main tributaries be stocked with legal rainbow,

and the reservoir be stocked with three to five-inch rainbow in 1950,

Meacham Reservoir

About 140 pounds of 5 per cent rotenone were used in destroying large
numbers of small catfish in Meacham Reservoir, An estimated 100 rainbow trout were

killed in the operation. At the end of a 24 hour period following the administration

of the rotenone, no signs of life were observed in the impoundment.

The stocking of 5,000 three to five-inch fingerling rainbow trout is

recommended for 1950,

Higgins Reservoir

Higgins Reservoir was drained in the fall of 1947, resulting in an almost

total destruction of rainbow trout and trash fish. In July, 1948, a total of 75,000

cutthroat fingerlings of the Idaho strain were planted in the reservoir, and closure

went into effect for the 1949 season,

On three occasions this year, the reservoir was visited to obtain samples

of this plant in order to determine their growth and condition. The following table

illustrates total results obtained.



Rainbow
Average

	

No.	 in	 Length	 Average
Sample	 (in,)	 Weight

	

10	 13.2	 14 oz.

	

4 ,	 13.5 	 1 lb. 1 oz.

	

6	 13.8	 1 lb. 2 oz.
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Table 47

Higgins Reservoir Sample Data Totals

Date
Method Used
In Sampling

Cutthroat

No. in
Sample

Average
Length
(in.)

Average
Weight

(gm.)

4/19

9/6

11/1

Seine, rod

Seine, rod

Gill net

5

46

5

9.2

23

126

Excellent growth was exhibited by the sample of 46 cutthroat which ranged in

length from 72 to 12i inches.

The abundance of large rainbow trout in the reservoir is probably accounted

for by the survival of rainbow in Camp Creek, tributary to Higgins Reservoir, during

the draining of 1947.

The apparent abundance of legal fish within the reservoir would indicate that

the closure should be lifted.

Love Reservoir

The freezing of the sump water in Love Reservoir brought about a total kill

of a spiny—rayed fish population in 1948. Bass were indicated for the reservoir and

consequently largemouth bass fingerlings were located and seined from sloughs near

Nyssa and transported by cans to the impoundment. About 1,000 fingerlings were intro-

duced.

The need for bass stocks in some northeastern Oregon waters resulted in a

survey of possible seining grounds in the Ontario—Nyssa region. Although no ideal

locations were found, it is believed that great numbers of bass fry can be obtained

when they are in schools for a brief period following their leaving the nest.

Owyhee Reservoir

The Owyhee Reservoir, containing over a million acre feet of water, fills

the Owyhee Canyon to depths up to 250 feet for a distance of about 50 miles. The
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reservoir is long and comparatively narrow. Frequent inlets, elbows, and lagoons

create an irregular and extensive shore line.

The Owyhee Reservoir is surprisingly inaccessible for its great size. There

are only a few locations along the reservoir where boat launchings can be made. The

most popular area is at the dam, where an electrically driven boat elevator operates

throughout most of the season. Further up the reservoir, a small landing strip is

used frequently by light planes*

Many thousands of anglers from the Snake River Valley cities in Idaho and

Oregon frequent the reservoir. During the period from March 9 to June 28, 1947,

Bureau of Reclamation employees estimated 7,700 cars reached the reservoir at the dam.

This estimate was based on actual count during several average days. Over the same

period of time, 861 registered boat launchings were made at the elevator.

The sport fishery includes largemouth bass, crappie, and rainbow trout.

Bass limits by poundage were common in recent years, and the crappie catches are

measured by the gunny sack rather than by actual count. Trout catches are generally

p00ro

As a basis for future plans in management, the need for an inventory of

the many reservoir species became apparent. Using inventory data which would include

age and size groupings of the various species, an index might be compiled to evaluate

yearly trends in the changing conditions within the reservoir.

A fish population study reached only preliminary stages in July of this

year. Extensive gill net and seining activities in the Dry Creek area produced many

hundreds of samples. It became evident that in order to obtain a good cross-sectional

sample of the reservoir species, work in many parts of the reservoir throughout the

season would be necessary. A project of this nature could not be continued in 1949

because of other duties.

Of the several hundred fish taken in 7 gill net sets, 66 per cent were

yellow perch, 10 per cent crappies, 18 per cent suckers, and the remaining 6 per cent
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were made up of carp and squawfish. No trout or bass were taken in the gill nets.

Seining in the shallow areas near the mouth of Dry Creek produced fingerlings

Which were predominantly crappies. Out of a total of 300 fingerlings, 90 per cent

were crappie, 8 per cent bass, and 2 per cent perch.

Reports concerning the pre-season taking of trout on bass lures was investi-

gated briefly. The numbers of trout taken and the mortality rate following their

release could not be determined in the field. Reports of the occurrence of trout

catches before May 1 vary widely.

It is believed that the ruling out of any particular type of gear would

not materially aid in solving the problem. Locally, the desire to have concurrent

early trout and bass fishing was expressed.

Opening the trout season early in the year might have some undesirable

results. The crappie and perch fishery might be neglected for early season trolling

for large rainbow. Added pressure on the rainbow over a longer period of time would

further reduce stocks already believed to be low. On May 1 of this year, only 15

trout were checked from the reservoir, as against 222 from the river below. A total

of 1,073 angling hours was spent on the reservoir, as compared with 1,664 hours

spent on the river. The occurrence of rainbow in the catch measured on an hourly

basis was almost ten times greater in the Owyhee River.

It is recommended that the inventory of the Owyhee populations be con-

tinued early in 1950. At that time, more information might be gathered on the

pre-season taking of large rainbow.

Beulah Reservoir

A total of 1,000 cutthroat fingerlings was planted experimentally in

Beulah Reservoir. Later checks on these fish might reveal their resistance to

copepod infestations and their growth in the face of tremendous trash fish populations.

This reservoir has been under consideration for poisoning. In normal

years it is believed that the reserve volume of water is of a size that would not
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permit satisfactory or economical poisoning. A dry year accompanied by sufficient

drawdown might permit poisoning.

Warm Springs Reservoir

An investigation of the possibilities of poisoning Warm Springs Reservoir

and its tributaries was made this year. With considerable effort, boats could be

lowered to almost inaccessible shores at the low water stage. At the time the

investigation was made, about 1,000 acre feet of water remained in the reservoir.

Later, when a decision was made to poison the reservoir, the fall runoff

had increased the volume to over 5,000 acre feet. Plans for poisoning in 1949 were

consequently abandoned.

In the upper tributaries of Warm Springs Reservoir, great quantities of

shiners, dace, and suckers were found by seining. -Most of the upper tributaries

are not accessible by road.

If a suitable drawdown is made in 1950, poisoning could be accomplished.

Streams of Northeastern Oregon 

Following the pattern of stream inventories made in 1947 and 1948 the

electric shocker was again employed in sampling streams in the upper Grande Ronde

and upper John Day drainages. Time did not permit an extensive stream survey of

this type. Only one 100 foot section was the usual extent of the sampling in most

of the streams visited. All of the streams that were sampled had been stocked in

previous years by the Game Commission, usually with rainbow trout.

Upper John Day Drainage

Four streams were sampled in the upper John Day area to determine the

length composition of the species present, and the occurrence of cutthroat trout in

present populations.

Table 48 summarizes the results of stream sampling. The high percentage

(27 per cent) of legal to sub-legal rainbow in Reynolds Creek might be a reflection

of private land posting over a period of years which includes most of the stream.
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By way of comparison, only one legal rainbow and three sub-legal rainbow were taken in

the main John Day River near a forest camp where fishing would ordinarily be heavily

prosecuted. The scarcity of legal fish in the open, accessible streams studied is,

then, a result of angling pressure, if we are to assume that the movements of rainbow

are about the same in all streams of comparable size within the same area.

The middle fork of Canyon Creek was closed in 1948. Although having a flow

of only four c.f.s., more rainbow were taken per section than in any of the other

streams sampled. The lack of legal rainbow and the large numbers of sub-legal fish

suggests a slow growth identified with smaller, colder streams. The subsequent con-

tribution of trout to Canyon Creek may be small.

The stocking of legal rainbow is indicated for the upper John Day River.

It does not seem advisable to liberate fish in streams in that area which lie almost

entirely within privately posted areas.

Upper Grande Ronde Drainage

The marking and planting of 5,000 legal rainbow in streams of the upper

Grande Ronde drainage was accomplished in March uf this year. This marking project

was designed to provide samples for the creel or shocker that could be used as an

index to stream growth and age growth relationships in a stream population°

Because these marked fish were spread so thinly in the streams planted,

few returns were obtained by shocker sampling. Vad more personnel been available,

creel checks on the streams containing marked fish would have recorded greater

returns. Not enough marked fish were recovered to provide a basis for conclusions on

this particular project. It is hoped that with assistance, these streams can be

checked for angler catches periodically in 1950. Any marked fish recovered then will

reflect the growth made within the stream over a known period of timeo

Table 49 summarizes the shocker sampling done in the upper Grande Ronde

River area. The presence of a good percentage (26 per cent) of legal to sub-legal

fish in this stream is surprising when a similar survey made in 1947 revealed no
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legal fish. The legal plantings made in the past few years on the upper Grande Ronde

may account for their present numbers. Sampling was done about two months after the

July 15 closure.

Creel checking on opening day of this year showed that marked rainbow com-

prised 12 per cent of the rainbow catch on the upper Grande Ronde River. An average

of 0.48 fish per hour of effort was recorded for 44 anglers°

Imnaha River

In 1947 and 1948, the road paralleling the lower Imnaha River was continued

from below the county bridge to the Cow Creek Bridge, a distance of about 12 miles.

The road made the lower river readily available as far as Cow Creek. From there,

a good trail follows the river to its confluence with the Snake River, a distance of

about 5 miles.

Information was needed to determine the effect of this new road on the

steelhead fishery in the lower river. During a five day periodic creel check, 84

anglers took 54 steelhead at a rate of one fish per 12 hours of effort expended.

Checking was done between March 13 and April 5, a period believed to represent the

peak of the fishery on the lower river, Sample measurements indicated an over-all

length to be about 24 inches. An average weight of about pounds was recorded

from samples.

The bulk of the catch was made in the last 5 miles of stream from Cow Creek

to the Snake River. This area was accessible only by horse or foot prior to 1948.

Since no data on steelhead taken in previous years is available, periodic

checks should be made on the lower river during the steelhead runs to provide

information on the angling pressure, catch, and the unit of effort per fish. The

rate of catch recorded this year does not indicate a great abundance of steelhead,

The upper Imnaha River from Grouse Creek to the falls provides the bulk

of the spawning area for spring chinook salmon. This year in the Coverdale area,

assistance was given Dr. H. J. Rayner in collecting chinook eggs that will be used
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in supplementing plants made in the Umpqua River. The electric shocker was used in

driving and capturing the fish. A total of 25,000 eggs were taken and transported

to the Wallowa Hatchery for eyeing.

During the extensive use of the shocker, very few legal rainbow were observed.

Whitefish, Dolly warden, and chinook fingerlings made up the bulk of the stream popula-

tion aside of adult salmon.

In view of the fine camping facilities on the upper river and the absence of

catchable rainbow, it is recommended that 2,000 to 3,000 legal rainbow be stocked in

several locations. The planting of two to four-inch fish should be discontinued in

the upper Imnaha River area.

Fish Salvage 

Balm Creek Reservoir

A total of 285 large rainbow trout were removed from the Balm Creek Reservoir

sump and transported to Catherine and West Eagle Creeks. This number is slightly less

than half of the total number salvaged in 1948. Their average length was about 11

inches.

Owyhee Irrigation Canals

Only 81 large rainbow were salvaged in a two day operation this fall. A

siphon that produced several hundred trout in 1946 and 1947 held no trout this year.

The miles of canals to be checked and the obvious scarcity of trout preclude the

undertaking of a salvage operation on a large scale*
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GILCHRIST DISTRICT

Stream and Lake Management 

Odell Lake

Creel census work conducted intermittently throughout May and June disclosed

that the mackinaw or lake trout was being taken much more commonly than in former

years. The increased take was the result of a rise in fishing pressure and an increased

effort in fishing for lake trout on the part of individual anglers.

The lake trout taken ranged in weight from 5 to 22 pounds and were, without
exception, deep bodied and fat. Other larger lake trout were often lost.

The great numbers of forage fish present in Odell Lake as whitefish, roach,

and blueback salmon undoubtedly account for the large average size of the lake trout.

Scale mounts disclose that their average growth is two to three pounds per year.

The increased take of these large fish and the interest that they arouse

among the anglers suggests that steps should be taken to build up the fishery.

Discussions with Dr. H. J. Rayner disclosed that this could be accomplished by annually

stocking Odell Lake with large numbers of legal-sized lake trout. The eggs could either

be taken at Odell Lake or could be purchased outside the state.

Subsequently, a program was adopted by the Commission that involves the cut-

of-state purchase of lake trout eggs and the planting of 100 3 400 six-inch fish annually

for five years.

Dolly Varden trout were taken less often during the spring months than in

past years, but were still quite common. The large ones are in excellent condition and

eagerly sought by the majority of the spring anglers. The continued lack of a bag

limit on Dolly Vardens in Odell Lake may result in their being overfished.

The blueback salmon catch was disappointing in 19490 Their cyclic abundance

is characteristic of a salmon population that has been improperly introduced. A

single year's introduction, which undoubtedly occurred here, will always result in a
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large population every four years, with few fish maturing in the years between. Eggs

have been purchased for stocking in 1950.

Rainbows again were conspicuously absent from the catch. No recoveries were

made of the 1948 plant of 52 000 nine-inch rainbow.

Crescent Lake

Little work was done on this lake in 1949, owing to a change in headquarters

and work assignment. The little that is known of roach population density and fishing

conditions came in the form of reports from the resort owner, Forest Service personnel,

and local anglers.

Roach were reported as being seen in only small concentrations at or near

spawning time. This was expected, for control operations in 1947 and 1948 had reduced

their population to a low level. It is unfortunate, however, that no control work was

done this past season. Annual roach control work will be needed at Crescent Lake, if

only for a few days duration.

Occasional reports from the resort owner indicated that fishing was as good

in 1949 as in 1948, which was the best of many seasons. The entire fishery was

supported by rainbows although one large mackinaw was reported to have been caught.

Continued stocking of yearling rainbows is needed here owing to the lack of natural

reproduction.

It is thought that the fishing in Crescent Lake could be improved by stocking

landlocked blueback salmon fry for a period of four years.

Davis Lake

A roach population constitutes the single management problem here. Partial

control carried on in 1947, 19489 and 1949 was not effective. Gill nets yield hundreds

of roach and concentrations of adult fish and fry continue to be as great as in former

years.

A complete roach removal operation would be desirable if it were not for

the probability that roach fry from Odell Lake would cause restocking to occur.
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the absence of any positive means of screening Odell Creek, only intensified partial

control is feasible.

Five gill net sets made in May, 1949 reveal that an important change in

the composition of the game fish population has been occurring. Blueback landlocked

sockeye or red salmon are now common in the lake, and if left undisturbed for another

year or two, will probably become the dominant species. The five nets yielded two

whitefish, two Dolly Vardens, four rairibowl and 26 blueback salmon. The bluebacks

ranged in length from 24.0 to 4600 centimeters and from six ounces to two pounds and

thirteen ounces in weight. Seventeen of the 26 were in the 27.0 to 29.0 centimeter

size group and were revealed by scale mounts to bs two year fish.

The salmon originated in Odell Lake, appearing in Davis Lake as downstream

migrants. Since Davis Lake has no surface outlet, the bluebacks were forced to stay

and are now maturing.

Since the blueback is rarely caught on a fly, it seldom enters the fishery

at Davis Lake, It is suggested that it can best be utilized as a source of eggs for

the stocking of other lakes. Egg-taking operations could be started in Odell Creek in

the fall of 1950.

Aquatic weeds are a distinct nuisance for by mid-seasonitrolling or casting

a wet fly becomes impossible.

Gold Lake

Nine days creel census data disclosed that 592 anglers spent 2,5!j.9 hours

catching 1,011 rainbow trout from Gold Lake. Thus, each angler spent 2,52 hours

catching one fish.

The catch by size groups of two-inch intervals is presented in Figure 10.

In Tables 49 and 50 the results of the 1948 and 1949 catch records are compared. The

191i.8 creel census was of ten days duration, while that of 1949 was nine.



Figure 10. DISTRIBUTION OF CATCH BY TWO-INCH SIZE GROUPS

CREEL CENSUS - GOLD LAKE-1949
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Table 49

Creel census data - Gold Lake

1948 - 1949

1948	 1949 
Number of fishermen 	 290	 592

Hours fished	 1,729.5	 2,549

Fish caught	 661	 1,011

Hours per fish	 2,61	 • 2.52

Two-Inch
Size Grou•s

Table 50

Creel census data - Gold Lake

1948 - 1949

Number of Fish
•

Per Cent 0 Total

6 .0-7-9 50 70 8.41 7.96

179 265 30,13 30.14

10.0-11.9 206 311 34.68 35.38

12,0-13,9 123 165 20,70 18.77

1400-15.9 26 52 438 5,91

16.0-17.9 3 12 0,50 1.37

18.0-19.9 5 4 0.85 0.45

20.0- 4. 2 0 . 0.33 0.00

Table 49 discloses that the number of anglers checked in a nine day period

in 1949 was more than double the number checked in a ten day period in 1948. Yet the

hours spent to catch a-fish in 1949 were slightlk- less than that of 1948. The yield per

unit of effort remains fairly constant in the face of greatly increased effort. It is

concluded that,the fishery continued to be in good condition.

Table 50 reveals that the percentage of catch by two-inch size groups was

practically identical in 1948 and 1949. The small differences are insignificant.
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Of significance, however, is the fact that practically no change occurred in the

values of the two-inch size groups of the 1.949 catch, 	 a greatly increased total

catch. Here again, the healthy condition of the fishery becomes evident.

It is recommended that no changes be made in the present angling regulations

of Gold Lake.

Gilchrist Millpond

A serious weed control problem exists here. Weed growth became so dense by

mid-summer 1949, that successful fishing was no longer possible. Excellent fly fishing

could be had in 1948 and up to mid-summer of 1949.

An effort was made to control the weed growth in May, 1949, when 570 gallons

of sodium arsenite was introduced into the pond over a two day period. The concentra-

tion used was approximately 8.0 p.p.m. by weight, which is twice that normally considered

sufficient for aquatic weed control. Subsequent checks disclosed that weeds in small

isolated areas had been killed. No dead fish were seen.

By late summer and early fall, growths of bur-weed, pondweed, water-weed,

hornwort, and water milf oil became so dense in most of the pond that it was difficult

to row a boat. It was concluded that the treatment had been a complete failure.

As a result of our experience and the Gilchrist Timber Company la experience

with Benoclor, it was concluded that control could not be achieved by spraying chemicals

into the water.

Talks were then initiated with the Timber Company and suggestions made. As a

result of these talks the following plan was tentatively agreed upon

.(1) The Timber Company would draw the pond down on or about the first
of July, 1950.

(2) A crew would directly spray the leafy parts and root systems of
the plants with a suitable substance.

(3) The Timber Company would supply the manpower , for the operation and

the substance to be used.

(4) The Game Commission would supply technical information and a small
fish salvage crew.
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Crescent Creek and the Little Deschutes River

Fishing was uniformly good on the upper Little Deschutes, and was spotty

but generally good on Crescent Creek throughout the 1949 season. Brown trout made

up the bulk of the season's catch, though rainbows were generally more common in

sections of Crescent Creek than in former seasons.

Pack Lakes

Many more anglers fished the pack lakes of the Willamette Pass region than

in previous years, and excellent catches were taken. Some of the more remote groups

such as the Windy Lakes, Oldenburg, and the Bingham Lakes were fished for the first

time since the war, This fact coupled with the heavier use given the more accessible

lakes gives evidence of an awakened interest among the anglers in this type of fishing.

Bobby and Fawn Lakes were the two most consistent producers in the region

while Midnight and the Yoran Lakes contributed nice catches. The two most accessible

groups, the Marilyn and Rosary Lakes were heavily fished, and may need reduced bag

limits in the near future.
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CENTRAL OREGON

In 1949, the Deschutes area received a record influx of anglers to its many

popular lakes and streams. The increased use prompted the initiation of a district

fishery program for the more efficient management and administration of the resource.

Management work in the past has centered around a few problem or experimental

waters in the area. Such were the East and Paulina Lakes study and the South Twin Lake

project. They were controlled by a field agent with the aid of summer assistants.

Personnel were in the field during the spring, summer, and fall months. Analysis of

data collected was completed during the winter.

The 1949 plan was to reduce research work on East and Paulina Lakes, continue

the South Twin study, and initiate a program for the district that would include the

study of more waters.

As a result, a stream and lake survey unit operated from Bend and Cow Camp

on the upper Deschutes. Additional personnel were used throughout the season on

special projects.

Cooperation from resort owners, sportsmen, and other interested groups was

exceptional during the 1949 season.

Stream and Lake Investigations

A schedule was prepared for the investigation of all lakes along the Century

Drive or Cascade Lakes Highway. The lakes were deemed important and in need of

immediate help because of their availability and importance to the sport fishery of

the area.

It was not intended that a complete biological survey would be conducted

since this had been done by other lake survey units in 1940 and 1946. The present

problems were to be determined and recommendations were to be made for the promotion

of increased fish production. Factors to be sought after were the nature of game

fish populations, their growth rate, and length at maturity. Trash fish problems,

angling pressure, angling success, disease, and such other general observations that
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might bring out the problems of each water were included. Length at maturity of trout

collected was one of the most important items of the study. The number of waters to

be covered during the 1949 season was a factor in the amount of time that could be

devoted to each lake.

The term "critical fish", as used in this paper, is defined as a trout that

had reached sexual maturity and had spawned for the first time.

North Twin Lake

Fish population studies were made at North Twin Lake from July 16 through

July 19. A total of 24 samples were taken which included 23 eastern brook and one

rainbow. Eastern brook collected ranged in size from 30.4 centimeters to 24.4 centi-

meters. The rainbow was 42.2 centimeters long and weighed one pound and nine ounces.

No other species of fish were collected or observed. Following is a tabulation of

critical fish obtained.

Table 51

Critical fish obtained at North Twin Lake

Species Length Weight

EB 26.8 cm. 219.1 gms.
EB 26.2 cm. 191.1 gms.
EB 25.9 cm. 203.4 gms.
EB 25.5 cm. 200.0 gms.
EB 25.3 cm. 179.0 gms.
EB 2L..)4 cm. 189.4 gms.

Average 25.7 an. 197.0 gms.

North Twin Lake is an average lake in productivity. No special problem

is evident except a slight infestation of tapeworm in eastern brook. This infestation

has not reached a critical point. Rainbows seem to reach a much larger size than

eastern brook here. They are apparently free of any tapeworm infestation. From

present observations, it would seem more desirable to stock rainbow than eastern

brook. The slower growth rate of fish in North Twin combined with the fairly heavy

angling pressure would make it more desirable to stock this water with legal-size fish
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if a quick return to the angler is desired.

A large portion of the food supply of trout in North Twin is from terrestial

sources.

Big Cultus Lake

Fish population studies were made in Big Cultus Lake from July 21 through

July 25. No critical fish were obtained after four days of work. All fish collected

were small and gill nets were robbed by crayfish. Rainbows collected ranged in size

from 21.2 centimeters to 13.4 centimeters. Scale readings on the two larger rainbows,

21.2 and 17.8 centimeters, placed them in the four plus age class. These fish were

both males. One whitefish, 25.7 centimeters in length, was over eight years old.

Only one eastern brook was collected and it measured 15.5 centimeters. The trout was

heavily infested with tapeworms. The rainbows in Big Cultus were free of tapeworms.

This large body of water is low in trout food, and is probably one of the

poorest in this district as evidenced by the appearance of the fish collected. The

lake is a popular summer recreation area despite the poor angling. To provide fishing,

rainbow of legal size should be stocked.

The lack of food for small trout in this water would make the planting of

fry or fingerling almost useless. Larger fish may be able to feed eventually on

crayfish of which there is an abundant supply.

The lake is a special problem in itself, and more study is needed to deter-

mine all the factors limiting growth. Past records indicate that it has always been

poor in fish production.

Whitefish are common in Big Cultus, but to what extent they are harmful to

the trout population is not certain although considerable competition must exist.

Little Cultus Lake

Fish population studies in Little Cultus Lake indicated the presence of a

large population of whitefish. It was felt that the whitefish were in competition with

the trout for food to such an extent as to be undesirable. It was then recommended
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that Little Cultus be poisoned to remove all fish. This was done on September 19, 1949.

Taylor Lake

Fish population studies were conducted on Taylor Lake on July 29, and again

on •August 4, and 5. All fish collected were eastern brook trout and ranged in size

from 14.4 centimeters to 31.9 centimeters.

This popular lake contains a large population of eastern brook trout. Trout

of all sizes were observed. The length of trout at maturity was not exceptional.

Many retained eggs were found in females observed. The lake contains no spawning area,

and must be difficult for fish to spawn. Such a condition is unusual for eastern brook

trout.

No other species of fish were collected or observed.

The length at maturity of critical female eastern brook collected at Taylor

Lake is to be found in Table 520

Table 52

Critical fish obtained at Taylor Lake

Species Length Weight

EB 25.0 an. 201.7 gms.
EB 24.3 an. 187.0 gins.
EB 23.0 cm. 156.5 Wis.
EB 22.5 cm. 158,7 Wis.
EB 21.4 cm. 120.2 gins.

Average 23.2 an. 168.8 gms.

Irish Lake

Fish population studies were made at Irish Lake August 6 through August 9.

All fish collected were eastern brook trout ranging in size from 13.6 centimeters to

31.7 centimeters. No other species of fish were collected or observed. Many of the

trout were found to be heavily infested with tapeworm cysts.

Irish Lake is a popular fishing water, and at present contains a heavy

population of trout. It was noted that this lake may be overstocked. The length at

maturity of female eastern brook in the lake was slightly smaller than those in Taylor
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Lake which is of the same character.

Table 53 is a tabulation of the critical female eastern brook trout collected

at Irish Lake.

Table 53

Critical fish obtained at Irish Lake

Species Length Weight

EB 22.8 cm. 163.0 gms.
EB 22:.4 cm. 13507 gms.
EB 21.7 mu * 111.8 gms.
EP 21.4 cm. 109.0 gms.
EB 21.1 an. 102.1 gms.

EB 21.0 cm. 100.8 gms.
EB 20.0 cm. 99.3 gms.
EB 19.9 cm. 9b.7 gms•
EB 19.9 cm. -9.101 gms.
RR 19.2 cm. 82.0 gms,

Average 20.9 an. 109.0 gms.

Little Lava Lake

Gill net sets were made in Little Lava Lake on August 10 and 11. The species

of fish collected included eastern brook trout, rainbow trout, whitefish, and roach.

From four gill net sets, two rainbow and one eastern brook trout were collected.

In contrast, the same sets collected 23 whitefish and 133 roach.

No critical female trout could be collected. A female rainbow trout, 19.6

centimeters in length, was found to be over three years old. Whitefish collected

seemed to mature at an average length of 23 centimeters.

Little Lava Lake in early years enjoyed a reputation for fine angling. At

present, nearly all the trout are stunted. The fish in the lake are suffering from

competition between the various species. It has been recommended that this lake be

completely rehabilitated by poisoning.

Preliminary plans call for the complete poisoning of this water in the

spring of 1950.



Big Lava Lake

Fish population studies were made on Big Lava Lake on August 12, 1949. Two

gill net sets provided no trout for examination, but produced 42 whitefish and 371

roach. Big Lava Lake did not respond to partial poisoning done in previous years.

Complete poisoning was recommended and completed September 9, 1949.

Mud Lake

Samples of the fish population in Mud Lake were taken August 17 through 19.

Eastern brook trout were the only fish collected and these ranged in size from 13.5

centimeters to 31.6 centimeters. It is known that carp are present in Mud Lake, but

none were collected in gill net sets.

The size groups collected indicate that a normal population of trout exists

in this lake. The growth rate of Mud Lake fish is not exceptional as has been re-

ported. It is average when compared to other lakes tested during the seabon.

Little competition exists between species in Mud Lake. Reports from

anglers indicate that fishing was good at Mud Lake in 1949. It was not possible to

obtain an adequate number of catch records at this lake for an evaluation of the

catch statistics.

Table 54 is a tabulation of critical female eastern brook trout collected

at Mud Lake.

Table 54

Critical fish obtained at Mud Lake

Species Length Weight

EB 22.7 cm. 120.1 gms.
EB 22.4 on. 118.6 gms.
EB 21.7 cm. 115.7 gms.
EB 21.7 cm. 102.2 gms.
EB 21.5 cm. 106.2 gms.
EB 21.2 cm. 105.2 gms.
EB 20.2 cm. 100.7 gms.
EB 20.1 cm. 89.6 gms.

Average 21.4 cm. 107.3 gms.
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Elk Lake

Fish population studies were conducted at Elk Lake on August 30, 1949. Two

gill net sets were made and further work is planned. Work will be resumed in 1950

starting at this point. Netting produced 41 eastern brook trout and one rainbow. The

eastern brook ranged in size from 13.7 centimeters to 39.2 centimeters. The rainbow

trout was an immature female, 30.7 centimeters long.

Only one of the eastern brook collected was infested with the tapeworm which

has been so prevalent here in past years.

The eastern brook from Elk Lake had the greatest length at maturity when

compared with all lakes tested during the summer.

Only a meager amount of information on Elk Lake was collected during the

one day spent on this water,. Table 55 is a tabulation of critical fish collected.

Table 55

Critical fish obtained at Elk Lake

Species	 Length	 Weight

EB	 39.2 GM.	 770.6 gms.
EB	 37.5 cm.	 791.2 gms.
EB	 37.5 cm.	 734.4 gine.
EB	 35.5 cm.	 634.2 gms.

ED	 313: cm

	

5
cm.
	

.
	cm.	

542.6 gmsEB

ED	 30.6 an.	 n(9)./°
1

	

28.8 cm.	 307.1 gns•

Average
	 34.6 cm.	 591.2 gms.

Ochoco Reservoir

Fish population studies were made on Ochoco Reservoir September 2, 1949.

No trout were taken in gill nets. The only species found were coarse-scaled suckers,

squawfish, and crappies.

The rough fish population in Ochoco Reservoir was known to be excessive,

and the recommended poisoning was accomplished on October 9, 1949.
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Crane Prairie Reservoir 

A partial creel census was conducted on Crane Prairie Reservoir from June 15

through July 5. The most extensive census was made during the first three days of

the season. Later creel census data were provided by moorage operators.

Approximately 840 fish were weighed and measured. These data will provide

some information concerning the fishery on Crane Prairie, but the collection of such

information each year will further an evaluation of the sport fishery and of conditions

within the lake.

Crane Prairie will provide an excellent opportunity for a demonstration of

management for the maintenance of a sport fishery on a high level by natural repro-

duction alone. The fish population has been built up by natural reproduction.

Limiting factors to the population have been an infestation of copepods and the

removal of eggs from rainbow in the main spawning tributary, the Deschutes River. The

reservoir is fortunate in having the following characteristics for good trout production.

1. Optimum water temperatures.
2. Abundant food supply.
3. Six spawning tributaries: Deschutes River, Cultus River, Snow Creek,

Cultus Creek, Deer Creek, and Quinn River.
4. More than adequate cover for large and small trout.
5. Many inaccessible areas that protect a large part of the trout

population from anglers.
6. Absence of roach.

Crane Prairie contained a near normal population of trout when it was opened

to angling this season. If this population will persist in the face of heavy angling,

by natural reproduction and a few controls, it will be an example of natural fishery

production in this area. Such controls have kept up with angling pressure, to date,

on Gold Lake.

Samples from gill net sets indicate that the female rainbow trout mature at

111. to 16 inches. Eastern brook mature at 10 to 12 inches.
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Table 56

Creel census data collected at Crane Prairie Reservoir
June 15 through July 5, 1949

Number of anglers checked 565
Hours fished 2,817
Number of trout caught 1,721
Fish per angler 3.0
Hours angling per fish 1.6
Percentage rainbow 96.4
Percentage eastern brook 3.6

Table 57

Lures used by anglers on Crane Prairie Reservoir, 1949 season

Lure	 Percentage Used

Troll	 90
Still fishing	 4
Fly	 4
Combination	 2

Table 58

Composition of catch, Crane Prairie Reservoir, 1949

Size Eastern Brook Rainbow

6-8 1.7 per cent 0.3 per cent
8-10 27.1 per cent 1,9 per cent
10-12
12-14

35.6 per cent
33.9 per cent

6.5 per cent
29,0 per cent

14-16
16-18

1.7 per cent 41.3 per cent
17.0'per cent

18-20
20-22

3.9 per cent
0.1 per cent

General 

The data and observations obtained during the lake survey investigations

will be useful in making management plans for the waters covered. The survey

enabled the district fishery agent to become familiar with the various waters and

problems in the area.

Table 59 depicts the length at maturity of critical female trout collected

in various waters during the 1949 survey.
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Table 59

Average length at maturity of female trout
in Seven Cascade Lakes, Oregon

Lake Species Length (cm. Weight (gms.)

Elk EB 34.6 591.2

Crane Prairie EB 28.0 284.0
RB 38.0 -

North Twin EB 25.7 197.0

Taylor EB 23.2 168.8
Mud EB 21.4 107.3

Irish EB 20.9 109.0

Devils EB 18.7

Special Lake Investigations 

The special projects in the area consisted of the South Twin study, East

and Paulina Lakes project, and the Blue Lake creel census. The South Twin study

completed its fifth year of total creel census during the angling season. The East

and Paulina study was diminished to a partial creel census. One man was assigned to

the lakes during the season. The Blue Lake data were collected by the resort

operator.

South Twin Study

No attempt will be made to present the history of South Twin Lake. This

has been given in many previous reports. The 1949 season completed the fifth year

of creel census work on this water. All plantings made in the lake can be identified

either by various markings or the lack of such markings. The 1949 creel census data

was collected by Mr. Norman Alstot, student of Fish and Game Management, Oregon State

College.

Catch Statistics

The value of the statistical data collected is enhanced by comparing it

with previous records. Table 60 presents some of the more important data collected

since the initiation of the project.
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-Table 60

Five-year comparison of catch statistics, South Twin Lake

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949,

Season '''63rdays 64 days 58 days 62 days 62 days

Angler trips 3,149 4,729 5,392 6,027 3,343

Fish checked 9,365 10,043 8,444 12,525 3,391

Total weight 9,694 lbs. 6,537 lbs. 7,020 lbs. 8,961 lbs. 2,842 lbs.

Man hours
fished 11,989 21,640 25,549 29,589 17,022

Average weight
of fish 1.03 lbs. 0.65 lbs. 0.83 lbs. 0.71 lbs. 9`. 84 lbs.

Catch per surface
acre	 74.6 lbs. 50.7 lbs. 54.0 lbs. 68.9 lbs. 21.9 ibs.

Average catch 2.9 trout 2.12 trout 1.5 trout 2.07 trout 1.01 trout

Hours per fish 1.28 2.15 3.0 2.3 5.0

Fish per hour .781 .464 .330 .423 .199

Range in size 7-18" 6-18" 7-212n 6-21n 6-21"

The above statistics show a marked change in the trout fishery at South

Twin Lake for 1949. Angling success, in general, was poor. This is readily seen by

the number of hours required to catch a legal fish, and the number of fish per angler

trip. The poor angling results are also reflected in the drop in angling pressure.

The average weight of rainbow trout caught increased slightly.

Size Groups

All fish checked at South Twin have been recorded in two-inch size groups.

The size relationship of the catch during the five year study is presented in the

following table.



YEAR	 6-8	 8-10	 10-12	 12-14	 14-16	 16-18

1945	 .2	 426	 421	 3,089	 5,408	 19
1946	 134	 3,338	 4,711	 249	 1,243	 370
1947	 4	 1,062	 4,737 	 1,038	 966	 579
1948	 52	 2,726	 5,978	 1,451	 2,052	 222
1949	 131	 1,155	 933,	 151	 664	 307

58
42
49

.00

20 and
18-20	 over
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Table 61

Two-inch si grouping of catch, South Twin Lake

Approximately 66 per cent of the 1949 catch was composed of trout stocked in

1949 before the season opened. The yearling fish entered the catch in greater numbers

than in previous years. The 1948 figures show that 75 per cent of the catch was

composed of fish of the year.

Total Weight of Catch

The average weight of fish caught increased slightly in 1949 over those

caught in 1948. To date, 12,879 pounds of trout have been planted in South Twin and

over 35,054 pounds have been removed by angling. Since 1945 the lake has produced

22,175 pounds of trout or 170.6 pounds of trout per acre.

Stocking and Return to the Angler

The percentage of survival to the angler of trout stocked in South Twin has

been most interesting and valuable. All trout planted in the lake can be identified

in the catch by fin clips, tags, or by the lack of such markings. Complete returns

of early plantings are now known. The returns on the stocking of fry in the spring

are to be obtained in 1950. Little information is known about the survival of these

small fish when planted with, large rainbow.

Stocking Record

The following table lists the stocking record of South Twin since it was

poisoned in 1941.

 -
 -
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Table 62

South Twin Stocking Record

DATE SPECIES NUMBER WEIGHT SIZE MARK
TYPE
PLANTING

1942 Fall Rainbow 34,820 887 lbs. ig None Fall
1943 Fall Rainbow 35,000 175 lbs. None Fall
1944 Fall Rainbow 10,375 125 lbs. 3" None Fall
1946 Fall Rainbow 15,760 2,569 lbs. 3"-18" Adipose Spring
1946 Fall Rainbow 5,032 68 lbs. 3i" -RV Fall
1947 Fall Rainbow 13,057 1,572 lbs. 6"-7" Left Ventral Spring
1948 Fall Rainbow 26,000 5,720 lbs. 4"-15" Right Pectoral Spring
1949
1949

Fall Rainbow
Fall Rainbow

10,113
150,000?____

1,113 lbs,
650 lbs.

6"-9"
2"

Left Ventral
None

Spring
Spring

TOTAL 300,157 12,879 lbs.

All trout planted prior to 1949 were from the Oak Springs Hatchery.

Rainbow planted in 1949 were received from the Wizard Falls station.

Return to the Angler

Table 63 presents the yearly return to the angler of all plantings made in

South Twin Lake.

Table 64 represents the catch by 'year and the percentage that each stocking

has contributed to the catch.

Table 64

Catch by years and the percentage that each
plant has contributed

PLANT BY YEAR

YEAR
Fall

19142-44
Spring
1946

Fall
1946

Spring
1947

Spring
1948

Spring
1949

Spring
(fry)
1949

1945 100	 %
1946 18.5% 81 .5% - - -
1947 4.1% 16.8% 302% 76.3% -
1948 0.9% 1.5% 1.4% 21.5% 74.7%1949 0.2% 0.5% 0.8% 606% 2602% 62.8% 2.9%

The 1942,1943, and 1944 plantings in South Twin Lake are not now contri-

buting to the catch to any appreciable degree. In 1949 only eight fish from these

fall plantings of 80,195 trout were recorded. The return to the fishermen from
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the early plantings after five seasons of angling has been 11,693 rainbow trout or 14.6

per cent of the total planting. These survival figures may be considered to be one

of the first complete results on the survival of fall plantings in barren waters.

During the past few years, many waters are being rehabilitated for improved angling.

The South Twin results will be helpful in restocking other barren waters.

The first planting of yearling trout in the spring of 1946 has also dis-

appeared from the catch for all practical purposes since only 17 were recorded in the

1949 catch. A total of 9,770 of them have been recorded in the catch during four

angling seasons. The return to the angler has been 62 per cent of the 15 9 760 legal

fish stocked. Here again are complete returns on a planting of fish in South Twin.

Any future returns will not appreciably alter the 62 per cent now recorded since few

fish are expected to be taken.

The fall plant in 1946 and the spring plant of 1947 were made as an experi-

ment to determine again the returns of fall plantings against those of spring plants

and to determine the difference in growth. From one lot of fall rainbow held at the

Oak Springs station s 5 9 032 were stocked in South Twin in the fall (September). The

remainder of the lot was held over the winter at the station and 13,057 yearlings were

stocked in the spring of 1947. To date there is a recorded return to the angler of

71.7 per cent of the spring planted fish and a 903 per cent return on the fall plant.

The growth rate has been the same. The fall plant and spring plant, when caught in

the 1947 season, averaged the same in length and weight.

The planting of 26,000 legal trout in the spring of 1948 has provided a 39.4

per cent return, a figure much lower than that from previous plants of yearling fish.

The growth rate of the fish remained the same.

The 10,000 yearlings planted in South Twin in 1949 show a return to the

angler of 21.3 per cent. The return from most yearlings has been from 45 to 50 per

cent in the first year.
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The 150,000 fry planted this spring have shown a remarkable growth during

the summer season. Almost 100 of these fish entered the 1949 catch as legal fish.

We are stocking many of our lakes, and especially those in the high mountains,

with fry or with slightly larger fish. A similar situation exists at South Twin Lake.

The survival we can expect from such plantings will be of much value in determining

stocking policies.

Angling Methods

A record of the types of lures used by anglers was again recorded during the

1949 season. In the past four years of the study, it was found that approximAtely 70

per cent of the anglers used artificial eggs. In 1949 only 47 per cent used this lure.

Table 65 lists the methods of angling used in making the 1949 catch.

Table 65

Percentage of various angling methods
used at South Twin during the 1949 season

Lures	 Per Cent Used

Artificial eggs and bait	 47.0
Troll, all types	 40.2.
Combinations, all lures	 12.4
Fly	 0.4

The keeping of these records during past years has proved to be beneficial

in determining restrictive angling regulations.

Tagging

Metal jaw tags were placed on 200 of the 1948 spring plant of 26,000 rainbow.

A total of 102 of these tags were returned in the 1948 season, but none were recovered

in 1949.

Cost Analysis

The cost per fish caught in relation to the cost per fish at planting is

presented in the following table.
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Table 66

Cost of planting in relation to cost of fish
caught in South Twin Lake

YEAR
STOCKED

TIME
STOCKED

SIZE AT
STOCKING

COST PER
FISH WHEN
STOCKED

COST PER
FISH RETURNED
TO ANGLERS' CREEL

1942-44 Fall 2-4" 2.261i 15.5
1946 Spring 3-18fl 25.4 40.3/
1946, Fall 34" 2.08/ 22.20
1947 Spring 6-7" 18.4/ 25.7/
1948 Spring 4-15► 33.7/ 85.5/

The figures computed were based on a cost of $1.40 per pound to rear fish

and 13.2 cents per pound for liberation. These figures vary with each year and with

each hatchery, but the relationship of the various plantings to the returns remain

the same.

It is obvious from the foregoing information that it is cheaper to stock

small fish than yearlings even with the poor return to the angler of small fall

planted fish. Exceptionally large, ungraded trout (3-18 inches) are not the most

desirable size to stock, in terms of cost and return to the angler.

The 1948 , data presented are not complete, and thus the cost per fish returned

to the angler's creel will be lower.

Predation

A general criticism of the stocking of fry in South Twin led to the

examination of stomachs of large fish. The population of South Twin prior to the

fry planting consisted of rainbow in the two plus age class and older. The spring

stocking of 10,000 legal fish was made before the fry planting. The entire popula-

tion of trout was, then, in the one plus and over age classes.

Little was known in South Twin about the cause for the large losses

incurred in planting fish of such small size. Some of the factors contributing to

the losses are: fish and bird predation, planting losses, winter kill, and angling

loss resulting from improper handling, etc.
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Complete data could not be obtained on angling loss. Still fishermen were

responsible for most of this loss when undersized fish were released.

Avian predators consisted of cormorants, ospreys, mergansers, eagles, and

loons. The loss which is due to these causes is unknown in South Twin.

Some data were obtained concerning the loss by predation from larger fish.

Table 67 is a summary of these data.

Table 67

Fry and fingerling loss by predaceous trout,
South Twin, 1949

Number RB Number RB with Average Number Fry Percentage of
Checked Size Trout in Stomachs Per Predaceous Fish Predaceous Trout

203 14 inches 16 1,7 8 per cent
& over

Such meager statistics cannot be applied to obtain a total trout loss, but

it is an indication.

Oxygen Analysis

An analysis of the waters of South Twin Lake was made on March 25, 1949 just

before the break-up of the winter ice cover. Table 68 is a tabulation of the results.

DEPTH

Table 68

Chemical analysis of water, March 25
South Twin Lake

CO	 PHENOTHYLENE
OXYGEN	 ALKALINITY

1949

METHYL
ORANGE ALK. PH.

Surface 6.9 ppm. 5.5 ppm. 0 ppm. 60 ppm. 7600
6 ft. 6.55 PPm.
12 ft. . 4.45 PPm. 9.0 ppm.
18 ft. 1.65 ppm.
25 ft. 0.65 ppm. 10.5 ppm, 0 ppm. 90 ppm. 7.1
39 ft. 0.40 ppm. 10.5 ppm. 0 ppm, 93 ppm. 6.9*

*BB

These data indicate that the critical depth for trout was between 10 and

15 feet, Below that point there was insufficient oxygen for rainbow trout. No

data are available concerning any winter loss.
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1949 Season

The catch statistics obtained for the 1949 season indicate that there was a

serious decline in the South Twin fishery. The reason lies in a combination of

several factors.

The lake underwent an unusual change during the latter part of 1948 and the

winter and spring of 1949. Owing to a maximum storage in Wickiup Reservoir, the water

table of the entire area was raised and the level of South Twin rose approximately four

and one-half feet to affect undoubtedly the biology of the lake.

The low oxygen content of the water under the ice cover during the extended

winter period may have been responsible for some winter loss.

One of the factors that may have caused considerable reduction in the catch

was that fry plantings were made approximately one month before the season opened.

If larger fish were feeding on these fry, it is possible that they would not take

artificial lures or bait as readily. As these fish grew in size, they became a constant

source of annoyance. In most instances, the small fish stole bait and harassed fisher-

men in other ways throughout the season. Chumming was usually not profitable because

the small fish consumed the materials used in the practice.

Certainly the poor fishing was not due to a lack of fish from hatchery plants.

Of the 26,000 legal trout planted in the spring of 1948, only 9,400 were caught during

that season. A reservoir of the 1948 fish was anticipated, but did not materialize.

Only 887 were caught in 1949. Approximately 10,000 yearlings were stocked in the lake

approximately one month before the season opened and 2,128 or 21.3 per cent were caught.

In other years, larger amounts to the extent of 35 to 51 per cent are taken during the

first season of angling.

The general condition of fish was excellent, and the rapid growth rate remained

the same..
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Management

The following information relative to South Twin Lake has been obtained from

research during the five year study.

Spring plantings of yearling fish provide an average return to the angler

55 per cent greater than that from fall plantings of smaller fish.

It is more economical to use rainbow trout in the 6 to 7-inch size groups

for spring plants than it is to use 10 to 14-inch fish. The smaller fish provide a

return which is 10 per cent greater than that of the larger trout.

Fish of legal length which are stocked early in April will gain two to

three inches in length by the first part of the angling season (June 15 - July 1).

Rainbows stocked in the early spring are able to take advantage of the spring

and summer growing season which increases survival and growth by a substantial margin

over that of fall planted fish.

It is not economically sound to stock yearling rainbow that are larger than

eight per pound.

It is doubtful that lakes containing rainbows and with no spawning facilities

should be opened earlier than June 15.

The largest return from yearling rainbow plantings, in numbers, is obtained

the first season that they enter into the catci0

Predation on fry plantings, in waters containing all age groups of rainbow,

is a considerable factor in survival of these fish. Approximately 8 per cent of

rainbow stomachs examined contained small trout.

The growth rate of various plantings of rainbow has been determined.

The sex ratio has remained nearly constant throughout the study.

Ninety-two per cent of the anglers were from Oregon in 1948. Thirty per

cent of those were from Deschutes County.

Total trout production of the water is known.



Not to be overlooked is the educational value of the study to the angling

public. From the beginning the project has been a source of information concerning

trout growth rate, return to the creel, and habits.

Survival of all plantings to the angler l s creel is known.

Results obtained from the South Twin project have been used in determining

stocking policies for other waters in the area.

General

The most important data now to be determined by the South Twin study is

the return and growth rate received from spring planted 0-2 inch fish. Our hatcheries

with fall-spawning rainbow have many fish of this size for release in the spring. The

return to be expected from such small fish in the spring should be determined. The

information is essential to the planning of a stocking policy for the region. At

least two seasons of returns from fry plants should be encompassed.

No trout should be stocked in South Twin in 1950.

East and Paulina Lakes

The East and Paulina Lakes study was reduced to a periodic creel census in

1949. The major portion of the work was conducted during the first four days of the

season, July 4 week end, and Labor Day week end. Creel census activities were carried
on by one or two men on various other days throughout the season. Duty at East and

Paulina Lakes consisted of boat counts, liberation, trash fish control, law enforce-

ment, and the collection of length and weight measurements in addition to the already

mentioned catch records.

Data collected in 1949 were compared with those of previous seasons. The

creel census information obtained in 1949 was of considerably lesser magnitude than

that collected in previous seasons.

East Lake Study

Creel Census

Creel census data were collected for 25 days of the 93 day season. Trout
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were recorded by species in two-inch size groups. Other creel census information

recorded consisted of the number of anglers, hours fished, lures, markings, method of

angling, and length and weight measurements.

Catch Statistics

Table 69 presents the trend of the catch during the four-year study.

Table 69

East Lake catch statistics, 1946-1949

1946	 1947 1948 1949

Angler trips 14,084 114,72o 22,849 26,000
Total trout caught 12,933 17,390 37,187 50,000
Poundage 23,123 lbs. 20,610 lbs. 34,717 lbs. 37,569 lbs.
Average weight of fish 1 lb. 12 oz. 1 ib. 3 oz. 15 oz. 12 oz.
Catch per surface acre 23.8 lbs. 21.3 lbs, 35.8 lbs. 38.7 lbs.
Hours angling per fish 5.0 4.7 3.5 2.5
Fish per angler .99 1.18 1.63 1.91
Percentage catch rainbow )49 48.5 56 53
Percentage catch brook 46 49.7 43.2 46.4
Percentage catch brown 5 1.8 0.8 0.6

The angling pressure at East Lake continues in its steady rise each year.

Several factors are responsible. The degree of angling success has been high and

anglers will not frequent a water unless they can catch fish with a minimum of effort.

The increase in angling pressure also reflects the general rise in number of people

turning to angling as an outdoor recreation. East Lake is obtaining a substantial

number of anglers that would normally fish Diamond Lake, if it were producing as it has

been in the past. The publicity given East Lake has also been responsible for the

increase.

The angling effort was the lowest since the start of the study and the

angling success was the highest.

The present stocking plan seems to be adequate as evidenced by the high catch

and by the number of eastern brook in the fall egg take.

The production of trout has increased from 35.8 pounds per surface acre in

1948 to 38.7 pounds per surface acre in 1949. The average weight of fish taken in the
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catch has shown a steady decline since 1946. Such may be evidence of overfishing, a

reflection of the high rate of stocking, and possibly, the effect of the presence of

the roach.

Size Groups and Species

The composition of the catch from 1947 through 1948 is presented in Table 70.
•

The 1947 and 1948 data is for the total catch. The 1949 data represents a sample

taken from a catch of 12,085 trout.

The following table gives the percentage each two-inch size group was

represented in the catch from 1947 through 1949.

Table 71

Comparison of size groups, 1947-1949, all species
East Lake

SIZE 1947 1948- 1949.

6-8 6.4 per cent 6.7 per cent 3.3 per cent
8-10 16.3 per cent 16.2 per cent 14.3 per cent
10-12 22.3 per cent 24.8 per cent 38.3 per cent
12-14 30.0 per cent 29.3 per cent 28.5 per cent
14-16 9.3 per cent 16.3 per cent 11.4 per cent
16-18 3.0 per cent 3.6 per cent 3.2 per cent
18-20 4.8 per cent 0,8 per cent 0.4 per cent
20-22 6.0 per cent 1.3 per cent 0.4 per cent
22-24 1.4 per cent 0.4 per cent 0.15 per cent
24 & over 0.6 per cent 0.1 per cent 0.05 per cent

Poundage of Catch

Approximately 37,569 pounds of trout were caught by anglers in 1949, a

production of 38.7 pounds of trout per surface acre. The average weight of fish

caught was 12 ounces, which is three ounces less than the average in 1948.

Stocking Record

Table 72 lists the trout stocked in East Lake from 1946 through 1949.
• •
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Marked Fish

Creel census work was of such short duration that data were not obtained

concerning trout with fin markings.

Jaw-tagged rainbow in contrast to fin-clipped fish were often reported to

Game Commission personnel. The returns obtained during two angling seasons on 500

jaw-tagged rainbow are presented in Table 73.

Table 73

Returns of jaw-tagged rainbows
East Lake

Time

Size	 Number	
1948 Return

Stocked 
	 1949 

Summer
1948	 8-14 in.	 500	 56	 72

The number of tags returned in 1949 was largely the result of voluntary

efforts on the part of anglers. If a complete creel census had been conducted returns

would have been higher.

Angling Methods

The angling method each party used was recorded on each catch record. Table

74 is a tabulation of the data collected.

Table 74

Angling methods used at East Lake during the 1949 season

Lure	 Per Gent Used

Bait-eggs, worms, etc.	 55.1
Trolling-all types	 34.3
Combinations	 9.2
Fly	 1.4

Egg-taking Operations

Approximately 817,315 eggs were taken from spring-spawning rainbow at East

Lake in May and June of 1949. In the fall of 1949 4,783 268 eggs were taken from

East Lake eastern brook trout,

Total	 Percentage
Return	 of Return

128	 25.6
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Trash Fish Control

Roach were killed in East Lake by means of rotenone and gill nets. Approxi-

mately 20,000 roach weighing 3,000 pounds were removed. Partial control of the roach

population was conducted at all times throughout the season and was one of the main

activities of the Game Commission agent. An effort was made in 1949 to reduce the

population of larger roach. Gill nets were the most successful method used and offered

the advantage of being a one man operation,

Liberation

Nearly all trout were stocked by the use of a planting boat. Twenty-two dais

of the season were spent in trout planting. It is felt that liberation of smaller

trout by the use of a planting boat is a method superior to others. Improvement of

the present planting boat is scheduled for the winter season.

Management

The present stocking policy seems adequate in providing a fair return to the

angler, In order to maintain the present rate of success, the stocking policy should

be geared to changes in angling pressure which is an important tool of management.

Boat counts taken since 1946 have been valuable in the determination of the pressure

each season,

A limited creel census taken during periods of heavy angling and at various

times throughout the season is felt to be essential and would serve to gather data

concerning angling success, fish per angler, size grouping of the catch, and the

species taken.

Liberation of all but legal fish by planting boat is probably essential.

It is hoped that trash fish control work can be intensified.

An experienced representative should be stationed in the area to care for

East and Paulina Lakes throughout the 1950 season.



Paulina Lake

Creel Census Results

A creel census was conducted at Paulina Lake in a manner similar to that at

East Lake. Data were collected for 26 days of the 93 day season.

Catch Statistics

The more important catch statistics collected since 1939 are presented for

comparison in Table 75.

Table 75

Paulina Lake catch statistics, 1939, 1946-1949

1939	 1946	 1947	 1948 1949

Angler trips 1,612 7,692 10,743 14,168 13,200

Total trout
caught 21,126 7, 269 19,646 28,14.87 21,120

Poundage Not calculated 8,070 12,496 16,289 10,857

Average weight
of fish	 Not calculated 1# 2 oz. 10.1 oz. 9.1 oz. 8.2 oz.

Catch per
surface acre	 Not calculated 6.21# 9e61# 12.53# 8.4

Hours per fish	 .384 5.2 2.48 2.67 2.8

Fish per angler	 12.09 1.01 1.8 2.03 1.6

Per cent catch RE	 21.5 36.3 53.0 61.2 77.1

Per cent catch EE	 74.5 49.5 42.7 37.6 21.0

Per cent catch BR	 4.0 15.2 4.3 1.2 1.9

The , angling pressure decreased slightly at Paulina Lake in 1949. The slight

drop in numbers of anglers was not noticeable, but the analysis of boat counts and

creel checks made the disclosure.

The angling effort increased slightly and the fish per angler decreased. The

total poundage of the catch dropped 5,432 pounds from that of 1948. The average weight

of fish taken decreased by one ounce in 1949.

Size Groups and Species

The composition of the catch from 1947 through 1949 is presented in Table 76.
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1914.8
	

1949
EB RB BR EB RB	 BR EB RB BR

1,512 1,332 - 2,559 2,035	 1 251 579 2

2,678 3,518 - 4,509 4,257	 1 441 891 2

3,346 3,437 2 2, 741 6,413	 1 229 1,035 10

681 956 11 812 3,904 63 900 3

186 254 91 105 534	 16 9 210 5

6 196 335 3 98 179 1 17 36

1 503 327 3 119	 96 6 26

- 178 58 50	 29 - 4

- 15 16 - 7	 12 - 2

- 1 6 3
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As with East Lake, the 1947 and 1948 data is of total catch while the 1949 data is from

a sample of 4,731 trout checked.

Table 76

Composition of 1947, 1948, and 1949 catch
Paulina Lake

SIZE
GROUPS

6-8

8-10

10-12

12-14

14-16

16-18

18-20

20-22

22-24

24 & over 

TOTAL	 8,410 10,390	 846	 10,732 17,417 338 994	 35645 

GRAND TOTAL	 19,646
	

28,487
	

4,731_

Table 77 discloses the percentage of representation for each size group

the total catch from 1947 through 1949.

The average size of fish taken in 1949 increased slightly. A somewhat

larger percentage of the catch was over twelve inches in length. The slight increase

in size is not enough to be of significance.

Poundage of Catch

Approximately 10,857 pounds of trout were removed by anglers during the

1949 season representing an average production of 8.4 pounds of trout per surface

acre. Evident is a decrease of 4.1 pounds per surface acre from the 1948 production.

The average weight of fish caught was 8.2 ounces. The average for the 1948 season was

9.1 ounces.
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Table 77

Comparison of size groups, 1947 through 1949, all species
Paulina Lake

SIZE
GROUPS

1947-
PERCENTAGE

1948
PERCENTAGE

1949
PERCENTAGE

6-8 1405 161 1706
8-10 3106 30.7 2802
10-12 3405 . 32.1 26.9
12-14 8.4 16.5 20.4
14-16 8.6 2.2 4.7
16-18 207 0.9 1.2
18-2% 402 0.8 0.7
20-22 1.2 0027 0.2
22-24 0.2 0.06 0.05
24 & over 0.03 0001 0.05

Stocking Record

Table 78 lists the trout stocked in Paulina Lake from 1946 through 1949.

Angling Méthods

Table 79 presents a tabulation of the various angling methods used in taking

the 1949 Paulina Lake catch. Percentages are given for a comparison of the various

lures used.

Table 79

Angling methods used at Paulina Lake
during the 1949 season

Lure	 Percentage of Use

Bait--eggs, worms, etc 0	 51.3
Trolling--all types	 3509
Combinations	 10.3
Artificial fly	 2.5

Egg-taking Operations

No eggs were taken from Paulina Lake rainbows in the spring of 1949.

Spawners did not appear in concentrations large enough to make the operation worthwhile.

Approximately 192,016 eastern brook eggs were taken in the fall of 1949.
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Trash Fish Control

Roach were removed from Paulina Lake by means of poison, gill nets, and

seines. Approximately 10,000 roach weighing 1,100 pounds were eliminated from the lakeo

Gill nets were not practical in Paulina, but seines were more successful when enough

personnel were available to operate them. It is hoped that traps of some type might be

used in Paulina during the 1950 season.

Liberation

Nearly all trout stocked in Paulina Lake were distributed by means of a

planting boat. The method is considered to be excellent for distributing small fish

in protected areas.

Management

The growth rate of trout in Paulina Lake is not exceptional but is considered

to be better than average. Areas of extensive shoal are largely absent, and the pro-

duction of the amounts of food necessary for rapid trout growth is curtailed.

Returns of marked fish in Paulina Lake have shown a poor survival when

compared to other waters. Many Paulina rainbows are infested with tapeworms, a factor

which may contribute to the survival of trout.

Loss of fish has been noticed in the outlet during the late fall and through

the winter.

Aside from the foregoing observations, all indications are that Paulina Lake

may be overstocked. In comparison with East Lake, Paulina has not responded to the

increased plantings in recent years. In the last four years, 2,271,886 trout weighing

35,458 pounds have been stocked. Studies of the catch in the last four years indicate

that 76,522 trout weighing 47,712 pounds have been caught by anglers. The compilation

emphasizes the poor return received from the plantings. In contrast, East Lake during

the same period, has received 2,784,241 trout weighing 26,567 pounds or 8,891 pounds

less than Paulina Lake. A tabulation of the catch indicates that 117,510 trout

weighing 116,019 pounds were taken by anglers during the same period*
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A combination of factors may be at work causing Paulina Lake to fall away in

production to such an extent that additional plantings have been harmful.

It is planned to expand trash fish control work since it is possible that

roach may be increasing.

Blue Lake

A creel census was conducted by Mr. J. H. Bigelow at Blue Lake in 1948 and

again in 1949. Mr. Bigelow is owner of the Blue Lake Resort and adjacent land. He was

able to make a nearly complete census of persons who used his facilities. Mr. Bigelow

is to be commended for his cooperation in the work and for the excellent records he

kept throughout the entire season on catch record forms furnished by the Game Commission.

A complete analysis of the records will not be presented in this report since

further tabulation of the data is necessary.

Creel Census Results

Table 80 presents the more important catch statistics obtained during the

1949 season. It must be remembered that Blue Lake has a limit of 10 fish a day or 20

in any seven consecutive days. Also, the data below are 	 those anglers checked by

Mr. Bigelow and does not include shore fishermen and those with private boats.

Table 80

Blue Lake Catch Statistics, 1948-1949

1948 1949

Angler trips 2,100 1,784
Trout caught 1,522 3,558
Hours angling per fish 2.38
Fish per angler 0.725 2.0
Percentage catch of EB 29.0% 4.8%
Percentage catch of RB 22.0% 85.9%
Percentage catch of Bluebacks 48.0% 8.8%
Percentage catch of Browns 1.0% 0.5%

The foregoing statistics indicate that angling in 1949 was much improved over

that of 1948 owing to the number of rainbows in the catch.
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Size Groups and Species

The composition of the catch during the 1948 and 1949 season is presented in,

Tables 81 and 82. Creel census records of 1948 were not made in the standard method

usually used in this area, and therefore, size groups cannot be compared.

SIZE
(Inches)

Table 81

Composition of 1949 catch, Blue Lake

EASTERN	 RAINBOW
BROOK

BROWN BLUEBACK

6-8
8-10

128
36

138

894

1

1

1)4

10-12 6 1 865 3 259
12-14 153 5 17
14-16
16-18

5
1 1

18-20
20-22

WWI 11
RIM

22-24
2)4 & over 1
Total 170 3,056 18 314

TOTAL CATCH CHECKED: 3,558

SIZE
(Inches)  

Composition

EASTERN
BROOK

Table 82

of 1948 catch, Blue Lake

RAINBOW BROWN BLUEBACK

5-7
9-11
12-14
Not known

442
337

12
731

TOTAL CATCH CHECKED: 1,534

Blueback salmon and small eastern brook contributed heavily to the 1948

catch. The majority of the eastern brook caught were from a planting made in July.

Eastern brook did not appear in numbers in the catch until after this planting. The

majority of the 1948 catch was from a blueback population which is sustained entirely

by natural reproduction.
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The 1949 catch was made up predominantly of rainbow trout that were stocked

periodically during the season. It was obvious that plants of legal-size rainbows

gave an immediate return to the creel in Blue Lake. Without such plantings, the catch

would be dependent on the blueback.

The eastern brook stocked in 1948 and present in the 1949 catch should

neither show a very rapid rate of growth nor a high survival.

Stocking Record

Table 83 lists the plantings of trout made in Blue Lake in 1948 and 1949.

Management

Blue Lake is becoming a body of water of importance to the trout fishery

resource of Central Oregon. It is reached easily from the Santiam Highway and is well

protected. The increased travel over the Santiam Pass into Central Oregon will surely

increase the angling pressure.

It was demonstrated in 1949 that small periodic plantings of fish of legal

length will provide adequate fishing in this water.

The character of the lake is such that plantings of small fish are not

adequate because they do not provide a large enough return to the angler.

During 1949 a total planting of 6,745 rainbows of legal length was made.

The creel census made during the season indicated that over 68 per cent of these fish

were caught the same season they were stocked. This is an exceptional return for the

first season they were planted and indicates a good survival and a high rate of angling

intensity. A continuation of such a stocking policy is indicated.

Stream and Lake Rehabilitation

Three different waters in this area, including tributary streams, were

completely poisoned in the fall of 1949. These included Big Lava Lake, Little Cultus

Lake, and Ochoco Reservoir. The waters' were poisoned in the interest of rehabilitating

them for the production of game fish. Before poisoning, the competition of undesirable

species with game fish was so acute that they were of no use to the angling public. It

is hoped that in a few years these important waters will again contribute to the sport

fishery resource.
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SAND CREEK PROJECTS

A. THE RELATION OF THE SAND CREEK STUDIES AND ASSOCIATED RESEARCH
TO THE MANAGEMENT OF THE SPORT TROUT FISHERY

It has been recommended that there be installed on the lower MiPTIli River in

Tillamook County a weir for the study of migrating game fishes, particularly cutthroat

trout. The proposal is symptomatic of the widespread belief that Sand Creek is not

sufficiently typical of all coast streams and that, therefore, the findings with

regard to cutthroat trout cannot be considered valid for the management of coast streams

in general.

A comparison of cutthroat scales from Sand Creek, the larger Kilchis River,

and the still larger Wilson and Nestucca Rivers reveals individual peculiarities in

all four streams.

The scale differences are relatively small, amounting principally to variation

in patterns of estuarine growth and average length of fingerling life in fresh water.

The Sand Creek Weir, in conjunction with the Umpqua River studies and other

coastal investigations, has made possible the determining of migration periods, and the

size and maturity of migrating cutthroats. These data in particular are to be compared

with available information on other streams to determine how typical is Sand Creek of

the entire coast.

Cutthroat Migrations

Considering first the upstream migration, we find that sea-run cutthroat,

called bluebacks, harvest trout, or salmon trout, appear in tidewaters south to at

least the Coquille River generally during the first half of July. Streams south of the

Coquille have relatively small tidal areas and approach the southern limit of cutthroat

distribution in Northern California. Since the weir was about one-half mile above the

head of tide, it could not be an indicator of the first appearance of sea-run trout.

However, a 12-inch blueback was trapped there on July 12, 1947, and bluebacks are

regularly caught during the summer in Sand Lake, the lower tidal area of Sand Creek.
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At the weir, the beginning of the spawning run has coincided with the first fall

freshet in October. There is no argument as to simultaneous runs in other coast streams.

Differences of opinion have arisen concerning upstream runs later than December, when

the Sand Creek runs have slowed down, to stop in January or February, It is widely held

that sea-run trout enter fresh waters in the spring to feed on salmon fry just out of the

gravel. In Sand Creek no such run has been observed but spent cutthroats returning

downstream to the sea have regularly been trapped at the weir during the spring. And,

whereas the majority of the fall and winter upstream migrants are colored and spotted

like stream fish, the typical spent downstream trout in Sand Creek has tended to reassume

the silvery dress befitting salt-water life. Anglers catching such silvery trout

naturally consider them to be recently from the ocean rather than the reverse. It is,

of course, possible that large cutthroats do enter tidewater from the ocean because of

the feed furnished by the spring salmon and steelhead hatch. The weir being above tide

could not tell of such an occurrence. Nevertheless, the known presence of spent down-

stream cutthroats is sufficient to account for all angler-observations. Moreover,

scales from trout believed by anglers to be fresh from salt water during the spring all

show that the fish had recently spawned.

The finding at the weir that cutthroat fingerlings like steelhead and silver

salmon fingerlings, also migrate downstream in the spring is not controverted. Similar

results were obtained at traps in two tributaries of the Kilchis River in 1946, and in

two branches of Sand Creek as well.

The total length* of upstream sea-run cutthroats at the weir has averaged

from 14.0 to 14.4 inches. The average for part of a summer's angler catch of Nestucca

River sea-run trout was 13.9 inches. Other streams have furnished comparable averages.

The same similarities appear in a comparison of downstream fingerling runs. At the

* With the caudal lobes pressed together.
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weir the total length has averaged from 5.8 to 6.7 inches, and for the Kilchis

tributaries, it was 5.9 inches in one season.

Sand Creek Findings and Management - Migration

Times of migration are intimately connected with open angling seasons. For

all practical purposes, sea-run cutthroats start their spawning migration in early

slimmer and are caught by trollers in tidewater until, in September, the salmon fever

turns most anglers' heads toward bigger game. However, with the season extending

through October, easy killings have been made during early freshets just above tide.

Considerable damage may thus be done in small streams such as Sand Creek. An early

closing date eliminates the best of this fishery. If a late closure is maintained, a

lowered bag limit is indicated after October 1.

About a third of the spent spawners have returned downstream together with

fingerlings in the spring and they are subject to a varying angling pressure dependent

upon the opening date. With an 8-inch length-limit and May 1 opening, an average of

half of legal downstream migrant cutthroats passed the weir before the opening and

probably most had attained the safety of tidewater, then closed until June 15. If

tide had been open, probably a large proportion of the early migrants would have entered

the fishery.

When do the bulk of the cutthroats leave tidewater? They have been caught

in Sand Lake two months after passing the weir. Angler checks and reports from resorts

on three streams in tidewater have revealed that stream-type cutthroats outnumber

bluebacks in the catch until about July 10. Thus, it is apparent that although the

peak of the downstream run at the weir has been around May 1, a considerable part of

the run stays in tidewater long past the probable time of arrival there. Some ' do not

go to sea at all as is evidenced by the upstream  trapping of smaller trout marked on

their way downstream the previous spring, and whose scales show no ocean growth.

•
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Condition and Maturity in Relation to Open Seasons 

The spent downstream trout in Sand Creek have been in poor average condition.

The loss in weight since the upstream run has averaged about a third. Thus, these fish

in Sand Creek, and probably in other similar streams, have not made very attractive

catches. However, in the Nestucca River, spent trout during the same season generally

have been in excellent shape. This finding suggests a later opening date for smaller

than for larger streams, but the resulting complication and confusion would cancel out

any advantage. In qiny case, the earlier the opening, the poorer the condition of the

fish, for feed conditions do not reach their optimum until warming waters stimulate

appetite.

Regardless of the condition of spent fish, there is more reason to permit

their capture than to permit the taking of spawners full of eggs. This statement

applies even more strongly to the steelhead than to the cutthroat which latter species

is available during a much greater part of the year and at all stages of growth and

maturity.

Survival in Relation to Angling Seasons 

Of downstream migrant wild cutthroat fingerlings in 1947, only 1.56 per cent

returned upstream from the ocean during the following two seasons. And of 1947 hatchery

trout below the weir, only 0.71 per cent came back as sea-run fish. It could be argued

therefrom that the return is so low as to make advisable a maximum harvest of the

downstream fish. However, it is conversely true that many small fish are required to

bring back a satisfactory run of large spawners, on whom the bulk of the trout repro-

duction undoubtedly depends. In addition, the tidewater boat trolling for summer

bluebacks is of greater importance than the earlier upstream fishery from the standpoint

of availability to the vacationist and economic return to local business. Viewed from

the conservation angle, the blueback fishery at first glance seems more propitious than

the early bank angling in that the success ratio in the Nestucca River l s tidewater, in



numbers of fish, has been about a third to a half that of bank fishing and a tenth that

of boat angling above tide. On the other hand, the weight of the tidal catch

undoubtedly has exceeded that of the bank angler if not that of the upstream boat

fisherman.

But it was suggested above that there is more reason to harvest the fish'

which had spawned at least once, that is, the spent downstream sea-run trout, than the

trout full of eggs, such as the blueback. The final answer lies in the determination

of the maximum proportion of each run that may safely be harvested. A May 1 opening

for the entire stream cuts across the middle of the downstream run, permitting,

together with the size limit, a fair escapement; and an October 30 closure permits a

maximum prosecution of the tidal fishery plus a good opportunity to take upstream

migrants on the first freshets. One need not worry about the welfare of the cutthroat

after that date (from the angling standpoint), for the steelhead take the show from

early November on through the winter, at least in the larger streams. During the

present season, with a 12-inch size limit, but few cutthroats were kept in November,

and almost none in December.

Size Limits and Length at Maturity

Most of the size limits imposed in eastern states have for their purpose the

protection of immature fish until they have spawned at least once. It would be diffi-

cult to do so for the cutthroat since ripe males and females in the 4-6 inch group have

been found in branches of Sand Creek. And in four tributaries about 1 to 2 feet wide,

in which cutthroat fry and fingerlings have been seined, no sea-run spawner has been

seen, nor any trout more than 6.2 inches long. Cutthroats that have not been to sea

thus form a considerable but unknown proportion of the spawning population. They

certainly are predominate in the smallest tributaries. True, but few ripe fingerlings

have been trapped at the weir, and few caught by winter seining, but a little spawn

goes a long way in such restricted waters as these minimal branches contain.
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Size Limit and Lossea.00-legal Trout 

Test angling in Sand Creek and the Nestucca River has given a catch ratio of

one legal to three or four of below legal length, at the present 8-inch limit. Though

it is commonly argued that most sub-legal fish are killed in hooking and releasing,

angling experiments at hatchery ponds have resulted in losses under 10 per cent and

often under 5 per cent, using both flies and bait. Thus, this argument against the
8-inch limit falls down. Yet it is true that the eagerness of small salmon and trout

causes much "loss" of time and mental anguish to the angler.

The lowest length limit in force on the coast for many years past has been

at 6 inches. Would reverting to that limit cure the angler's woes? No, because in

the blast 3 years at the weir almost 100 per cent of the downstream silver salmon

fingerlings have been under 6 inches long, and they probably cause most of the com-

plaint. Test angling results also show a majority (63-75 per cent) of cutthroats to

be sub-legal at 6 inches; but about half of the downstream cutthroats at the weir

would have been legal at that size. Steelhead fingerlings would have taken the rap,

since the escapement at the weir would have been only about a third. If anglers want

plenty of big steelheads coming upstream in the winter, the young must have protection

on their seaward run from March into June.

Electrofishing Re41nts and Tributary Closures

Electrofishing was carried on in Sand Creek and in seven Tillamook County -

tributaries from June 21 to August 17, 1949. Eight and seven-tenths per cent of the

cutthroat caught were legal, but for tributaries alone the figure was only 4.1 per cent,

The inevitable conclusion is that closed tributaries may as well remain closed. However,

the work was done after most of the downstream runs had left. It is probable that more

legal trout would have been found earlier in April and May. But assuming that most of

the legal fish moved out into the main stream during the previous months, there they

were accessible to the angler and more easily fished. But whose business is it where
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a man catches his fish so long as they are legal as to length? Landowners often prefer

streams on their property to be closed to discourage trespass. And yet, in many cases,

children with a tributary stream in their backyards are easily tempted into the viola-

tion habit because they cannot travel any distance to open waters. Perhaps, we may

arrive at a fair solution to these problems some day.

Trout Habitat Management

The preferences of cutthroat trout make management difficult from the stand-

point of habitat improvement or even maintenance. Domestic and municipal water-supply

dams, road culverts, and especially careless logging practices often render preferred

waters inaccessible to spawners. It could justly be maintained that availability of

spawning grounds is an even more important factor in the maintenance of cutthroat

populations than all angling regulations combined. Despite the great contributions to

angling made by the hatcheries, it is doubtful that they could make up for the loss of

even 10 per cent of the primitive spawning areas, and every day we are restricting

them further.

Conclusions 

To summarize, the Sand Creek Weir experience and associated investigations

have revealed basic life history data on the cutthroat trout, largely applicable to

most coast streams. Differences in data from various streams do not cut seriously into

the over-all pattern. Thus, regulations as to seasons, size limits and bag limits can

be formulated with these findings as guides. While local variation may dictate special

regulations, they should be kept to the minimum for the sake of easy comprehension and

enforcement. It must always be borne in mind that fish populations are not static but

change from year to year in relation to environmental changes and alterations in angling

intensity. Constant vigilance will be necessary if the cutthroat population in parti-

cular is to be maintained for even a minimal level of angling pressure.
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B. DATA RELATING TO THE SAND CREEK PROJECTS

The Sand Creek Weir has been operated during the past year (October 1, 1948 -

September 30, 1949) essentially as in its first and second years. A new downstream

trap was constructed in August, 1948.

Weather Factors in Weir Operation

On November 23, 1948, a heavy freshet came over the top of the weir for

several hours, and unknown numbers of salmon and trout passed upstream. Again, on

February 9 and 16, 1949, freshets higher than any before experienced flooded over

the weir top for several hours. However, it was late for silver salmon and early for

steelhead at that time; a few spent cutthroats probably went downstream uncounted.

Methods 

Measurements of fish reported were made to the end of the caudal in an

extended position since that is the usual method of measurement made by the angler.

However, this method is the least accurate of those commonly used. Hence, later in

the year, comparative measurements were made. The factors for calculating one length

from another are given in Table 84 below.

Table 84

Conversion factors for fish lengths

Species

No. of
Specimens

Length
Group
Inches

Ave.
F. L.

Fork L. to
Tot. L. ext.

Fork L. to	 Total L. ext. to
Max. Tot. L. Max. Tot. L. 	 (1)

Cutthroat 35 3-4 1.0315 1.0644 1.0322
74 5-6 1.0270 1.0601 1.0322
80 7-8 - 1.0224 1.0558 1.0322
28 9-10 - 1.0179 1.0515 1.0322
40 11-12 1.0133 1.0472 1.0322
37 13-14 - 1.0088 1.0429 1.0322

Steelhead 55 3-4 4.14 1.0377 1.0684 1.0296
100 5-6 5.78 1.0391 1.0730 1.0326

Silver
salmon 100 3-4(2) 3.93 1,0681 1.1035 1.0331

(1) Maximum total length is that obtained by compressing the caudal lobes to
the midline.

(2) One 5-inch group fish included.
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The conversion factors given for cutthroat trout are rectifications of the

originals based on the percentage difference between average fork length of each group

and its midpoint in relation to the average difference between the original factors in

each column. The factors for conversion from fork length to maximum total length

showed the greatest reliability forming a nearly straight sloping line graph. The

factors for fork length to total length extended showed the same general trend but

contained one gross irregularity. Factors for total length extended to maximum total

length appear to represent equality tending toward a vertical line graph.

The steelhead factors are in inverse order of magnitude in relation to the

cutthroat factors. For that reason, and because only 2 length groups are included,

no attempt at rectification has been made.

Year of migration will be reported as of the year in which the major part of

the run took place (October-December for the upstream run and-March-June for the

downstream run).

Weir Trap Counts

Counts of fish trapped at the weir given in Table 85 exhibit considerable

reductions in numbers of upstream migrants over the past two seasons. The 1948

upstream sea-run cutthroat count is slightly higher than that of 1947, but still much

lower than the 1946 count. The silver run was much smaller than that of the past year

but not greatly inferior to the run of 1946. The chum run apparently shows a steady

decline, however, due to low water levels during most of the run, spawning was heavy

below the weir, but probably not more intensive than during the 1947 season. Steel-

head also showed a marked decline in total numbers running upstream. The downstream

run of cutthroat fingerlings was considerably smaller than in 1947 and 1948, but the

numbers of steelhead and silver fingerlings remained on about the same level.

The weir had not been in long enough to influence the volume of returns from

reduced effectiveness of spawning as a result of crowding below the weir*
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Table 85

Upstream trap fish counts

1946-47 /1	 1947-48 /2	 1948-49 /2a

Cutthroat trout 268 /3 143 /5 157 /7-

Steelhead trout 149 /4 72 /6 47 /8

Silver salmon adults 233 449 184

Chum salmon adults 495 363 189

/1 October 211 1946 September 30, 1947.
October 1, 1947 - September 30, 1948.

/7a October 1, 1948 - September 30, 1949.
/7 224 sea-run; 38 wild under 11 inches; 6 hatchery 1947.

2 juvenile.
5 92 sea-run; 47 wild under 11 inches; .3 hatchery 1947; 1 hatchery 1948.
/-6. 2 juvenile.
/7 81 sea-run; 29 under 11 inches; (3 hatchery 1947 1 2 hatchery 19481

1 hatchery 1949).
/8 Adults.

Table 86

Downstream trap` ,fish counts

1946-47 /1 1947-48/2 	 1948-49 /2a

Cutthroat trout	 888 /3	 1,539 /5	 504 /7

Steelhead trout 	 395 /4	 354 /6	 307 /8

Silver salmon fingerlings 1,055	 1,067	 924

/1 October 21, 1946 - September 30, 1947.
October 1, 1947 - September 30, 1948.

/a October 1, 1948 - September 30, 1949.
/37 769 wild under 11 inches; 24 hatchery 1947.
/E 88 adults.
/3 . 1,160 wild under 11 inches; 89 hatchery 1947; 257 hatchery 1948.

28 adults.
/7 395 wild under 11 inches; 10 hatchery 1947; 17 hatchery 1948;

Weir, Cutthroat Trout

Upstream Run

The upstream run of cutthroats (Table 87) commenced with a freshet on

October 6, but the largest part of the run took place the latter half of November.

82 hatchery 1949.
/8 29 adults,,
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The last was seen on February 13.

The average total length (caudal extended) and weight of the trout 11 inches

and over long were 13.6 inches (range, 11.3 - 16.9) and 14.45 ounces (range, 8 - 25).

Males averaged 13.7 inches long and 14.3 ounces in weight, and females averaged 13.6

inches and 14.5 ounces.

The sex ratio of the sea-run trout was 1.0 male to 1.6 females.

Twenty-six smaller cutthroats in the upstream run averaged 5.8 inches long.

No "bluebacks" reached the weir during the summer of 1948.

Table 87

Sand Creek Weir upstream trap, 1948-1949
length-frequency, cutthroat trout

4-4.9 3 4 7
5-5.9 1 1 1 1 1 6 2 13
6-6.9 1 1 a 1 5
7-7.9 1 1 2
8-8.9 0
9-9.9 1 1
10-10.9 1 1
11-11.9 7 1 8
12-12.9 1 13 6 20

13-13.9 18 3 1 22
14-14.9 4 13 2 19
15-15.9 1 9 10
16-16.9 a 2

TOTALS 7 65 14 1 3 11 110

Marked Upstream Cutthroats

Table 88 presents data on marked trout in the upstream run. All but five

had been marked as fingerlings in the years indicated. The sea-run repeats may have

been marked upstream in 1946 or 1947 more likely the latter. The percentages refer to

the observed run not the total calculated run.
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Table 88

Marked upstream cutthroat

Year
Fingerlings
Downstream
Etc.

No. Sea-
run?

Wild
or
Hatchery

Average
Length
Inches

Range	 Per Cent
in	 of Upstream
Length	 Run

Per Cent of
Sea-run
Cutthroat

1947 6 Yes W 13.4 13.0-14.5 5.5 705
1947 1 No W - 10.8 .9 -
1947 2 Yes H 14.4, 15.8 1.8 2.5
1947 1 No H 9.2 .9 -
1948 10 Yes W 13.2 11.5-14.8 9.2 12.5
Sea-run
repeats 5 Yes W 15.7 15.3-16.9 4.6 6.2
1948 2 No H - 6.6, 7.0 1.8
1949 2 No W - 4.8, 5.3 1.8 -
1949 1 No H 7.5 .9

Total Per Cent	 27.5	 26.7

Downstream Run

The downstream run of native trout under 11 inches long in 1949 (Table 89)

was only 51 per cent of the 1947 run and 34 per cent of the 1948 run. The average

total length of this group (5.6 inches) was 15 per cent less than that of the 1947,

and 3.5 per cent less than that of the 1948 downstream weir trout. Most of the latest

migrant cutthroats had spent at least part of the past two years in competition with

hatchery trout. Such competition may account for the inferior size and numbers of

the 1949 wild downstream wild trout as well as those of 1948 in comparison with the

1947 fish. Apparently, the stream was overstocked with hatchery fish. Depletion as

a result of overfishing and other causes may also be indicated.

The largest size group was again the 5-inch group, 46.3 per cent of the

total (19471 30.7 per cent, 1948, 36.0 per cent).

April was the peak month of the run with the greatest concentration around

May 1. In general, the period of the run was the same as during the preceding two

runs .
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It should be emphasized that the weir was not equally able to trap fingerling

fish all the year. A half-inch mesh wire-cloth covering was removed in the fall and

replaced in the spring, hence fingerlings could pass uncounted in the winter.

Cutthroats 11 inches or more in length probably all spent sea-run fish,

comprised 2.6 per cent of the total downstream cutthroat run in 19)49 (1947, 11.0 per

cent, 1948, 2.1 per cent), and they amounted to 11.2 per cent of the calculated total

of upstream sea-run fish of the preceding fall and winter. Their average length (13

fish) was 13.6 inches and average weight 10.25 ounces. The average loss in weight

of 7 trout was 38 per cent. Two other trout which were trapped in July had lost a

little over 50 per cent of their upstream weight.

Table 89

Sand Creek Weir downstream trap, 1948-1949
length-frequency cutthroat trout (wild)

Length
0	 0	 CD	

,a
Inches	 o	 z

2-209
3-3.9

2
5 5

a

• 
•

GO

rl
al

4.3

E-1

2
11

4-4.9 8 30 26 3 67
5-5.9 4 89 78 10 183
6-6.9 7 38 34 3 83
7-7.9 1 7 9 18
8-8.9 5 3 13
9-9.9 2 3
10-10,9 1 1
11-11.9 2 2
12-12.9 2 3
13-13.9
14-14.9 5
15-15.9 1
16-16.9

Totals	 0
	 28 175 162	 21	 0	 0 395

The proportion of downstream cutthroats of legal length (Table 90) was

twice that of 1948 but about half that of 1947.
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Table 90

Sand Creek Weir
Percentages of downstream fish of legal length in

May and June

1947 1948 19)49

6tv 7tt 8" 6" 711I 8" 6" 7" 8"

Cutthroat trout 59 4o 31 44 16 6 46 27 14
Steelhead " 83 29 4 So 13 o06 6o 8 0
Silver salmon 0.19 0 0 0 0 0 0.11 0 0

Escapement

Cutthroat trout 41 60 69 56 84 94 54 73 85
Steelhead " 17 71 96 50 87 99 40 92 100
Silver salmon 99.8 0 loo 100 100 100 99.9 100 100

Calculations of numbers of trout of legal length under different measuring

methods have been made on the basis of total length with caudal spread aut. However,

that measurement is not the maximum total length which is made with the caudal lobes

pressed together. The latter should be used if the angler is to get his full due.

The maximum total length will make a greater proportion of hatchery trout legal

during the first summer after liberation.

A possible basis for calculating the numbers of legal trout at maximum

total length is furnished by a set of 80 comparative lengths of cutthroat in the

7-8-inch group. Of the total, 37 (46 per cent) would be legal at fork length, 47

(59 per cent) at total length, caudal extended, and 56 (70 per cent) at maximum total

length. The difference between the percentages for the two total lengths is 11 per

cent. Adding this figure to the percentages of legal trout given in Table 90 would

give 37.6 per cent legal at 7 inches and 25.5 per cent legal at 8 inches (1949). It

is not certain that the figure of 11 per cent could be applied to data for trout in

other length groups or to steelheads and silver salmon fingerlings.

Tagged Cutthroats 

No cutthroat tagged in Sand Creek prior to June 23, 1948, has been recovered

during the past report year, and all but one tag were seen on fish tagged after
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November 13, 1948. All tagged fish retaken had been jaw-tagged, while earlier, Peterson

tags had been used on the sea-runs and strap tags on the base of the dorsal and the

opercle of smaller trout.

Of 24 trout tagged by a test angler (June 18 - July 7, 1948), only two have

been recovered. One was taken (June 21, 1949) by electrofishing below the weir, where

it had been tagged on June 23, 1948, and it had grown from 7.5 to 9.8 inches in length.

The other was trapped upstream on October 30, 1949. It had grown from 7.4 to 13.1 inches

in length.

Of the other returns, twelve had been tagged as sea-runs going upstream from

November 14 to December 12, 1948. They represent 15.2 per cent of 79 fish tagged. Nine

came downstream the past spring, two were taken by anglers in the lower creek, and one

was caught by electrofishing below the weir. The latter three evidently had passed

over the weir top during freshets.

Six of the tags recovered were on fingerlings put downstream during the spring

of 1949. They form 3.3 per cent of 180 fish tagged. Four were taken by anglers not far

below the weir, one by electrofishing, and one came back upstream. The jaw-tags have

not caused irritation.

Hatchery Cutthroats

During the upstream migration in the past fall and winter, the sea-run trout

included two 1947 hatchery fish (Table 88). Presumably non-sea-run hatchery trout

consisted of one 1947 fish, two 1948 fish, and one 1949 fish. The downstream run

(spring, 1949) included ten hatchery trout of 1947 seventeen of 1948, and eighty-two

of 1949. The runs coincided with those of the wild trout. The 1947' fish had gained

an average of 0.6 inch (10.3 per cent) in two years, or 5.1 per cent per year, while

1948 migrants of the same liberation had grown 14 per cent in a year. This discrepancy

makes it all the more likely that size rather than age determines time of migration.

However, a comparison of numbers of downstream hatchery fish of 1948 and 1949 during

the year of liberation shows that 14.3 per cent (average length, 6.8 inches) of the
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former liberation above the weir and about half as many, 8.3 per cent (average length,

7.8 inches) of the 1949 liberation above the weir migrated downstream. This finding

seems to contradict the former statement, but almost twice as many trout were liberated

above the weir in 1948 as in 1949. Population pressure probably figured in the pro-

portions of the respective liberations moving out of the planting locale. Nevertheless,

if cutthroats tend to move downstream when between 6 and 7 inches long, it is difficult

to understand why more of the 1949 liberation, averaging larger than either of the two

previous liberations, have not come downstream.

The 1949 fish liberated into Sand Creek on April 22, averaged 6.9 inches in

length (range, 4.6-9.0). Of the sample of 60 fish, 1803 per cent were legal (total

length, caudal extended). The smallest seen was 3.6, and the largest, 9.4 inches long.

Survival of Cutthroats 

Upstream Sea-run Trout

The calculated total of the 1946 upstream run was 224 (average length, 13.8

inches). In the 1947 downstream run, 84 (37.5 per cent) of the upstream fish returned

seaward. Some others may have escaped over the top during freshets.

The upstream run of 1947 contained 30 repeaters or 13.4 per cent of the 1946

run. They amounted to 35.7 per cent of the downstream sea-run fish the preceding spring

and averaged 14.6 inches in length.

Of the 92 sea-run trout in the 1947 upstream run (average length 13.9 inches),

33 fish (35.9 per cent) came downstream during the spring of 1948° Five of the same

fish (5.)4 per cent of the original run) came upstream in the 1948 run (average length,

15.7 inches).

The calculated upstream run of 1948 totaled 116 sea-run trout (average length

of 80 13.6 inches). Only 13 (11.2 per cent) of these fish were trapped downstream the

following spring.
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Downstream Wild Cutthroats Under 11 Inches Long

Of 769 trout in 1947, six returned upstream as sea-runs the following fall and

winter (average length, 11.9 inches), and six more came back from the sea with the 1948

run (average, 13.4 inches). The total return of 12 fish is 1.56 per cent of the parent

run. Examination of scales from 1948 upstream returns showed that the fish had spent

most of the preceding year in the lower stream or tidewater and one season in salt water.

Of 1,160 trout in the 1948 downstream run, 10 (0.86 per cent) returned upstream

from the sea the following fall and winter (average, 13.2 inches).

1947 Hatchery Trout

Of 2,100 trout planted above the weir on February 23, 1947 twenty-four

(1.14 per cent), averaging 5.7 inches long, came downstream during the same spring,

eighty-nine (4.24 per cent, average length, 6.6 inches) during the spring of 1948, and

10 (0.48 per cent, average length, 6.4 inches) during the spring of 1949 for a total of

5.9 per cent.

No.1947 trout of the 424 liberated below the weir, and including the downstream

migrants, returned upstream in the 1947 run. During the 1948 upstream run, two (14.4,

15.8 inches) came back from the sea, and one (9.2 inches) from the lower stream or tide,

a total return of 0.71 per cent.

1948 Hatchery Trout

Of 1,800 trout planted above the weir on March 31, 1948, 257 fish (14.3 per

cent, average, 7.3 inches) came downstream the same spring and seventeen (0.94 per cent,

average, 7.6 inches) during the 1949 downstream run, or a total of 15.2 per cent.

Of 1,059 trout liberated below the weir (and those which migrated downstream)

2 stream-type trout participated in the following upstream run.

Steelhead Trout Upstream Run

The calculated run of adult steelhead (47 fish) is considerably smaller than

that of the year before. In this case also, up to 50 per cent of the run spawned below
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the weir. The run extended from February 8 to April 29.

The average length of all steelhead measured (20) was 25.5 inches (1502 -

31.7). The sex ratio was 1.0 male to 0.82 females. Of all, 15 per cent were under

20 inches and classified as jacks legally, and of the males, 27 per cent. The average

weight of the 20 fish was 6.6 pounds. Males averaged 23.2 inches in length and 4.9

pounds in weight, the females, 28.5 inches in length and 8.6 pounds in weight.

Downstream Run

Forty-seven per cent of the calculated upstream run returned downstream alive.

Their average length was 24.6 inches (males, 21.0, females, 28.2), and average weight,

4.8 pounds (males, 3.1, females, 6.1).

The fingerlings came downstream from March to June. Their average length

was 5.6 inches (1.5 - 7.8).

A spent adult male 23.3 inches long came downstream on October 4. It was

thin but vigorous.

Survival of 1947 Marked Steelheads 

Two adults (25.4, 27.3 inches) had been marked as fingerlings on their down-

stream migration in 1947. They, plus the 6 marked jacks returning upstream in 1948,

represent 2.7 per cent of the downstream fingerling run. Marked fish spawning below

the weir might bring the percentage up to 3.5.

Silver Salmon Upstream Run

The calculated run of adult silvers (184 fish) was only 41 per cent of the

past year's run. However, up to half the run spawned below the weir. Chum nets and

anglers took an undetermined part of the run.

In the observed part of the run (75 fish), males formed 70 per cent of the

total, the jacks being 41 per cent of all and 58 per cent of the males. The escape-

ment of the jacks was probably greater proportionately than that of the larger fish

since they could pass through the nets.
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The average length of the jacks was 1760 inches (12.9 - 19.6), and of the

adults, 27.0 inches (20.2 - 32.4).

Survival of 1947 Marked Silvers 

Four adults (22.4 - 27.0 inches long) had been marked as fingerlings during

the 1947 downstream run. They, plus the 5 marked jacks in the 1947 upstream run,

represent an 0 0 85 per cent return from the sea. Marked fish spawning below the weir

could bring the returns up to 1.8 per cent.

Downstream Run

The run of fingerlings followed the same pattern as during the past two years.

The 4-inch group was again the largest (80 per cent). The average length of the

fingerlings was 4.3 inches (1.6 - 6.0).

Chum Salmon

The 1948 calculated chum run was only about half that of the previous year.

About the same numbers spawned below the weir as during the preceding run. It is

possible that the nets caught a larger proportion of the run in 1948 than in 1947,

owing to low water during the first half of the netting season (November 1 - 30).

Average length of the chums was 27.3 inches (22.5 - 32.4). The sex ratio

was almost one to one.

Test Angling, Sand Creek and Sand Lake

A total of 48 hours were spent by the Conservation Assistant in angling in

Sand Creek and 1 hour in Sand Lake. The total catch was 54 cutthroats (82 per cent

of total), 5 steelheads and 7 silver salmon. The steelheads and silvers were sub-

legal. Legal cutthroats formed 35 per cent of all cutthroats and 29 per cent of all

species combined. About 3 sub-legal fish were hooked for every one of legal size.

The legal catch was at the rate of 0.39 fish per angler-hour or one fish in 2.6 hours.

Bait (eggs, worms and cottids) was used about three-fourths of the time.
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Test Angling, Nestucca River

A total of 27 hours was spent in test angling on the Nestucca River (4 hours

in tidewater). The catch consisted of 43 cutthroats (52 per cent of all), 19 steelheads,

18 silvers, and 3 chinooks. All of the last three species were sub-legal. Legal trout

formed 35 per cent of all cutthroats and 18 per cent of all species combined, For

every legal fish, four sub-legal ones were hooked. The legal catch was at the rate of

0.55 fish per angler-hour, or 1.8 hours per fish. Bait was used about one-third of the

time.

Sport Angling, Sand Lake

Most of the angling effort at Sand Lake was expended on non-game fishes,

flounder, shiner-perch, and kelp. Some anglers caught both non-game fish and trout,

but most of the few trout catches were made by specialists. Several silver salmon were

caught during the fall, but checking was not carried on intensively.

The non-game catch checked consisted of 97 perch (56 per cent), 68 flounder

(39 per cent), and 8 kelp (5 per cent). The 254 anglers fished 539 angler-hours for

an average of 0.68 fish per angler, or 0.32 per angler-hour.

The perch occurred in schools, coming in from the ocean to spawn their

living young (early . June to mid-August). Flounders entered the bay through the summer.

Kelp and some trout were incidental catch on flounder bait. In September most anglers

changed to spinners for silver salmon.

The 18 cutthroats, including 4 hatchery trout of the 1949 plant, were taken
by 22 anglers in 53 angler-hours (average, 0.82 trout per angler, 0.34 per angler-hour).

The hatchery trout formed 22 per cent of the total.

Sport Angling, Nestucca River

Steelhead Trout

Steelhead anglers on the Nestucca River were checked on a few week ends from

December 12, 1948 to February 27, 1949. Most checking was done near the mouth of

Three Rivers and below the Cloverdale Bridge. Boat records were obtained in the field
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and at resorts.

The average catch per angler-hour was 0.030 fish for bank anglers and 0.128

for boat anglers. The average catch combined was 0.069 per angler-hour, an improvement

over the 0.024 and 0.023 of the previous 2 seasons.

The average length of 32 fish weighed was 26.8 inches, and weight, 7.6 pounds

(16.7 - 35.0 inches, 1 lb. 15 oz. - 14, pounds). Females comprised 64.3 per cent of 42

fish sexed. Jacks were 7.1 per cent of all.

Cutthroat Trout

In summarizing the summer angling on the Nestucca (Table 91) the angling

effort has been segregated into tide and stream categories and the stream catches have

been further separated into boat and bank classifications.

It will be noted that, above tidewater, the boat anglers caught about four

times as much fish per angler-hour as did the bank anglers. Part of the superiority

of boat angling is no doubt due to the aid of a guide which enters into the record for

'the Beaver-tidewater section and partly into the upper stream record. However,

practically all of the tidewater angling was done by boat, and it shows much inferior

results to those attained by bank anglers upstream.

For comparison with the writer's tidewater check, the report made by a

tidewater resort owner is presented as the last item in the table. The closeness of

the two results is striking. The same resort made the most reliable report last year.

The length of the angler-day for bank anglers is deceiving, for effort was

generally recorded during fishing rather than at its termination, as with practically

all the boat angling.

Hatchery Cutthroats, Nestucca River

On April 22, 1949, 3,069 hatchery cutthroat yearlings (marked left ventral)

from the Cedar Creek Hatchery were liberated into the Nestucca River at 7 places from

Beaver to 3.5 miles above Blaine, or 10.5 miles of stream. Their average length was

6.95 inches&
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Table 91

Summer angling, Nestucca River

Dates Area No, Cutthroats No.
Anglers

Angler- Trout
hours	 per

Angler

Angler-
day,
Hours

Trout per
angler-
hour

Wild Hatchery

5/7-9/25

5/7-21

8/3-20

6/15-8/27

6/15-9/30

Above
tide,
bank

Above
Beaver,
boat

Beaver-
tide,
boat

Tide-
water,
most
boat

Tide-
water
resort

152

57

146

89

343

58

20

318

12

22

249

833

931

84

148

1,111

3,565

04 66

6.4

6.9

0.36

0.41

2.9

6.o

6.7

4.5

4.3

0.23

0.92

1.02

0.08

0.10

The percentages that the marked trout formed of the total checked catch by

month are shown in Table 92.

Table 92

Stream and tidewater catches of hatchery and wild cutthroat trout

Month Above Beaver	 Tidewater
Total Cutthroats jeer Cent- atchery Total Cutthroats Per Cent Hatchery

May 188 35.o
June
July

28
36

25.0
5.5

49
25

4.1

August 34 8.8 17 0

The above percentages seem to indicate that the hatchery trout tended to be

caught out more easily than the wild trout and that their relative availability was

conditioned by habitual gregariousness. Of the total checked and reported catch of

hatchery trout, 45.8 per cent were taken at points of liberation. Only 9.2 per cent

were caught below the lowest liberation point. The remainder were taken between
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planting spots. Possibly one was hooked above the highest point, but relatively little

checking was done in that area.

Could it be that the hatchery trout only seemed to be removed more rapidly

than the wild fish because there are more early season records available? Not entirely,

for the following Table 93 shows that a greater proportion of the total catch of

hatchery trout than of wild trout was removed early in the season.

The average length of all checked hatchery trout caught was 8.4 inches.

Of the catch, 31.3 per cent was in the 7-inch group, but the proportion

would be as small as 20 per cent using maximum total length. The 8-inch group

comprised 53.0 per cent, the 9-inch, 14.5 per cent, and one 10-inch trout, 1.2 per

cent. Sub-legal hatchery trout were reported to have bothered anglers considerably

at liberation points.

Table 93

Comparison of rate of catch of Nestucca River wild and hatchery cutthroats

Month Wild Hatchery
Number Per Cent of Total Number Per Cent of Total

May 122_ 41.1 67 80.7
June 68 22.9 12 14.5
July 59 19.8 3 3.6
August 48 16.2 1 1.2

Totals 297 100.0 83 10,0.0

Since the 142 tagged hatchery trout were mixed with the other marked fish

on liberation, their individual movements cannot be traced except as they move out of

the stocking area. Of 22 tags recovered, two (9.1 per cent) were found below the

lowest plant (in tidewater). One of them was 9.4 inches long on liberation and 12.4

inches long when caught on September 5. It had evidently spent some time in salt water.

Another sea-run hatchery trout was 11.7 inches long when hooked in tidewater on the

same date. It had, not been tagged, but its calculated length at time of liberation

was 8.3 inches. A tag was returned from a fish that was 8.3 inches long on liberation
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and 14 inches (report) when caught 11 miles above tidewater during the first week of

September. It also had probably gone to sea.

The growth increment of the 12.4-inch trout amounted to 32 per cent of its

liberation length, and that of the 11.7-inch trout, 142 per cent. For each 30-day

period the growth increment of the 12.4-inch trout was 0.71 per cent, and of the 11,7-

inch trout, 0.93 per cent. The corresponding increment in 7 tagged trout (7.9 - 9.5

inches long) caught above tidewater was 0.57 per cent per 30-day period.

Condition of Nestucca Hatchery Trout

On liberation, the hatchery cutthroats were in excellent condition as

judged from general appearance. Condition was measured by taking the body depth from

dorsal to ventral surfaces just ahead of the dorsal fin. The average ratio, D/L, in

100 trout 6 days before liberation was 0.1930. The average for 72 trout on recapture

(May 7 - June 19) and averaging 8,3 inches in length, was 0.1912 (range, 0.118 - 0.232).

For 6 tagged fish it was 0.1932 before planting and 0.1922 at the time of recapture

(May 8 - 30 and one on September 5). Scales from hatchery trout evidence a slackened
growth rate immediately after stocking with rapid recuperation thereafter. For com-

parison, 30 wild trout caught from May 8 to July 4, and averaging 8.7 inches in length,

had an average condition ratio of 0.2003, slightly better than the hatchery fish before

liberation. This finding is surprising inasmuch as the hatchery trout had appeared to

be abnormally plump. As a matter of fact, their gut was surrounded by rolls of fat.

And the finding that the heads of hatchery trout were shorter in relation to body

length than heads of wild trout (or of hatchery trout some time after liberation)

would make it seem all the more certain that the condition ratio of the hatchery fish

should be the greater.

Condition of Sand Greek Hatchery Cutthroats

Some hatchery trout stocked into Sand Creek on April 22 came downstream

during the following months. Most of the migrants appeared within 9 days of liberation.
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The average condition ratio of all 62 measured (average length, 7.6 inches) was 0.1819,

lower than that for the Nestucca Hatchery trout caught by angling. The condition

deteriorates slowly; for the first 20 (chronological) measurements it was 0.1841, for

the second twenty, 0.1834, and for the twenty-two remaining, 0.1786. All but nine of

the above fish were measured between April 23 and May 4. Further deterioration is •

exhibited by 18 trout, taken by anglers (August 10 - September 17), whose condition

ratios average 0.1749 (average length, 7.2 inches). The average ratio of 19 wild

trout taken by angling (June 19 - September 17) was 0.1846 (average length, 6.7 inches).

In 1947 also it was found that hatchery trout, during the summer following liberation,

were in poorer condition than wild trout.

Judging from a comparison of hatchery cutthroats stocked into Sand Creek and

the Nestucca River, it appears more desirable to liberate yearlings into larger rather

than smaller streams.

In comparison with the hatchery trout, 60 wild trout (average length, 6.5

inches) passing downstream during the same period as the hatchery examples (April 23 -

May 2), averaged 0.1671 in condition ratio. Such a low ratio is unexpected. It

appears from test angling catches that the wild trout tend to regain condition while

the hatchery trout grow steadily thinner.

Population Study by Electrofishing

During the summer, electrofishing was carried on in Sand Creek and a few

Tillamook County tributary. .streams, in order to determine the proportion of legal

cutthroats present. A 230-volt direct-current portable outfit was used. The physical

characteristics of stream sections studied are given in Table 93.

Numbers of fish caught by stream section are given in Table 94. It will be

noted that 8.7 per cent of all the cutthroats were legal. In the tributaries only,

the legal trout amounted to only 4.1 per cent of the total catch. Of the steelheads,

only 3.6 per cent were between 6.0 inches and 709 inches in length and none was legal.



Average
Width
Feet

Average
Depth
Inches

13.9 11.8

11.5 9.1

10.5 9,1

12.2 5.9

17.8 11.3

13.5 5.2

Speed of Shelter
Current

Moderate Excellent

Moderate Fair

Moderate Good

Moderate Fair

Slow	 Poor

Rapid	 Good
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Table 93

Physical data on electrofishing sites

Stream

Sand Cr., 100-
200 ft. below
weir

200 yds. above
weir

1.5 miles
above weir

1 mile
above weir

BEOley Cr,
Tillamook R.

Fawcett Cr.
Tillamook R.

7.5	 11.7	 Slow	 Good

Rapid	 Good

Moderate Excellent

Rapid	 Good

Rapid	 Fair

The bulk of the steelhead .recorded were of the 1949 hatch. Only in Testament Creek

is the same true of the cutthroats; there advanced fry had been liberated earlier.

In most cases a large part, or even a majority, of the steelheads and silvers of the

year could not be captured because of net mesh-size and difficult stream conditions.

In general, it was easiest to catch the larger fish, and therefore, the counts of

trout 6 inches or more in length are the most accurate. The chinook fingerlings in

South Fork,
West Beaver Cr.

Testament Or.
Nestucca R.

Noon Cr.
Nestucca R.

Little South
Fork Kilchis R.

South Fork
Trask R.

Date Length
Section
Feet

6/21 100

6/22 93

8/11 115

8/12 170

7/6 105

7/7 100

7/11 125

8/2 100

8/16 133

8/4 100

8/17 100

13.7 5.2

12.0 9.1

18.8 7.3

22.8 5 6



Cutthroat
Under 6:0— Legal
6t' 	 ota

9 62

12 20L

1 280

11 39
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Table 94

Electrofishing catch

Totals	 99	 33	 13	 429	 1.6	 0	 537	 940
(5) /2

Per Cent By
Species	 6805	 2208	 807	 9604	 306

/1 Possibly many are cutthroats (of year) from liberation.
/7 Chinook of year, probably from Trask Hatchery,
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the South Fork of the Trask River were probably from a Trask Hatchery liberation. The

numbers of cottids (sculpins, imud-cats“) could safely be multiplied twice, since very

few of the current years hatch were taken 'and many larger ones escaped under rocks and

banks, where they were out of the field of electric current.

Of the cutthroats from Sand Creek, three (4.3 per cent) were 1948 and 9

(13.0 per cent) were 1949 hatchery trout, and 8 (11.6 per cent) were wild fish that

had been marked at and below the weir, and found below it. Five of the eight had been

marked downstream at the weir the past spring and had remained in its vicinity.

C. SCALE READING DATA FROM THE SEA-RUN CUTTHROAT TROUT
OF THE 1948-1949 UPSTREAM RUN

In contrast to the bi-modal size distribution of the 1947 upstream cutthroats

at the Sand Creek Weir, as caused by the second spawning return from the, much larger

prior run, that of the 1948 run appears to be more normal, with a much more symmetrical.

length distribution (Table 95), considerably better than that of the 1946 run, which

was weighted by what seemed to be the progeny from an unusually successful spawning..

Thus, the 12-inch group was by a small number the largest in 1946, the 14-inch group

by a considerable difference in 1947, and the 13-inch group by a small number in 1948.

The 1946 and 1947 runs were measured fork length and the 1948 run total length with the

caudal spread, but the difference is so slight as to be of no significance here.

The 1948 distribution of annulus groups shows a marked decline in the per-

centage of total numbers with more than 5 annuli, as compared with the previous two
runs. There may have been a tendency on the part of the scale reader to see fewer

annuli in the stream-growth pattern from year to year. This possibility is accented

by the comparative proportions of fish in the 3-stream-annulus group - 43.8 per cent

in 1946, 43.5 per cent in 1947, and 53.7 per cent in 1948. The 5-annulus group has

been the most steady with 33 p.er cent in 1946 39.1 per cent in 1947, and 37.8 per

cent in 19480

The numbers of stream annuli in Table 96 include tidewater annuli, one of

which characterizes 13.4 per cent of all. Another 18.3 per cent of all exhibit what
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Table 95

Cutthroat trout age-length relationship
Sand Creek Weir - upstream trap, 1948-1949

Number of Annuli

Total	 Per centLength
Inches 

10-10.9

11-1169

12-12.9

13-13.9

14-1469

15-15.9

16-16.9 

TOTALS

Per Cent

1

1

1.2

8.5

23.2

26.9

24.4

13.4

2.4

2

13

10

9

1

4

10

7

5

1

7

19

22

20

11

6	 35	 31	 8	 2

7.3 42.7 37.8	 968	 2.1

82

100.0

has been interpreted as a possible injury check not long after the beginning of the

sea-growth pattern. Some of the presumed tide annuli may be injury checks and vice

versa. Another possibility is that some of the fish in both categories went to sea,

returned to fresh or brackish water for a short stay, and then reentered salt water.

However, the circuli composing the supposed tide growth pattern are sufficiently

distinct from sea-growth circuli to make the presumption in favor of the tidal growth,

where there is reason for doubt.

As a check on scale reading, fin rays will be compared with scales in

future studies.

The relative proportions of fish that had spawned previously has varied for

the reasons given in the opening paragraph. The percentages are: 28 per cent in 1946,

50.0 per cent in 1947, and 21.9 per cent in 1948. Only one of eight trout (in the

1948 run) marked downstream as fingerlings in 1947, had come upstream from the sea and
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spawned the following winter. The remaining seven had spent a year in the stream and

tidewater after passing the weir. Of the 1948 fish that had spawned before, 61 per

cent had not been marked. Only in one case out of eighty-two does there appear to be

2 stream annuli with no previous spawning.

The two largest fish in the 3-annulus column of Table 95 were 1947 hatchery

trout spawning for the first time.

Table 96

Cutthroat trout age and previous spawning
Sand Creek Weir - upstream trap, 1948-1949

In Year
	

Annuli Stream	 Annuli Sea	 Previous Spawning	 Number

3

4

2

2

3

1

2

0

0

2

33

5 3' 1

3 9

4 0 21

6 3 3 2 I

4 1 4

5 1 0 3

4 3

2 1

82

Previous spawning check: 0, 78.1 per cent
1, 19.5 per cent
2, 2.4 per cent

100.0 per cent
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FISH LIBERATIONS

A total of 20,862,635 trout and salmon weighing 298,753 pounds were released

in 1949 representing a decrease of 3.4 per cent in numbers and 25 per cent in pounds

under releases in 1948. The marked decrease in weight is attributable to the lesser

numbers of yearling fish available for release. Whereas approximately 22 million

yearlings were distributed in 1948, only slightly over a million were available for

stocking in 1949.

A summarization of the fish plantings by watershed in 1949 accompanies the

fish liberation discussion. A table depicting comparative percentages of numbers and

pounds of fish liberated in each watershed for a three year period, 1947 through 1949,

is also given.

Distribution was commenced in the latter part of February and terminated

early in October. This represents some improvement through a shortening of the over

all period during which fish planting is carried on) but it yet remains too long for

best results. Although fewer yearling fish were stocked than in 1948, trout in some

of the hatcheries reached a larger average size. Fish averaging three or four to the

pound were common at several of the stations by July. Fish of this size are considerably

above legal length and are considered to be uneconomical because of distribution costs

and food consumption. This is particularly true at Oak Springs where many long hauls

are necessary.

A variety of equipment was used in liberating trout. In addition to the

three large tankers and one small one; three portable tanks, two airplanes, two pack

strings / and several special planting boats were used. Most of the plantings at the

McKenzie Station were made with a small portable tank and planting boats. All

stocking from the Cedar Creek Station was made with a small portable tank used on a

flat bed truck. The work of the regular liberation crew was supplemented greatly by

the efforts of hatchery and field personnel. Several of the field agents spent up to
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a month's time on fish liberations and associated activities. It is obvious , that to

obtain the optimum in distribution, more effort, and more personnel will have to be

utilized.

The practice of making contact with sportsmen for aid in distributing the

fish was continued. In most instances, this aid is quite helpful and should be

encouraged. One sports group packed several thousand fish into the headwaters of the

Columbia Gorge streams.

Packing operations in the Cascade Mountains commenced in the latter part

of June and ended early in October. Approximately 434,000 eastern brook and 430,000

rainbow varying from two to three inches in length were packed into 216 lakes.

Reconnaissance surveys by pack string personnel resulted in the stocking of forty—

five previously barren lakes. In order that these newly stocked lakes may be properly

utilized, the United States Forest Service will be consulted in the matter of trail

construction. Several of the newly planted lakes are only a mile or two from

presently established roads. An increase in fishing pressure on isolated lakes was

noted this summer together with indications of favorable angling success. Numerous

fishermen were interviewed, and trout as large as 52 pounds in weight were observed

in creel checks.

The program of planting inaccessible lakes by airplane was increased many

fold over that of 1948. A Piper Clipper plane fitted with a double—compartmented,

specially constructed tank attached to the underside of the plane was used in

stocking ninety—two lakes. The tank represents much improvement over the one used

in 1948 making possible the transportation of more pounds of fish and the planting

of two lakes on a single trip. As many as twenty lakes were stocked in one day by

using this plane. The tank empties so rapidly that lakes of only two or three acres

in a favorable situation can be stocked by air. An airstrip was constructed near

the Fall River Hatchery, and most of the fish were flown from here. Airplane
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planting of inaccessible mountain lakes has numerous advantages over the pack string

method. It is more economical in time and cost and easier on the fish because of less

handling and a shorter hauling period. Observations have been made indicating good

survival in most instances. The disadvantage of plane planting is that ground observa-

tion is absent. Pack string personnel can obtain some information on productivity and

survival by visual observation and occasional angling. An intensified air stocking

program should be tied in with continued ground observation to evaluate the success

of the program.

The cost per pound of fish stocked by plane in 1949 was sixty-six cents as

compared to eighty-two cents in 1948. The difference in cost per lake was even more

encouraging, dropping to $11.69 from $15.42 in 1948. The cost per pound is signifi-

cantly lower than comparable figures of pack string operations at $1.03 per pound.

The boat planting program was also increased in 1949. Practically all of

the fry stocked in East and Paulina Lakes were distributed by boat. Three boats were

used in other lakes and streams during the year. All yearling fish stocked in the

McKenzie River were planted from a boat, and the success of the method of stocking

is indicated by the improved angling on that stream.

By the end of this year, three new large liberation tanks will have been

constructed thus increasing the number of these units for operation in 1949 to five.

In addition, five small portable tanks which are to be used on one ton pick-ups will

be available in 1950. There will be fourteen separate liberation units available for

fish planting which will insure a better distribution of fish.
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Table 98

Percentage of trout releases within each watershed - 1949

Watershed Percentage of Total Fish
(20,862,635)

Percentage of Total Pounds
(298,753)

1 10 2.59

2 21.02 19.79

3 3.64 6.65

4 1.71 2.87

5 25.95 29.51

6 .07 .82

7 .56 2.22

8 2.82 4.53

9 .)4. .87

10 .100 .05

11 .0)4 .26

12 .36 .43

13 .19 .32

14 5.48 3.21

15 11.6 8.34

16 5.80 8.38

17 3.64 2.14

18 6.58 7.02

TOTAL 100% • 100%
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FISHWAYS AND SCREENS

The Central Point Screen Shop constructed a total of forty-one screens in
•

1949 for installation in screen boxes constructed in 1948, In addition, a few more

screens were made late in the spring in screen boxes constructed earlier. Three

hundred sixty-seven revolving screens were in operation in 1949. Table 100 tabulates

the number of screens in each district.

Table 100

Screens in use in Oregon

Watershed County
1946-1948

Total
1949
Completed Total

5 Deschutes 13 1 14
7 Umatilla 46 0 46
8 Wallowa 35 26 61
9 Baker 76 5 81
13 Lake 0 1 1
14 Klamath 0 1 1

15 Jackson & Josephine 148 15 163

TOTAL ' 318 49 367

Screens to fit boxes made in 1949 are being manufactured in the screen shop

during the winter of 1949-1950 and will be ready for installation in 1950. The number

of screen boxes built in 1949 for each district is presented in Table 101,

Table 101

Screen boxes built in 1949

County	 Boxes

5
7
8
9
13
14

Deschutes	 0
Umatilla	 0
Wallowa	 0
Baker	 6
Lake	 17
Klamath	 26
Jackson & Josephine 	 3

TOTAL
	

52

Watershed
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Fie=gin boxes were constructed as replacements for old installations. Water

of insufficient flow to operate some screens, necessitated relocation of the boxes

elsewhere on the irrigation ditches involved. Three boxes were relocated in Watershed

No. 9 and four in Watershed in No. 15.

Wherever the need for a screen of the revolving type is unnecessary, a

stationary type is substituted. There are nineteen stationary screens in operation.

The cost of the stationary type is less than that for a revolving screen, but the

type is suited only to ditches that remain clean throughout the year.

Nine screens were rebuilt because of damage. Extensive repairs were made

,on three large dual screens, two of which are in Umatilla County in the canals of the

Stanfield and Westland Irrigation projects. The screens were encased in metal cradles

which would permit them to be raised individually from the screen box whenever it

became necessary to flush the ditch. Because the method of construction has proven

successful in eliminating further damage a similar type was made at the Tumalo Dual

Screens in the Bend area.

A new fish ladder was completed in November on Sucker Creek in the Illinois

Valley in Josephine County. The completion date was timely since silver salmon utilized

the ladder as soon as it was finished. Seven fish ladders have been built and are

maintained by Game Commission personnel.

Forty-one repairs were made to various concrete boxes, chain drives, paddles,

and gears. Aluminum paddle boards were used to replace those of wood because the

sluggish flow of water in many of the irrigation ditches would not turn the wooden

paddle wheels. A total of fifty-six paddle replacements were made in all watersheds.

In 1948 the cost of screen inspection in all watersheds amounted to

$14,741.50. Labor for screen inspection totaled 10,414 hours at a cost of $10,9U.70.

There were 85,198 miles of travel logged in making checks at a mileage cost for state

and private vehicles amounting to $3,796.80. As more screens are put into operation,
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maintenance costs will mount.

In July, 1949, a survey crew of four men conducted survey operations for the

location of screen installation sites in the John Day River area. Surveys were made

on the North, Middle, and the South Forks, and their tributaries, A total of 327

screen locations were examined.

The cutting of steel for screen frames, paddle wheel ends and shaftings is

underway at the Central Point Shop for screens and wheels. Two hundred screen hubs

were machined for shaftings and holes were drilled in the hubs for the riveting of

the steel spokes of the screen ring. Spokes and hubs for 180 paddle wheels, or

ninety sets, were drilled and made ready for future assembly. Wire will be wrapped

onto the completed screen frames.

Some construction has been done for other departments as outlined in

Table 102.

Table 102

Construction in other departments

Feeding upland game birds
Oak Springs Hatchery, Maupin
Feeding of trapped deer in Baker County
Repairs to walls at Roaring River Hatchery
Repairs to Gold Ray Dam counting board
Preliminary work for fencing Savage Rapids Dam area
Raising and repairing of dike at Lake of the Woods
Road project at Fort Klamath Hatchery
Feeding of deer in Deschutes County
Construction of dams at Cultus and Lava Lakes
Cutting out of aquatic plants at Paulina Lake
Construction of roofs at Fort Klamath Hatchery
Construction of grills and installation at Rock Creek Hatchery
Game check at Slipmer Lake Shooting Ground

Stream Improvement

Work on coastal streams in 1949 consisted of the removal of a log jam on

the Necanicum River; four on Drift Creek, a tributary of the Siletz River; many

large jams on Cedar Creek, a tributary of the Siletz River; several on Sams Creek,

a tributary of the Siletz River; one on Rock Creek, a tributary of the Coquille River;
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one jam and rock barrier on the Sixes River, a tributary of the Pacific Ocean in

Curry County; and two small rock jams on Beaver Creek, a tributary of the Nehalem

River.

A rock falls was improved for fish migration on Wilhelm Creek, a tributary

of the North Fork of the Siuslaw River. The Fish and Game Commissions installed a

concrete fishway over a falls on Cedar Creek. The C. D. Johnson Logging Company

cooperated in the work on Cedar Creek by providing gratis use of a large "cat" as

an aid in clearance of log jams.

The outlet of Siltcoos Lake was cleared of logs, and a channel was opened.

A control dam between Woahink and Siltcoos Lakes was repaired.

Several logging companies cleared many creeks of debris in 1949. The

Sunset Logging Company worked six weeks on Clear Creek, a tributary of the Nehalem

River. The C. D. Johnson Logging Company cleared Buck Creek, a tributary of the

Siletz River. The Valsetz and Western Logging Companies cleared Gravel Creek and

the North Fork of the Siletz River. The Long-Bell Logging Company cleared Big Creek,

Lutsinger Creek, and Camp Creek, tributaries of the Umpqua River. In cooperation

with the Fish Commission a contract was let to the E. C. High Logging Company to

clear all log jams from Jordan Creek, a tributary of the Wilson River.
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FISH SALVAGE

Salvage operations on Sauvie Island were continued in 1949. All salvaged

fish were placed in adjacent water with the exception of the transference of

approximately 1,000 bass to the Bonneville area. Salvage operations have not been

successful in terms of proper utilization of the fish salvaged owing to the lack of

facilities for sorting and holding the desirable species. That the fish are saved

from dying is not sufficient justification for continuing the work under present

operating conditions.

Miscellaneous salvage operations were carried on in other sections of the

state with varying degrees of success. They are discussed in other sections of the

report,
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ROUGH FISH CONTROL

The program of control and eradication of trash fish populations was con-

siderably expanded over that of 1948. Partial control operations were continued at

Diamond, Paulina, East, Fish, Olive, Davis, and Crescent Lakes as well as at Wickiup

Reservoir and Lake of the Woods. Partial control operations appear to be reasonably

successful in most of these bodies of water. Outstanding exceptions are Diamond and

Davis Lakes. In neither has partial control been successful in reducing the trash

fish populations. Paulina and Davis have not responded well to partial control

treatments.

Complete control or eradication of trash fish was exercised on Big Lava,

Little Cultus, Meacham, and Bradley Lakes, Ochoco Reservoir, and Unity Reservoir.

In addition, the tributary streams above Ochoco Reservoir were poisoned as well as

considerable areas of those above the Unity Reservoir. Another control operation

involved poisoning several miles of Row River and tributaries above the Dorena Dam

site. The individual control operations are described in some detail in other

sections of the report.

The use of pre-mix concrete trucks to mix the rotenone powder with water

facilitated control operations immeasurably. Much time and effort was saved by

using this type of equipment. In the instance of Unity Reservoir, where no pre-

mix truck was available, the powder was mixed and sacked in Portland and trucked

directly to the reservoir the night before the control operation took place.

Rotenone prices were down in 1949 to where the material * could bs obtained

for a price as low as •Wenty-nine cents per pound as based on a five per dent rotenone

content. Unfortunately, we were forced to accept two shipments of material assaying

only 3.5 per cent rotenone. The cost of control operations were consequently

increased because more powder had to be used necessitating more men and more time.

A• specified minimum content of five per cent rotenone will be included in all price

inquiries henceforth.
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Partial control is time consuming and necessitates the presence of Game

Commission personnel for indefinite periods at the several lakes where partial control

is being practiced. If control measures are to be continued at such lakes as Paulina,

East, Wickiup, and Davis Lakes, temporary summer help should be used in order to

accomplish the task. Roach, in particular, have a habit of being flint' one day and

"out" the next, and a man must be on hand more or less continuously to "catch" them

at the proper time.

In connection with the Big Lava and Little Cultus Lake poisoning, dams were

constructed in the outlets of both of these lakes to prevent the re-entry of trash

fish. When Little Lava Lake is poisoned next spring, a barrier will be constructed in

the Upper Deschutes near the lake thus completing the preliminary steps in the re-

habilitation of Big Lava and Little Lava Lakes*
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CONTRIBUTING FISHERY PERSONNEL

Campbell, C. J. - Basin Investigations

Goff, E. W. - Fish Culture

Holloway, R. C. - Stream and Lake Management

Howell, G. E. - Fishways and Screens

Rayner, H. J. - Chief of Operations, Fishery Division

Borovicka, R. L. - Central Oregon

Campbell, H. J. - Northeastern Oregon

Dimick, J. B. - Rough Fish Control, Fish Salvage

Jensen, C. C. - McKenzie River Investigations

Koski, Reino - Fish Liberations

Locke, F. E. - Diamond Lake and Associated Investigations

Mastin, H. E. - Rogue River Investigations

Mathisen, L. M. - Lower Umpqua River Investigations

Newcomb, H. R. - Upper Umpqua River Investigations

Pitney, W. E. - Central Coast

Rivers, C. M. - Rogue River Investigations

Smith, F. W., Jr. - Gilchrist District

Sumner, Frank - Sand Creek Projects
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GAME COMMISSION HATCHERIES

HATCHERY	 LOCATION	 SUPERINTENDENT

Alsea	 Philomath	 G. C. Webb

Bandon	 Bandon	 W. C. Baker

Butte Falls	 Butte Falls	 Everett Moore

Cedar Creek	 Hebo	 C T. Roadarmel

Diamond Lake	 Diamond Lake	 Dick Evans

Fall River	 Bend	 Henry Reed

Hood River	 Hood River	 Archie McRae

Klamath	 Klamath Agency	 L. W. Webb

McKenzie	 Leaburg	 W. H. Goff

Oak Springs	 Maupin	 A. B. Smith

Roaring River	 Scio	 P. W. Southwick

Rock Creek	 Idleyld Park	 J. W. Vaughn

Wallowa	 Enterprise	 Ralph Kay

Willamette	 Oakridge	 E. W. Smith

Wizard Falls	 Camp Sherman	 K. E. Morton
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